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Internationally famous Gsrvasio

Gallardo produced the cover art-

tor this month's Omni. An untitled

work, the painting typifies the

Spaniard's unique style,

combining extreme realism with

humor and sensitivity Gallardo's art

has graced the covers otmany works

ot fantasy and science fiction.
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LfUDRD
By- Martin Zlotnick

• Large federal expenditures

to demonstrate

commercial technology

have a long and
well-documented record

of failure. These include

the nuclear ship Savannah

and many others. -9

if we can go totno moon, why can't we
speed .up tra-^c reduce poverty, and
solve the. energy problem '' Why car 1 '! v.v.

. as'former Transportation. Secretary Brock

Adams-hoped, 'reinvent the automobile"

in a gas-saving fornVforthe Eighties?

The government has tried. To- save lives,

it developed a series of "safely veh cies'

over the"past several years. They included

a tankiik'e behemoth that rated just-about

zero in its-commercial atii i> , v 'i tnti.

Eii the other extreme, a 'uel-eiiicient, mod-
ified impart thai might have come close to

being competitive inthe marketplace.

But close doesn't count. Cars that

people don't buy don't save lives— orfuel.

Large federal* :<:pi id=l-..ir- Modern
strate' commercial technology have a long

and well-documented record ot failure.

These include the .nuclear ship Savannah
(nowa feactlorless floating ciassroom). the

Personal Rapid Transit System and -':-.'.

others "he government hoped Iconic
these technologies into widespread use
but failed because the projects were no;

commercially feasible,

This waste could be avoided. When [he

government creates' hardware for its own
use, like Project Apollo rockets or guns for

iJe'erise i: JsuaKy knows what it wants
and how to gel it. in these cases the gov-
ernment manager is the ranking expert.

Bur wnen he tr-es to buy things tor use

outbidetl i- i

different situation.

The government manager of technology

development must respond to private in-

dustry's needs, which isotlen an unfamil-

iar and difficult role "for him, The economic
forces thafguide industry are not felt

within the bureaucracy. Instead direction

comes from pressures exerted by inter-

ested parties— industry, the public.

and (especially) Congress— a cacoph-
o'hyo'f voices rep;osen;Jng : egiiimate

parochial interests, often in conflict with

one another and the general good
When we ask a government manager to

develop technology for the general public

or for private industry, we are asking the

wrong person. And we are asking for the

job to be done.-under ihe' worst possible

conditions.

Does this mean.only military and space
technologies can. benefit from government
support? That government can't help

solve.the major problems o! the civilian

economy, such as the limited supplies of

liquid fuels and ;he threats to tne environ-

ment?
No. The government has a central role

in setting-economic policy, providing tax

incentives and making patent laws. and
other rules and regulations that encourage
technological innovation. Given the right

business environment, private industry will

risk the capital, to develop the technology

and to make the. demonstrations. Such
technology stands a good chance of

being cornmerciallv viable, because if is

produced by people
vated to make it so.

All together, nonte.

can have a greater ir.

commercial technolc

support of R&D can.

sisiance can a!so-pl;

Just as it creates~a

vironment, theg.over

sound tech no-log -lea I

should helpTurnish ti

mation, and ideas th.

technologists ir indu

The government c,

men! technology anc

produce dala desefi

materials, and carry

experimental analyst

help engineers irnpri

while providing then

tirely new products.

'

merely single eomp£
tries. And American
kind of help to comp
tnes on an equal ioo

Inthecaseofreim
mobile, government
an improved auto bu

search to afford engi

motive industry their

to buiid an improved
This approach she

government can be r

"V. sti .

'
n supportin

does not have to ope
constraints of indusii

has a long record of

;

industry's effectives

assistance.

Back in the ninetes

ernmenl established

aid mariners. No-ship

by the government, ji

aiwarers. Ever since

"ion. the government
ricullurai research wi

of success. Herealsr

supplied information

provided the comme
in a "green revolution

cal research in thisC'

edge that made'Am.e
aircraft industry a wo
chasing military aircr

government strength

dustry technically an
when it' eame-to com
the government s^Ipl

ments; it did riot man
the aircraft.

These' precedents
emrnentcan wort', be

technology in Americ

ment support basic r

duces the inio;malioi

try need, and let pnv>

the automobile." OO

Marin ztoin'c* .-: .i pi

pa'tmgri; oi fV'ergy .'
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^^k mericans are dangerously ill-

»^^» informed about Soviet military

M % space programs. This is the

message of Craig Covault. aerospace
writer and authority on Soviet space
activities. He warns of many recent

"unexplained missions" that, while

removed from the public eye, continue to

stump American scientists. In 1979 alone,

59 Soviet space missions were largely or

totally military, but the United States

orbited only five military missions.

Relentless best describes the Soviet

Union's long-term space plans and
consistently increased military spending.
Though the United States commands
superior technology, our funding and
concern have wavered over the years,

giving the Russians a decisive edge. In

"Universe Red" (page 48), Covault details

the impact of Soviet research on future

space capabilities. His reports have
trequently broken new ground in

disclosing Soviet space developments.
Having researched and written more than

100 articles on both American and Soviet

space programs, Covault "lives" his

specialty He flew operational missions in

numerous military aircraft, including the

F-106, the Harrier, the FB-1 1 1, the F-4, and
the B-52. He has also floated in simulated
zero-g conditions, while practicing for

space-shuttle. extravehicular activity,

Covault has written for international

magazines since 1972.

Also in this month's issue Timothy Bay
chronicles a "strange mutation of faith":

S OMNI

the ironic combination of fundamentalist

Christianity and satellite technology. Bay,

a former staff writer for Science Digest,

says he's fascinated by the mass-media
ministers who have mastered high-power,

Space Age entertainment tactics. "It's

strange to see a guy in a glass-enclosed

booth," Bay says, "in one hand holding a
communications trade magazine, in the

other, a Bible. God now has to answer
to the Nielsen ratings!" Bay does not

attend church services, though he is a

descendant of a long line of backwoods
Baptisis. who would probably look

askance a! what's happening to their faith

today. Rather, he is intrigued by the

"three-ring circus of popular religion" and
views the acceptance of these electronic

evangelists in a social and political light.

Enticed by various forms of popular
culture, Bay has written on diverse topics

from actors to yogurt. Don't miss "Airwave

Apostles," beginning on page 44.

Everyone needs a place to relax, to get

away from it all. As the multitudes head for

mountains or beaches this vacation

season, some will turn instead to the

peace and solitude of inner space— the

isolation tank. "Tanking," according to

many analysts, is not just a current pop-
psychology fad but an actual means of

therapy, helpful in reducing stress and
anxiety. Others claim it's a chamber of

horrors. Writer John Gorman entered one
of these isolation tanks several months
back and emerged with some revealing

thoughts in "Tanking" (page 60). Gorman

is a former professor of German and holds

a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University. He
has been a freelance writer since 1975,

and his work has appeared in many
newspapers in America and abroad.

Gorman's interest in exploring the inner

workings of the human mind dates from

his close involvement with the counter-

culture in the late Sixties.

"Kirk Douglas— superb but uncon-
cerned with scientific accuracy," writes

film columnist Jeff Rovin. A long-time

admirer of Douglas, Rovin says, "I've

always wanted to know what went on

inside that creative head." Rovin met with

the actor recently and talked about his

latest movies, Saturn 3 and The Final

Countdown. Not particularly Optimistic

about the trend toward realism in films,

Rovin faults Douglas for stressing visual

effectiveness over scientific accuracy.

"Only 2001 : A Space Odyssey and The
China Syndrome can be cited as

accurate," Rovin asserted. He recently

labeled Jane Fonda "one of the greatest

antiscientitic activists of the century." It's

all in The Arts (page 26).

Our August pictorial features the work
of Viennese artist Rudolf Hausner. An
exponent of Fantastic Realism, a genre of

analytical art that evolved in post- World

War II Vienna, Hausner provides an unfor-

gettable gallery entitled "Mirrors of Self"

(page 82). Writer Tom Weyr, an art expert

and friend of Hausner's since the early

Forties, furnishes the text. Prepare yourself

for a visual treat! DO
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Infinite Challenges

As a space enthusiast 1 very much agree

wiih James A. Michener ["Looking Toward

Space," May 1980], Had we found gold on

the moon or little green men on Mars, we
would be there in full force today. We must

understand thai not every step forward is a

"glory step." Some are steps backward
while others lurch imperceptibly forward,

but the universe is too vast and the earth

too crowded not to believe that there will

De great rewards awaiting usthe further

we proceed into this greatest adventure

man has ever encountered.

Lynn Holland

San Francisco, Calif.

God bless you, James Michenerl Reading
your essay brought tears to my eyes. You

said so well what I have felt in my heart for

so long. I am excited for my five-year-old

son, Daniel. His present and future hold

infinite challenges for him.
I pray our

nation does not fail to encourage him in

We should not fear the unraveling of

mysteries on Earth and in space. There

will always be new mysteries and chal-

lenges awaiting us. What a gifi space is!

Pamela J. Partridge

North Anson. Maine

Humanizing Porn

In an otherwise good exploration of sexual

variation, one disturbing point was raised

in John Stoltenberg's article "Future

Genders" [May 1980]. This was the

suggestion by Dr. John Money that

pornographic films such as High Rise be
used for the sexual instruc" on of children.

Human relationships are vulnerable

things that must be nurtured with love and
caring (two concept [ha; seem to escape
Dr. Money in his enthusiasm). Children

must learn such cis" nctly numan traits

beiore sexual familiarity, which would be of

dubious value to a six-year-old anyway. I

hardly think porn would make a human-
izingteacher. In fact porn may be defined

by its distinctly del' 1 .rnanizirg aspects,

where pleasure is the only end.

When Money cites apes as an example,

one must remember that, for apes, sexual

'ehearsa s a necessary too for survival.

They lead short, hazardous lives. Indeed,

please keep in mind, first of all, sex is only

the means for perpetuating the species.

I doubt it is as necessary as Money
believes to train tots in sexual rehearsal
given man's rather long childhood and
especially the use of such a disastrous

means.
Andrew Glinski

Toronto, Ont, Canada

I think it interesting that Dr. John Money,

of Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.

advocates the use of pornography in

children's sexual education.

How can one condone the use of a

visual medium that depicts people as „

copulating animals, whip-wielding sadists,

rapists, and various other freaks to teach

the young about sexuality?

I have never personally seen any

pornographic material that did not

degrade the fema ein some fashion,

either through physical humiliation or by
depicting her as not being able "to get

enough."
I should think that Dr. Money would be

interested in presenting the sex act as one
showing tenderness, closeness, caring,

and an ultimate sharing of two people.

Is it that the good doctor has never

exoe r:e"cecl true sexuality, or has "he

good doctor been sniifing just a bit too

much ether?

Sterling R. Johnson
Palm Springs, Calif.

Undigested Socks
I don't understand Why an honorable

mention wen! to Michael Giacolone
[Competition, June 1980] for fhe invention

of a "sock detector" It is common
knowledge that the undigested parts of

socks are flushed down the drain with the

soapy water after the first rinse cycle. The
'

sock eater on most washers is located

next to the inlet orifice. On older models it

may be found next to the button crusher.

I suggest, since it obviously annoys him,

that he simply disconnect it.

Don Shealor

Sacramento, Calif.DO
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FDRunn
In which the readers, editors, and
correspondents discuss topics arising out

of Omni and theories and speculation of

general interest are brought forth. The
views published are not necessarily those

of the editors. Letters for publication

should be mailed to Omni Forum, Omni
Magazine, 909 Third Avenue, New York,

NY 10022.

Land of ihe Free, Home of the Brave
I read your May 1980 magazine with

pleasure. Surely,
I thought, this is a pub-

lication that will make my mind soar. And
so it did— until I read FrangoisCamoin's

fiction "Some of My Besi Friends Are
Americans." After I read "Some of My Best
Friends," several questions came to mind.

Why is fhe setting "bad Moslem vs.

good poor Jew"? Any religion practiced in

a fanatical and bigoted fashion is quite

repulsive to those not adherents of that

religion. The Orthodox Jewish religion is

equally restrictive and biased. So why the

particular setup?

What is your motive for printing blatant

propaganda done so badly? Are you
appealing to Jewish readers only? If so,

why? I thought your magazine was aimed
at intellectuals. How can you misjudge

your audience's rationality so badly?
Eva Green Thameen

Baltimore. Md.

Mr. Camoin's story concerns Arabs and
Jews only superficially. It is really about
Americans. The United States is being

sold, one inch at a time, in exchange for

oil. What happens when people want one
thing so much they don't consider the

consequences of getting it? Mr. Camoin
advances oil as a metaphor lor those

distortions that suppress what makes us

American in the first place. — Ed.

A Far Cry
Your magazine represents perhaps the

best effort to date to make science

interesting and underslandabletothe
general public. Unfortunately, science is

built on a strict adherence to facts. Errors

in factual reporting tend to destroy the

credibility of not just the article in question

but the entire magazine. This is partic-

ularly regrettable when ihe facts in

question are so easily checked.

In the April 1980 Continuum section,

under the heading "Cesarean Boom,"
there is the statement that "even natu-

ral-childbirth mothers today are rou-

tinely chemically induced, electronically

monitored, and intravenously ted."

This statement is approximately a decade
out of date. Less than 10 percent of all

deliveries are chemically induced and
intravenously fed. Among the natural-

childbirth mothers, this figure is even

lower An incidence this low could scarcely

be considered routine.

Your ariicle reported on the increased

number of Cesarean sections but missed

the actual major change in obstetrical care

over the past few years. The policy now is

not one of increased intervention but of

much less interference, so long as things

are going well, but with earlier intervention

when abnormalities appear. This is a far

cry From routine intervention.

J. Robert McNutl, M.D.

Orleans, Mass.

Cosmic Threat to Astronauts

While watching a documentary on

television, I heard that NASA and the U.S.

government were holding back test

reports showing thai the sun's rays were

penetrating astronauts' helmets, causing

brain-cell damage at the rate of 1 percent

per month.
I
don't usually give much

credence to what I hear on TV but this

statement reminded me of Omni's

Phenomena [December 1979], It was a
picture of the imprint left by a cosmic ray

that had penetrated the Lexan helmet of

an Apollo astronaut. Is there something to

that TV report?

Lynn Evidon

Riverside, Calif.

NASA informs us that astronauts may
indeed suffer from prolonged exposure

to cosmic rays. The key word here is

prolonged. Astronauts occasionally

experienced flashes of light, which have
been interpreted as cosmic rays striking -

their retinas. On a voyage of several years,

to Mars for example, the accumulated
damage could be serious, especially

since neural cells do not regenerate or

repair themselves. But for short flights,

such as the Apollo or shuttle missions,

there is no danger. —Ed.

Asteroid Agriculture

In response to Brian O'Leary's article

"Asteroid Agriculture" [Space, May 1980],

why does this man wish to spread ihe

inefficiencies of his world to the rest of the

universe? Let's work with what we've got

here and leave the asieroids alone!

RickParrish

Columbus. 0'"iio

There are 4.5 billion human beings on
Earth today, and our resources are

straining to feed and clothe and educate
them all. By the year 2000, there will be at

least 6 billion people — and fewer

Wm resources for them to use Onlyby
I reaching out to the resources in space can

"j^j we hope to avoid a frightening collapse of

civilization on Earth and a "die-off" of

billions of people. — Ed.

Draft Beer, Not Runners
In the May 1980 Continuum you

commented on the use of the draft when
running. While drafting may be fine for

reducing air resistance, the one thing your

article failed to comment on is its con-



current reduction of oxygen intake, which

is extremely important in long-distance

running,.Drafting also cuts down on the

cooling effecl ol air hitting the body in

motion, which is especially important on

a hot day.

Is the cut irrair resistance great enough
loolfset the cut in oxygen going to the

bloodstream and the amount of cooling

that takes place when a' person is drafting?

John Bird

Rye. N.Y.

Dr. Chester Kyle replies: The difference in

air pressure while drafting is small,

certainly not enough to affect the lungs'

ability to draw in the required oxygen in a

breath. The cooling effect is different, to
' some extent. That is. in a marathon of two

and a half hours' duration, temperature is

very important. Most runners do best with

air temperatures in the 60s, or lower. In a

mile run, however, lasting only four min-

utes, the body can easily cope with the

higher temperatures. Remember, mile

records have been set in places as diverse

as England and California, with air tem-

peratures ranging from the 50s to the 80s.

".
. . And Jupiter Aligns with Mars"

For some time I have been hearing about a

major alignment of the planets due to

occur sometime in 1981. These rumors

predict major tidal ilooding and earth-

quakes as a result of the combined gravi-

tational pull of the planets on the earth.

The stories are becoming more trequent

here, perhaps because they predict the

destruction of the West Coast. I would like

to know the basis of these rumors. Is an

alignment really due to occur? If so, when?
What would be the effects of such an

alignment on the earth?

Mary Lynne Boland

Eugene. Ore.

John Gribbin, one of the original authors of

the theory, explained in the Space, column

[June 1980 ] why all the above-mentioned

disasters would probably not take place.

The original theory was based on a

coincidence of the alignment of planets,

and increased solar acii:'ny According to

Dr. Gribbin, there seems to be a correlation

between solar activity (sunspots and
storms) and earthquakes. Gribbin figured

that this correlation, coupled with the

increased tidal effect of the alignment of

planets, might trigger larger earthquakes

than normal. But the peak of solar activity

has already passed, and the alignment of

planets won't occur until 1982. Neither of

these alone is strong enough to cause the

predicted destruction. The original dire

predictions were based on a miscalcu-

lation in extrapolating the next solar

activity peak and on the effect the planets

exert on one another. — Ed.

Bold Adventure

Bravo, Stan Kent, Eric Burgess, and the SF

section of the American Astronautical

16 OMNI

Society 1 Cone'atulalio,'^ on a bold

statement- Because of your initiative and

zeal the people of this country have a

chance to enliven their exigence ana

explore new possibilities. What a

thought-provoking precedent the Viking

Fund represents. Upon the success of the

fund ride the hopes not only of renewed

interest in space exp oration but of a

greater welding of government and_public

with a strengthening of support for both.

Thank you (or allowing me the opportunity

to take one small step into the future.

M. R. McCloskey
Houston, Tex.

Stan Kent's First Word [May 1980]

proposes raising $1 million for Mars Viking

lander activities. Mr. Kent asks, "What
better way to demonstrate support than by

actually funding a spacs project through

donations?"

It may be more difficult to get NASA to

accept the money than it is to raise it. More

important, giving money to NASA does
nothing to correct the chief causes of

America's unde'fur.ded spaca after i

politics and unaware politicians. Members
of the House of Represents- ves and he
Senate and the President (536 individuals)

have an awesome amount of power over

how the wealthiest naiior ir history spends

its money.

Money raised tor the space program

would be much better spent on demo-
cratically influencing poli: eians when "ney

almost vulnerable: during elections.

Political action committees are used by

thousands of groups in this country.

inducing business, labor, and en-

vironmentalist organizations, because

such committees are powerful, proven

vehicles for causing social change. They

are legally afowed to get directly involved

in-e.lections. It is only recently that citizens'

political action committees for space have

been formed.

Until more pro-space people are

e.ectae to Cong 'ess and until there is a

pro-space president, less-aware

polit cians V'/il contmjs lo ignore our

potential in space.

Harrell Granam
Director. Citizens ~c< Space pAC

Washington, DC-

Straight for Mars

I found David L. Smith's letter [Communi-
cations, April 1980] absolutely appalling.

He said that we should get ourselves

socially and ecologically straightened out

:js:o'e we ougin -o exp.ore space. I don I

agree. In my opinion we've already blown

it hereon Earth, and our best, most

economical bet would be to consider

space for solutions to many of our prob-

lems. I'm sure anybody would rather live

on Mars- than pay the atrocious taxes that

would be necessary to clear up even 60

percent of our Terran problems.

Chuck Keller

Ventura, Calif.

The Trouble with Aliens

I'm writing about Ben Bova's Last Word
IMay 1980], In which Ben arid the

science-fiction readers shout, "Jump into

your spacesuits and open the hatches!"

Well. Ben, you were probably in the

lobby getting some popcorn when one of

Nostromo's crew (Dallas, I think) men-

tioned that the alien had better be

bumped off soon, because they still had
14 months of travel left and they were

running low on air. The crew had to make
the trip in hibernation to enable the ship to

carry sufficient supplies of air, water, and
food. Had the crew blown all the hatches

(and with them, a shipload of air), they

would probably have died ot suffocation

enroute home. The time the crew spent

awake "dealing" with the varmint was an

jnschodulec' corsi.r'iptirn of resources

I think the smartest thing the crew could

have done would have been lo give the

alien a smart rap on the pan the instant it

emerged from poor Kane's chest, and
brain Ash, too, if he bitched too much.

Marc Thompson
Seattle, Wash.

Epitaph for American Industry

I beg to differ with Rawleigh Warner's lame

excuses for America's industrial decline

[First Word, December 1979 J. Our

balance-of-trade deficit is due to a reason

not touched upon by Mr. Warner: the

importation of superior merchandise and

technology from foreign countries.

American industry must realize that the

buying public can recognize a superior

product when it is offered and is willing to

pay the price for it. American industry's

attitude of "Dcn'i make i: better, on'y

cheaper." if not changed, will be engraved

on its tombstone.
Charles L. Mason

Rock Island, Wash.

Lovers and Scaphoids

I very much enjoyed the mnemonics
section in the Varch 1 930 Games column,

but in the interest of accuracy I feel it

necessary to suggest an alternative to

number 7, "Never lower Tillies pants;

Mother might come home." The termi-

nology for the carpal bones referred to in

this mnemonic is no longer in use.

Specifically, the navicular is now the

scaphoid, the greater multiangular is now
the trapezium, and the lesser multiangular

is now the trapezoid. I would like to offer

"Some lovers take positions that they can't

handle" as a more appropriate aid to

rememher these bones. This would refer

to the scaphoid, lunate, triangular,

pisitorm. trapezium, trapezoid, capitate,

and hamate bones, respectively. If should

also be pointed out that the triangular is

also called the triquetrum, but this has no

effect upon the mnemonic. Who says that

gross anatomy is a dead subject?

Michael D. Burke

Michigan State University-

East Lansing. Mich.DO



EMRTH
By Don Wall

The Pilgrims learned long ago that

winters on Cape Cod are harsh:

desolate, weather-beaten, cold.

But this past winter the beach of Cape
Cod became something more: the scene
of a baffling scientific mystery.

On December 27, 1979, two dead har-

bor seals were reported washed up on

the beach. The next day two more, and
four the next. By the end of January, 170

seals had beached and had been
collected by scientists drawn to the

scene. By the beginning of April, the tally

exceeded 300.

A few dead seals are not unusual.

Twenty-five to 30 of Cape Cod's 1 ,000

harbor seals die and are collected for

study each year. Yet there was something
freakish about this winter kill. The numbers
were too high, and the seals looked too

healthy to have died.

"We've never seen anything like it

before," said John Prescott, director of the
New England Aquarium, in Boston. "We've
seen mass strandings of whales and
dolphins, but never from this kind of

contagious disease."

The seals were dying— and as of this

writing continue to die— from acute

pneumonia. Once a seal was infected and
developed pneumonia, it would die within

three days from heart failure through

asphyxiation. Scientists suspect a virus as
the agent of death, but no conclusive

evidence has yet shown this to be true.

A disease that spreads quickly among
people is an epidemic; among animals, it

is an epizootic. Only harbor seals are

known to be affected by the virulent

pneumonia, but as spring approached,
there were fears that infected seals

migrating north to their breeding grounds
in the Maritime Provinces of Canada
would spread the disease throughout

the herd.

"But there is nothing we can do, nothing

we should do," said Dr, Joseph R. Geraci,

veterinary pathologist at the Ontario

Veterinary College. "This may be nature's

way of controlling the population, and any
attempted heroics on our part could

cause havoc."

Before spring officially arrived, dead
seals were picked up in Seabrook, New

A vi'ulen: pr,$\. 'or.g Use Aiiarii/c z
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Hampshire, and as far north as Saco,
Maine. The migration had begun. The
seals would have to develop their own
immunity to the disease or else wait until

its power subsided.

The focus of the scientists had mean-
while shifted. While still monitoring

the spread of the epizootic, they now
looked for data to help them understand
what they had been helpless to stop.

"You'd never go out in the wild and
knock off two hundred fifty seals to get

these data." said John Prescott. "That

would be negligent, but it would also be
negligent to study the disease and throw
the rest away. Our interest goes far beyond
the disease. We believe that the biology is

equally important."

Stranded sea mammals are not a new
phenomenon; the way science has been
responding to them since the early

Seventies is. Scientists are tired of dis-

missing strandings as one of nature's

mysteries. Observations have shown that

a majority of the animals that beach
themselves are diseased or filled with

parasites. To make these observations,

you've got to be there.

A major stranding rallies experts to the

scene like firemen to a three-alarm blaze.

They hit the beach in pickups and dune
buggies, choppers and seaplanes. They
wear hip boots and carry specimen bags
and a cache of cutting tools, including

scalpels, whalers' flensing knives, even

chain saws.The ocean's edge is trans-

formed into a working laboratory.

The communications network that gets
scientists to the beaching sites is a

phenomenon in itself. An electronic web
of codes and messages, radios and
computers, begins with the first sighting.

Phone calls are made to the nearest

stranding center, the Scientific Event Alert

Network, in Washington, DC, the National

Marine Fisheries Service, and stranding

experts at other research facilities.

The experts race against decomposition
and, if they are honest about it, against

one another. To "work up" meaningful data,

an animal must be fresh or frozen fresh. So
CONTINUED ON PAGE 126



URING DECEPTION

By Dr. Bernard Dixon

Last December— the same month
Omni published Dava Sobers
article on human guinea pigs— a

major medical journal printed details of an
experiment it considered unethical. A
group of Danish patients suffering from

gross obesity had been treated either with

drugs or by surgery to short-circuit their

intestines, thus preventing them from

absorbing food properly That was not the

contentious issue. The real problem.was
that those given the drugs were told a lie.

They were informed that they were not

suitable candidates for surgery, even
though surgery was appropriate for their

condition. The researchers were trying to

determine whether a pharmaceutical
approach to obesity could replace

surgery.

Aftercareful consideration the Lancet

decided to publish the report, believing

that openly discussing such deception
was better lhan suppressing it. Four

months later nol a single letter had ap-
peared in response to the editor's request

for public debate. That neglect, as much
as the disquieting conduct revealed in

the original paper, confirms that all is not

well with medical ethics.

The Danish physicians and surgeons
did not have sinister intentions. They
simply wanted to learn the truth about a
type of surgery that has been used for

several years. Was il a better, or worse,

remedy for obesity than dieting and tak-

ing drugs to reduce appetite? The only

way to settle such a question unambigu-
ously was to divide patients randomly
into two groups, treating half one way
and half the other.

At the outset the overweight human
guinea pigs certainly volunteered: they

had heard about the operation and
wanted it badly. The problem lay in how
to persuade half of them to become
"controls." Here falsehood came in. The
doctors lied, telling them that preliminary

tests had shown they should not undergo
the operation.

There is, oicourse, inbuilt deception in

the double-blind trials that are carried out

to assess many new forms of medical
treatment. Some patients are given a
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potentially active drug, for example, while

others are given an inactive placebo.

Horrendous difficulties can arise in such
a survey if there are early indicalions that

something dramatic is happening: Should
the double-blind be broken to reveal who
is receiving what? In Ihe Danish case,

however, deceit wenl very much further

than this. The investigators decided that

the only way to establish the truth was to

tell some ot their patients a positive lie.

The experiment went ahead on thai

basis, which meant that 66 persons were
dissuaded from having surgery that might

have improved their miserable condition.

The outcome was dramatic: There was
considerably g'eater weight loss in the

surgical patients. But complications after

the operation were common and
occasionally severe.

Such information is undoubtedly
valuable. Thus, when the Lancet's editor

received a report of the clinical results, he
faced a dilemma: to publish or not to

publish. On that point the Declaration of

Helsinki, adopted by the World Health

Organization (WHO), is quite clear.

Medical journals should reject any paper
that appears to be ethically unsound. The
Lancet's decision to accept the report

(sea re ely vindicated by the total lack of

critical reaction afterward) thus went
against WHO's decision.

The question tackled by the Danish
team is one that confronts medical
researchers and practitioners the world

over: how to assess one therapy against

another randomly, without allowing pa-
tients to choose and thereby influence

the outcome.

I believe the time has now come to

grasp this nettle. Instead of carrying out

trials that are ethically suspect (or severely

limited in their value because ot un-

realistically scrupulous constraints),

investigators should begin from a different

premise. They should recognize that

people are more witling to lake risks than
one would imagine. Just as doctors and
medical scientists experiment upon them-
selves, so would many patienis— and
healthy persons— submit to novel

procedures, fully cognizant of the

conditions.

Moreover, this could be done without

destroying the statistical basis of an
experiment— the grounds on which

scientists usually resist such full

disclosure. Consider, for example, the

likely outcome if the Danish patients had
been told the truth. If the physicians and
surgeons had explained from the starl that

the relative value of drugs and surgery
was by no means evident, would large

numbers of patienis have refused to

accept one treatment or [he other?
I do not

believe so. With at most a few objectors,

who could be administered the therapy of

their choice, Ihe trial would surely have
gone ahead and yielded the same
srElisiicaNy valid results.

But no patients would have been
deceived. Ethically there could be no

objections. And from a pragmatic

Standpoint, no one would have had to tear

Ihe consequences when individuals who
had taken part in the trial discovered, as.

they well might, that they were seriously

misled. In this rjispjrsiiousarea, self-

interest coincides with public interest. DO



MAKING A COLD CURE

By G. Harry Stine

^^ ^^ention space industry, and a

'I if I l few trite Preconceptions arise

I U I in most people's minds. This

is true even of those of us who have been

interested in space development for a

decade or more. We automatically see

images of huge solar-power satellites

beaming electricity to an energy-short

Earth and space factories producing

new composite materials, superior crys-

tals for solid-state eleclronics, and multi-

phase alloys that cannot be made in

Earth's gravity field.

And yet the most importanl products of

space industry, the ones that will most

affect our everyday lives, will probably be

those most people today overlook: bio-

logicals and pharmaceuticals.

As Omni's executive editor, Ben Bova,

remarked in a recent First Word, "Science

has eradicated a killer diseasejrom Earth;

smallpox. Isn't this what science is sup-

posed to be doing?"

Yes, it is, Science will continue that work

in space because the weightlessness and

high vacuum of orbit ofier unique advan-

ces for biotechnology. Medicines from

space are so fraught with promise that in

100 years humanity may look back on the

early Space Age less as the era in which

we explored the solar system than as the

time when both disease and death were

conquered by scientists working in or-

biting biolabs.

One increasingly important field is cell

biology. Hormones, enzymes, antibodies,

and other medically useful materials are

manufactured by usingscell cultures. But

getting a living cell to grow in vitro rather

than/'n vivo presents enormous difficulties

for the researcher. Because of this, many
processes that theoretically could be

carried out by cultured cells remain

impractical.

This may soon change. Biotechnolo-

gists believe that many of the things they

cannot do here on the ground can be

accomplished in the weightlessness of

space. This is particularly true for cell

biologists.

Growing mammalian cells— often the

most useful— is especially difficult. Mam-
malian cells like to attach themselves

to something before they will do anything,

Pharmaceuticals from human oc/'s g.'a<vr.
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even carry on their normal metabolism.

Without a supporting surface, cells will

rarely produce the valuable products

biotechnologists seek.

Culturing mammalian cells has therefore

required cleverly designed cullure

tanks with many-layered membranes
to which the cells can attach themselves.

Nutrients and other raw materials must

then be pumped past the cells on these.

membranes.
The problem is that cells rarely attach

themselves to such membranes in neat

layers only one cell thick. Instead they pile

atop one another, the upper cells smoth-

ering the ones beneath.

One recent solution to this problem is

the microbead, a plastic sphere often less
,

than a millionth of an inch in diameter. A
single mammalian cell can attach itself to

each microbead and be quite happy and

produclive.

And yet this doesn't quite solve the

problem. When the cells attach them-

selves to the beads, they sink to the

bottom of the cullure tank, again forming a

sediment many cells thick. Cells on top

get all the food, while those on the bottom

end up with little of the nutrient solution,

Metabolic wastes build up in the stagnant

bottom layer, and even the gluttons on top

are eventually killed by the poisons ac-

cumulating underneath.

The only way to keep this from hap-

pening is to stir the culture. But a whirling

stirrer can deal the fragile cells a death

blow. At best, a battered cell stops

cooperating with the biotechnologist.

But in the weightlessness of orbit, the

cells and their microbeads cannot settle to

the bottom of the container; there is no

bottom, Withoul gravity the cells will re-

main suspended in (heir culture medium.

Then they can be put to work making the

hormones, enzymes, and other cell-

culture products needed by the sick and

injured back on Earth.

Weightlessness also permits the use of

other bioengineering techniques that are

difficult, and sometimes impossible, here

on the ground. One process, known as

continuous-flow electrophoresis, is a

means of separating molecules from a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 126



SIX ANCIENT MACHINES.

AND ONE NEW ONE.
The first six are the basic machines. The seventh is a silicon chip.

Basic machines provide a mechanical advantage.

Silicon chips are different. They provide a mental advantage. Etched

with microscopic circuits, they're the heart

of the modern computer.

We make the comparison because,

today, mechanical advantage isn't enough.

America's waning productivity won't be

improved just by working harder.

We have to work smarter, and silicon

chips will help.

Armed with computers, old factories

can behave like younger ones. With better

use of information, assembly lines can be

made to work with the assemblers instead

of against them.

Heavy industry, technology firms,

service companies must all become more
J

productive, a challenge that demands ideas.

And just as levers alone don't move
rocks, computers don't have ideas. But they

give us an advantage.

They help us find solutions in time to

solve the problems.You can't get more
basic than that.t«* m"



BARRIERS OF FEAR

ruiiruD
By Walli Left

Frances G. is an amputee. She
wears a prosthetic device in

place of her right arm. She is

vivacious, eager, and capable. Yet she is

vastly underutilized by society and is

deeply unhappy.

"I've worked only seven of the ten years

since I graduated from college," Frances

says, "mostly at tedious office jobs. I've

had one promotion, been laid off or fired

three times, and rejected at job interviews

more times than I can begin to recall.

"Once when I was feeling really fed up
with my job, I didn't answer an important

client's letter. It was clearly my fault, but

one of the women in the office created a

big fuss by making silly excuses for me. It

was so embarrassing. She was just

outrageous."

Thousands of handicapped people's

lives mirror that of Frances G. They suffer,

as she does, because "it's hard to get to

know people well enough to become close

friends. It seems a lot of people don't think

at all about how you feel."

Science has played an important role in

bringing handicapped people out of the

institutions and into society. Quadriplegics

and iron-lung patients now attend college

classes with the help of electronic wheel-

chairs and portable respirators. Buildings

are being designed with the handicapped
in mind. Prosthetics have moved steadily

from clamps and braces toward bionics.

And yet, if the nondisabled continue to

react the way Frances described, sci-

entific strides will be of little value to the

increasing numbers of the handicapped in

society No technology can overcome the

frightful alienation felt by the handicapped
in a society that refuses to pay any
genuine attention to them.

A (slew York University research team,
headed by Dr. Jerome Siller, confirms that

the roots of "normal" people's fears toward

the handicapped run deep. Discrimination

against the disabled may be less histori-

cally compelling than racial or religious

bigotry, but it is every bit as widespread
and firmly entrenched.

Dr. Siller's team worked on ihe premise
that prejudiced attitudes toward the

handicapped stem from the anxiety that

physical disabilities evoke in many

people's minds. The behavioral difficulties

between the two groups, Siller concluded,
rest largely with the nonhandicapped.
"Perhaps the most pervasive problem,"

Siller states, "is that we locate the issue of

discrimination too readily in the disabled

person, whereas it lies more in the person

who believes himself normal. Disability

can be understood only in terms of

interaction. Society determines what is

labeled a disability."

An example of peoples unreasoned
shying away from the handicapped came
to light during an attitude experiment held

in the placement office of a major

university. The experimenter wanted to

place a handicapped person in the office

waiting room to gauge the reactions of

applicants. The placement director flatly

refused. He feared that job applicants

would find the handicapped person's

presence so unpleasant that they wouldn't

want jobs at the university. The college

dean agreed, and the experiment even-

tually had to be performed off campus.
The NYU group established a series of

attitude factors to explain reactions by
norma! people toward physical y limited

people. Some are specific to particular

disabilities. For example, one factor,

dubbed denial of severity by Siller's team,

reveals that normal people cope with

deafness by excessively praising hearing

aids to downplay the handicap's effects.

Several other reactions were found to

have broad applicability. Situations like

that at the placement office, from which

the handicapped were ostracized, reflect

a factor Siller calls generalized rejection.

Handicaps bother normal people; so they

avoid confronting them by refusing to deal

with disabled individuals. The belief that

disabled people are morally deficient or

that they may have done something to

deserve rheir impairment also finds

expression in a reaction of generalized

rejection.

Another view commonly held by most
people pictures the disabled as having

extraordinary mental gifts and personality

traits, They are seen as being closer to the

true nature of life, deserving of special

treatment and tolerance. While this

I page 12s



FILM

THE ART5
By Jeff Rovin

This column has made the point

before, but with largely un-

focused resentment: II we think of

Hollywood as a great and giving ocean,
and every genre a bay into which it

washes, there is no inle! more polluted

than science fiction.

The problem faced by cultural

ecologists combating this blight is that

those who dirty the environment are often

talented and well-intentioned filmmakers.

They are simply misguided, caught up in

the notion that entertainment value

eclipses all other considerations, partic-

ularly scientific integrity. This is a myth,

of course, made all the more lament-

able when one of its adherents is among
the Hollywood elite, a distinguished person-

ality who exercises staggering control

over every picture in which he appears.

There are few figures in mainstream
filmmaking more respected than Kirk

Douglas, and he rightly deserves such
respect. Douglas has starred in such
superb motion pictures as Champion
{1949), Lust for Life (1956). and Lonely Are

the Brave (1962), and he has produced

others that render unimpeachable his

credentials as a major talent. He is kinetic,

utterly charming, and admirably frank. But

Douglas exposes himself in his candor as

a leaking tanker in the science-fiction gulf.

In the midst of a query regarding the

technological credibility of the science-
fiction films he has made, he shades from

intense concentration and says with a

laugh, "I see by your questions that you

want to get me into an area that I don't

know a goddamn thing about."

Douglas has given us a pair of science-

fiction films this year. The first, Saturn 3. is

the saga of a lunatic astronaut who travels

to a hydroponic-research facility on Titan.

There he builds a promiscuous,

tantrum-throwing robot named Hector to

menace scientists Douglas and Farrah

Fawcett, When asked what possessed
him to star in a property that is little more
than a pulp adventure embalmed with sex,

gore, and a shiny, futuristic look, Douglas
responds, "I wanted to be able to do a

science-fiction picture of some kind, and
this was the first one to come to my at-

tention that intrigued me." Smiling, he

Kirk Douglas and Ron O'Neal in Tin
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admits, "Everyone jumps on the band-
wagon, including myself."

Everyone also makes mistakes, and
while we can allow Douglas the commer-
cial zeal that helped put $1 1 million worth

of sludge on the science-fiction screen, it

is harder to justify his second SF effort of

the year, The Final Countdown . This film

invents a "time storm" to pluck the USS
Nimitz from December 7, 1980, and de-

posit the nuclear aircraft carrier at Pearl

Harbor on that same date in 1941
,
just

before the Japanese attack. So far as

scientific veracity is concerned, we might

just as well have stayed with the lust-

crazed Hector Douglas states, "The storm

sequence had to be done not in an

authentic way, because I don't know what
an authentic way would be. But it has to be
visually effective."

Though he tries to be reassuring about
the physics involved, affirming that "one of

the characters does discuss Einstein's

theory of time, and thus there is a scientific

frame of reference," he serves only to

create further anxiety with the glib post-

script, "What is it, S='/?GT 2 or something?"

In light of his insouciance, the actor is

the first to concede that his fundamental

difficulty with science fiction is a threefold

discomfort with science.

The first stumbling block is his ad-

herence to the doctrine that scientific

validity is barely worth the bother. "You

can't spend an hour trying to explain

things," he declares. What if the picture

suffers for it? "I 'mat a point where I like to

do what I like to do. If the audience doesn't

like it, then what am I going to do?"

Be glad, perhaps, that he did not invest

in Saturn 3. which was a box-office dis-

aster, and hope that The Final Countdown

,

which ishis production, fares better.

Secondly, Douglas has little faith in

experts— an old wound. "When I pro-

duced The Vikings in 1958," he recalls, "I

had experts acting as advisers on the

construction of the ship, and we had com-
plete disagreement all the lime." Rath-

er than try to make sense of their counsel,

Douglas threw up his hands and simply

took the measurements of a Viking

ship displayed in a museum. Now he tries

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11B
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THE ART5
By Stephen Demorest

It
was during one of those floating parties

New Yorkers love that I discovered you
can bootlGg history. I'd landed in the

plush twilight o( an unfamiliar living room,

where our host played DJ with his

videotape machine. I gawked as Elvis

Presley shimmied through his first Ed
Sullivan Shovs in genuine black and white,

Lou Reed and John Cale traded jokes at a
private rehearsal in a shabby hotel room,

and the Beatles clowned through their

premiere concert in Japan.

"Sony shot this in Tokyo to test their

equipment in the Sixties, and then they

threw it away," the video master gloated.

"Luckily, someone fished it out of !he

trash can."

This has to be the ultimate collector's

medium. I thought, no! only capturing

nostalgia, but bringing it back alive. With

these omniscient tapes we were peeping
past memory into the guts of real events. It

was so exciting that it had to be illegal,

and it probably was. In fact, I learned

subsequently, it's only thanks to the

quasi-legal resourcefulness of the video

underground that some of America's most

singular— and most perishable— cultural

documents have been preserved in

private libraries of rare footage.

The history of video software has always

been a checkered one. When Japanese
inventors developed the machines for

industrial and institutional use, they never

dreamed of a home entertainment market.

It was the bootleggers of 16mm movies
who discovered that a hot video cassette

of Star Wars would fetch $100 under the

counter. These pirates eventually became
the pioneer entrepreneurs of prerecorded

fapes. Soon they were specializing in

pornography (the one thing you couldn't

tape off your TV), and even now X-rated

material dominates the market.

It's thanks to the depraved, then, that

home video has crept into the middle

class. Today nearly 2 million machines like

Sony's Betamax are operating in the

United States. Perhaps somewhat
belatedly Universal and Walt Disney

Productions last year brought suit against

Sony, seeking an injunction against the

sale and manufacture of the video copter

and contending that taping their movies

The Beatles on teiev
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off one's television set violates copyright

law. The court denied the plaintiffs,

however, ruling that a consumer may use
the machine in the privacy of his own
home to record and watch whatever he
wants whenever he wants. (The decision

very specifically did not deal with the sale

or trading of tapes outside the home.]
Now you can saunter into Macy's, check

out 75 varying models tagged as low as

$700— about the cost of a decent siereo

system— and riffle through more than 20
catalogs that purvey movies, TV series,

cartoons, and rock concerts for between
$20 and $70. Last fall Billboard published
its first Video Top 40 {Butch Cassidy,

M'A'S'H. and The Sound of Music led the

charge); Fotomat inaugurated video-

cassette rentals ($8 per movie); and Time-'"

Life fanfared its brand-new mail-order

Video Club.

Naturally, there are fortunes to be made
in the software sweepstakes, and hustlers

are scrambling after every scrap of tape
available. Besides creating a new market,

however, the video revolution has also

created a new— and hopelessly

tangled — copyright situation. Lawyers,

producers, unions, and creative guilds

must sort out who gets what royalties for

old movies shot long before the home
video market was ever anticipated; for

promotional programs subsequently sold

to the public; or for video jukebox rights.

Some authorities Ihink there isn't a single

rock concert on video cassette that has
obtained all the proper licensing.

One person filming and negotiating for

material is Peter Frank, a music collector

who turned pro to support his habit. He
began by shooting promo films for which
he retained the nonbroadcast rights. "Ed

Sullivan and Dick Clark own so much
music footage," he says covetously,

"but they probably don't clearly own the

rights for home video. But if Elvis Presley

sells a million records dead, imagine what
you'd make selling his live TV appear-
ances from the Fifties. As of last year,

the video rights were a subslantial pari of

negotiations in all contracts between
ansts arc recording companies."
Frank himself is guarding more than 50



hours of tape under "hold harmless"

agreements until he can clear the rights for

distribution. The major film studios, too,

are playing it cool, hoarding the classic

films in their catalogs until a boom market

develops.

Less cool, though, are the black

marketeers who plunder current hits as

well as unreleased old favorites. In

legitimate circles, the average film is sold

to pay TV about a year after its initial

theatrical release. After another year it's

shown on free network television, and then

a licensed cassette will be sold sometime

after that.

' Bootleggers, however, usually flood the

country with knockotfs of a first-run film

within six weeks of its theatrical debut, and

sometimes they'll even have a blockbuster

on the street before it's released to the

theaters. (Twentieth Century-Fox has

considered marketing cassettes simul-

taneously with its theatrical releases, but

theater owners are up in arms against the

idea.) Someone who wishes to ship

abroad can make a fortune in the

untapped overseas market, where the

movie may not reach the movie houses for

months, if at all.

The FBI agent in charge of inves-

tigations on the West Coast says en-

forcement is (utile once a film is shown

on pay TV. "They set the pie in the window
for anybody to grab." So his main concern

is stopping piracy during the initial the-

atrical release. Just about anyone can
steal a print— a tab technician, a

projectionist, a shipper— and make a

video master in a few hours. TheJFilm

industry estimates it loses hundreds of

millions of dollars a year this way.

John Lollos, whose two-year-old Video

Tape Network has a hit with the "Mr. Bill

Show" from Saturday Night Live, admits

that piracy is eroding his business. 'A guy
came in here once and tried to sell me

Gone with the Wind, and I knew it didn't

belong to him. I
said, 'Look, aren't you

afraid you'll be caught?' But he just

laughed and said, 'Where are you gonna

look?'

"

The FBI has closed down several

profiteers (making merchants more

circumspect in the process), but the

offense is classified as a misdemeanor
with penalties that rarely reach the

$25,000 maximum for first offenders—
mere operating expenses for the serious

rip-off artists. (A bill to make movie piracy

a felony is currently belore Congress.)

Manufacturers are now designing tapes

that can't be duplicated, marking

individual frames of films, adding what

they call copy guards, and experimenting

with signal scramblers. The movie

companies are also trying to improve iheir

security with computer tracing systems

that keep track of every reel they

distribute. The ultimate squelch of the

bootleggers, though, may be the imminent

video disc, which, unlike audio records,

will retail for less than even blank cassette

tapes. Meanwhile, since many pirates use

inferior tape that acts like sandpaper on a

machine's video heads, it's generally safer

to tape borrowed items yourself. Blank

tapes, at SI 6 for six hours, account for

about 85 percent of all cassette sales; so

someone obviously is thinking for himself.

The real experts are the cognoscenti

who collect and trade unmarketed foreign

films, original edits, coming attractions,

trailers, Japanese cartoon and robot

shows, political footage, wild Fifties

commercials, and Star Trek bloopers.

Some go for souvenir clips, such as moon
landings or papal visits. Others, such as

magician Richard Robinson, who tapes

illusionists, are building up personal

reference libraries. "Most video cassettes

you can buy aren't worth seeing," scoffs

Robinson, who wrote the definitive Video

Primer in 1974 before oecon-mig disen-

chanted. "Who wants to see a close-up of

Steven Stilis's face for an hour?"

These collectors aren't hardened

criminals; they're just a loose network of

independent counterculturists with no

appetite for the legal spaghetti. "It's the

logical next step for the fanatic who has

every Rolling Stones record cover," Frank

confides. "There are monumental films you

can't see, but if you want them badly

enough, somehow you'll manage."

True videophiles ferret out vintage tapes

like knights hot on the trail of the Holy

Grail. Frank, for instance, acquired

nitty-gritty concert tapes from legendary

radio jock Murray the K, and he regularly

combs through small TV stations in

Detroit, Cleveland, and Texas, "You try to

find film editors, managers, or sponsors,"

he explains. "Before the era of big network

broadcasts they used to carry copies of

shows around to local stations, and you

hope stuff will be found in a closet

somewhere along the line."

Thanks to these unofficial video

curators, vast amounts of Fifties television

has been secured, pending copyright

clearance. Also "around," if you know the

right people, are such intimate exotica as

the Rolling Stones' infamous Cocksucker

Blues tour film and the legendary clip of

Richard Nixon picking his nose just before

reading his resignation speech.

Then there's mythical footage that's so

rare even many ins ders Haven't seen it:

Elvis on the Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey

show in 1953; Louis Armstrong in Sweden -

in 1929, Stevie Wonder at the Apollo

Theater as a child. Some say there's a

35mm film of the Beatles in India with the

maharishi, but no one seems to know who
shot it or where it is now. Others whisper

that former Beatles manager Allen Klein

has a terrific library stashed away. But it's

also said you can't see it, which leads

Frank to grouse, "It's like having part of

your culture locked up in someone
else's basement."

The ultimate frustrations are events

carelessly "lost" down the oubliette of

lime. Many TV stations are less respectful

of entertainment footage than of hard

news, and they regularly destroy it every

seven years. Rumor has it there was once

a film of Buddy Holly's last performance

before he boarded the airplane in which

he lost his life. "Some people say that film

still exists," Frank sighs, "but I believe it's

probably gone." What about Bob Dylan's

first electric concert at Newport? "It

doesn't exist. Dylan is one of those artists

you really want to have, but don't. But who
knows? Stuff surfaces."

So the hunt for those once-in-a-lifetime

tapes coniinues. Frank is particularly

proud of some old news footage ta-;en in

New Orleans of funerals of great black

Basin Street musicians. "It's so pure you

could die from it." he gushes, "and it's your

culture. It's part of America. Paul Revere

silver noesn': ho ; d a candle lo it. "DO
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UFD UPDATE
By James Oberg

Strange manifestations have

always appeared in the skies,

but the modern concept of "flying

saucers" was born in 1947, when Idaho

businessman Kenneth Arnold saw nine

shining discs fly past his small plane over

Mount Rainier, Washington.

Nobody knows what it was Arnold saw.

Alter three decades it will probably never

be possible !o reconstruct what actually

happened on that day.

Arnold, however, has furnished some
recent testimony that may reveal the true

value of his report. Since that first sighting,

he claims to have seen UFOs six more
times, including one incident in which he

filmed two UFOs flying under his light-

plane. But all his UFOs looked the same,
Arnold says: They flew in bounces, "like

speedboats on rough water," and they flew

both level and on edge. They also

pulsated like fireflies in their centers.

Such descriptions are unique among
the thousands of recorded UFO sightings.

As psychologists recognize, if the same
rare manifestation continues almost ex-

clusively for one particular witness, that

perception may be traced to some internal

characteristic, not to any external or

physically "real" stimulus.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek has issued a warning

about such UFO reports. Researcher

David Schroth quoted Hynek as

denouncing people who report UFOs,
adding that they have "had similar

experiences on many occasions in the

past," These witnesses are called

repeaters, and Hynek does not find them

very reliable: "The idea that one person,

often with little understanding of statistics

or probability, can have dozens of UFO
S ghtings while a great many other

people— indeed, the majority— have

never in their lives seen anything resem-
bling a UFO can instantly be shown to be
utterly nonsensical."

The same objection could be made
regarding Kenneth Arnold. His claim to

having seen half a dozen UFOs over the

last 30 years marks him, in Hynek's own
terminology, as "utterly unreliable." Yel

since Arnold's sighting set off the current

flying-saucer craze, he has achieved near-

mythic status in the body of accepted'

?.'' Qcense. C's.'/.'-'va^. :h3:'-5 sr -.-.!?aic -'.;. c.'.vsy -;.ai ocdm a Sc\':e: rr-Hi'ary oase

"UFO lore." Indeed, attempts by skepi cs

such as the late astronomer Dr, Donald

Menzel to propose prosaic explanations

for Arnold's sighting— which readily lent

thf=~i;",slves to frequent repetition, as

Arnold himself now confirms— mel with

lerocious denunciations from the UFO
camp. There evidently is a canonized set of

accepted UFO miracles— some of which

originate with "repeaters"— that cannot be
questioned without provoking a violent

backlash from UFO enthusiasts.

With a collective sigh of relief, the United

Nations has unanimously abandoned its

notorious encounter with the UFO question.

The only reason why UFOs were discussed

at the U.N. at all was that Prime Minister Sir"

Eric Gairy of Grenada had insisted upon
bringing various UFO specialists to the

U.N. under the umbrella of his tiny

Caribbean island nation's delegation.

When Gairy was deposed in a surprise

coup d'etat last year, the topic of UFOs
vanished from the world body's agenda
almost as quickly as officials of Gairy's

government fled into hiding.

UFO buffs had been hyping the U.N.

rlji' ivth breatlress descriptions of

iri'„"i,r onal scientific panels, of a "new
x^neotability" for their crackpot-tainted

soec a ty, and of high-level interest in UFOs
'r,v 'oo U.N. officials. Alas, it was all a

halljCinatfon; Gairy's unplanned retirement

r>
,- -./.red this UFO balloon and exposed

tno ii.jion. The United Nations, as it turns

nut. nei'erhad the slightest interest in UFOs
I'm' na - only been trying to be polite to one
of its members.

Grenada, meanwhile, is devoting itself to

the '.ask of rebuilding its mismanaged
;,SO,'ne people say "looted") economy
and of living down the country's reputation

asUFOcapitaloftheworld.Thenew
government has shown a disturbing

pro-Soviet tilt, exemrjli'ied by the presence

of Cuban advisers, the abolition of press

freedoms, and voting with the Soviet bloc in

the United Nations.

Suggestions are presumably now being

evaluated for productive ways to dispose of

several million postage stamps featuring

Gairy lecturing to the U.N. about UFOs.OQ
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Since its invention

Li;
1
? iei'Sphone has

secured its reputation

as one of mankind's
most prized technological marvels.

The telephone cord, on the other hand,
has been anything but marvelous.

All these years it's kept your phone
from going places you go. The yard. The
garage. The basement. And while the phone
company's solution is to add more phones
"(and more monthly rental fees), you still find

yourself scrambling to answer calls.

All because of a cord.

Well now, as in no either ::rne in hitto.-y,

you have the chance tc cu: that cord. And
free yourseii with :echi;oiogy's newest
marvel: the cordless Muraphone™300.
The world In yon? pocket.

Muraphone lets you instantly place or

answer phone -.-.&'.& up io 400 feet away from
your existing telephone. Meaning you can
roam a full 10 acre area and never miss a

call. And call out—to any corner of the world
—from places phones-on-wires can't reach:

by the pool, under the car, even at the

neighbor's.

lust slip the trim remote handset into a

pocket. Or clip it to your belt. The compan-
ion base unit (connected to your regular

phone] will relay calls directly to the hand-

set. And alert you with a soothing electronic

tone, not the usual shoc.<- proyoking bell.

To dial out, use Muraphone as you
would any pushbutton telephone. Then
simply press the handset button to talk,

reieese ir :o lisle;;, fnis genius even
remembers the last number dialed—and
redials at the touch of a single button (we
know of no other remote phone, at any
price, providing this feature).

And its self con:a::ied rechargeable
battery provides up to 15 hours of operation.

When not in use. sirnp.y s:ip the handset into

the base unit's built-in recharger.

Talents no extension phone can match.
Your Muraphone 300 does a lot

more than handle phone calls. |9 J

Someone at the base v . . : ,y.c«~-

unit, for example, can con-
;

v~

tact a person with the j*> _«.

handset at anytime using ,.'-. \...

Jam

THAI LEISYOUGUT

the system's own intercom channel—
something no conventional extension

phone can do. And it's independent of your
phone company, so talk as long as you want,

free of charge.

You can also u.?c (ho intercom to screen

incoming calls. A person a" the base unit can
receive the call first, put the caller "on hold,"

ii>. i i

.,,'
i .i " n !.!'

i mi ithe

capability you hr.d in most office systems—
and never in an ordinary extension phone),

i! no cne is -::: the base, the call can ring

rhrougn directly.

Installing Muaoheiie is easy. Just con-

nect the base unit to any
standard wall outlet, and/,

any modular phoi

hook-up, jacks and
odap-crs are available

at all phone equip-

ment stores).

FCC approved, Muraphone is compati-

ble with all rotary and pushbutton systems:

this one of a kind telephone is already

saving people thousands of ;:eps a day—in

homes, offices and factories throughout the

country.

A S149 surprise.

When we first heard about Muraphone
300's extraordinary features our reaction was
the same as anybody's: How much?

Judging by its superior quality—and
igh prices its few competitors were

essed $300.
dreamed we'd be offering it to

for only S149.
Still, we'd like you to try it out first—at

-is;.. Willi :wo weeM tc enjoy, :irsl iiar.c

luxury of coraloh: telepiicfiirig. If, within

that time j del jht=d,

simply return it. The Sharper image will re-

fund your emrs purchase price, incliiding

delivery.

But quantities are limited, so give us a
call soon to insure- early delivery. See why
'.his oxcitir.c telephone oj?performs all

conventional ex:erisloii phones. And why it

pays to go cordless.

Feature booklet, oorvphient service-by-

mail, and 90 day warranty included.

ORDER TOLL FREE.

Please order product #214. Credit

card holders may use our toll-free number
below. Or send check for $149 plus

$3 50 delivery. Add $8.94 sales tax in

California.

800 227-3436
In California 800 622-0733

THE SHARPER IMAGE
.'!60 Oatfcmia St.

San Francisco, CA 94111

(415) 788-8880
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DEATH IN THE CASCADE

It

was Sunday. May 18, 1980:8:32 AM . when the voice crackled

over the radio: "Vancouver! Vancouver! This is it!"

They were the last words heard from Dr. David Johnston,

thirty, unmarried, a geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey

Five miles south of where Johnston crouched in his ridgetop

Coldwater II observation post, the Mount St. .Helens voieano had

exploded with the force of a 50-megaton hydrogen bomb. The
top 1.300 feet of the 9.766-foot mountain dissolved into powder,

driven by a blast wave of unimaginable force. Some of the moun-
tain went straight up. Some of it exploded north in a fan-shaped

pattern that blew Coldwater II off the ridge the way a giant's hand
sweeps a bread crumb off a table. The. trailer the jeep, the.

scientific instruments— everything was gone.

Some people picture the scientist as a white-haired, white-

frocked old man puttering around in a laboratory, surrounded by

test tubes and bunse.n burners, bubbling "liquids, and the faint

whiff of formaldehyde. Cages of mice— sometimes it's hamsters

or rabbits— line the walls. The scientist is a bit absent-minded:

he creates wondrous concoctions for the benefit of humankind
but forgets where he placed his eyeglasses.

Some people picture the scientist differently. They see him as a

cold, calculating old man with white hair and a white frock coat,

moving with malevolent purpose in his well-stocked laboratory,

creating weapons of mass destruction for his political/military/

industrial masters.

Those possessed ol these B-movie perceptions— and other

perceptions equally absurd — will not understand Johnston or his

actions. They do not understand those who do science, and they

don't understand science itself.

The essence of science lies not in the performance of

double-blind tests, or in the dissection of saccharin-bloated

mice, or in the scribbling of complex mathematical formulas on

blackboards for the edification of a classroom full of graduate

students.

The essence of science lies in asking questions. "What is a

star?" "How does a living cell work9 " "Why does this volcano have

a blue glow in its crater?"

Johnston loved the question-asking game. He asked the one
about the blue glow. Shortly after the Washington State volcano

tirst erupTe'd-on March 27, he had spotted an eerie blue flame in

Mount St. Helens's crater. Why a blue flamed What caused it?

Was it methane? Sulfur dioxide? Was magma moving up toward

the surface? The flame disappeared before Johnston could get

himself lowered inio the crater to grab samples.

Later on he did go in, and he grabbed samples of the bubbling

water at the crater's bottom.

Daring? Foolhardy? Johnston probably didn't think so. He was
a geologist, a scientist. He was curious. He asked questions. Not

many people get to do what they really want to do in this world.

but he did. His parents have been quoted as saying he knew he'd

never get rich, but he was doing what he wanted.

He probably didn't spend much lime dressed in white lab

coats. One photo shows him with a ski cap and pullover

sweater— better suited for scrambling along mountain slopes.

And that's where he'd likely be found, not in a laboratory A few

years ago Johnston got trapped on Mount St. Augustin. in

Alaska, just before that one blew. He got out with only hours to

spare.

People who picture scientists as befuddled old men or malevo-

lent Dr, Frankensteins, who see science as a way of making

bigger bombs or better mousetraps, will not understand why
Johnston volunteered to man the Coldwater II observation post.

Hours after the initial eruption he had stood in a parking lot on the

mountain's north face and said. "This is extremely dangerous
where we are standing. If it exploded, we would die." The north

face of Mount St. Helens, along with the parking lot, is now
somewhere in Montana.

Dr. Donal Mullineaux was Johnston's associate and one of

three geologists coordinating scientific studies of the volcano.

Two weeks before St. Helens exploded, Mullineaux remarked,

"When it blows. I want to be on a certain ridge just north of the

summit. You get a great view of the action from there. But I doubt

I'll get that chance. I'm tied to this desk these days."

Why did Mullineaux- fifty-five, married, with three

children— want to be at Coldwater II when St. Helens blew? And
why did Johnston actually go?
Some people will not understand these statements, these

actions. They may call heroes eighl men killed in a tragic acci-

dent during a botched military rescue mission.

Bui they will not understand Dave Johnston. — JOEL DAVIS
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BLOW TO
CREATION MYTH

New evidence lor the

close evolutionary relation-

ship between humans and
three other primate species,

a geneticist claims, puts

"scientific creationists" in the

awkward position of being

blasphemers.
Drs. Elizabeth Bruce and

Francisco Ayala, of the

University ol California at

Davis, studied 23 genetically

controlled proteins in hu-

mans, gorillas, siamangs,

and two subspecies each of

chimpanzees, orangutans.

and gibbons.

"Our work indicates that

humans, chimps, gorillas,

and orangutans are all about
equally different genetically,"

says Dr. Ayala. "That sug-

gests the four species came
from a common ancestor."

Ayala claims his and Dr.

Bruce's work, together with

other genetic evidence, puts

the so-called scientific cre-

ationists in an uncomfortable

position. The creationists

claim the Bible proves man
did not spring from earlier

primate species and that

evolution is a fraud.

Ayala says the DNA nu-

cleotides are like letters in a

book and that the "books" of

these species are all identi-

cal "except for maybe 1 or 2

percent.

"Suppose you were given

four books, and 99 percent

of the paragraphs were iden-

tical, letter for letter, You

cannot conclude the books
had been written independ-

ently!

"So these creationists are

implying God is a cheat,

making things look identical

when they are not. I consider

that to be blasphemous."
Besides being a genet-

icist. Ayala has a Ph.D. in

theology from the University

of Salamanca, Spain.
— Joel Davis

The link between humans and our pri.'r.sie rzig'.iver, is oven closer

than we thought. A srudy ot DNA nucleotides reconfirms evolution.
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technological society can

do:
— Freeman Dyson

KIDNEY STONE
INHIBITOR

A precise cause of ex-

cruciatingly painful kidney

stones has eluded the re-

search efforts of scientists

for many years, Now at long

last a team at the University

of Chicago has pinpointed a

urine substance seemingly
lacking in people prone to

develop stones.

The newly discovered pro-

tein substance works by in-

hibiting urine salts, such as

calcium, oxalate, and uric

acid, from crystallizing. In

fact, the substance is so ef-

fective as an anticrystallizer

that it apparently prevents

the setting of concrete.

The substance naturally

occurs in most people's

urine. But anyone with a de-
ficiency of this protein can
expect trouble. Stones can
crystallize in quantity into the

size of a pinhead or, at worst,

into a single stone as large

as a walnut.

Five of every hundred
Americans are stone formers.

As those who have passed
stones can attest, the expe-
rience is agony itself. Sixty

percent of all victims end up
in the hospital, not so much
because their health is in

jeopardy— stones are rarely

life threatening— but for ob-

servation while sirong pain-

killers are administered.

Most stones spontaneously
make their way through the

urinary tract, taking any-

whe re irom three hours to

three weeks, but in about 27
perceni of all cases some
form of surgery is required

to remove the stones.

Dr. Fred rick Coe, profes-

sor of medicine and physiol-

ogy at the University of

Chicago Medical School

and head of the research

group that isolated the

inhibitor, told Omni that the

group's current goal is to

synthesize it for eventual use

as a drug for the prevention

and treatment of stones.

Meanwhile Dr. Coe rec-

ommends lol lowing the

usual advice for warding off

stones: Stay thin, because
heavier people tend to have

more salts in their urine;

drink plenty of liquids; don't

overeat foods containing

calcium or foods containing

oxalate (including choco-

late, nuts, black teas, beets,

spinach, and pepper); and
find some way to lose weight

other than protein-only diets.

— Caroline Rob



BEAMLESS LASER

A laser doesn't have to

emit a beam, So says a

Hungarian scientist who's

built a disk-shaped laser thai

emits light around all 360° of

its circumference. Dr. Z. G.

Horvath, of the Central Re-

search Institute for Physics,

in Budapest, even envisions

a spherical "laser lamp" that

would emit laser light from its

entire surface.

In a normal laser, light

bouncing back and forth be-

tween mirrors at opposite

ends of a rod or tube stimu-

lates the emission of more
light. At least one of the mir-

rors transmits some of the

light, which appears as a

beam. (Some lasers emit

light from both ends.) The
process is called amplifica-

tion, and thename/aseris
an acronym for light amplifi-

cation by stimulated emis-

sion of radiation.

Such one-dimensional

lasers were developed be-

cause early laser materials

were inefficient amplifiers,

Dr. Horvath explains. The
two-dimensional "halo" laser

built by Horvath with A. A.

Malyutin and A. Kilpio, of the

Lebedev Physics Institute, in

Moscow, uses a more effi-

cient medium— a solution

containing a special light-

activated dye.

The solution is put into a
disk with a partially trans-

parent mirror around its rim.

When a pulse of light from a

separate one-dimensional

laser energizes the dye, the

2-D laser emits light from the

entire circumference of its

Although it isn't in a beam,
light from the 2-D laser has
the same properties as light

from an ordinary laser. Hor-

vath proposes a variety of

applications for the new
laser, such as generation

of reference planes for con-
struction. But its most im-

mediate impact may be
reminding scientists not to

take anything for granted

.

-JeffHecht

"Those interested in

perpetuating present

conditions are always in

tears about the marvelous

past that is about to

disappear, without having so

much as a smile for the

young future."

—Simone de Beauvoir

NOISE HURTS SPEECH

It's one of those things that

seems obvious only after

someone points it out: Many
people in noisy areas have
voice damage, from trying to

shout over the din.

A recent study by four

Michigan doctors found that

at least 7 percent of the

people who work in noisy

environments develop
chronic laryngitis or vocal

cord nodules and sustain

other speech damage from

constant shouting. Even

people with healthy hearing

can suffer voice damage,
the doctors found, because
the voice box is more sensi-

tive than the ears: It is dam-
aged by shouting at an in-

tensity that would not im-

pair hearing.

Moreover, the findings re-

vealed for the first time that

chronic voice problems are

common among groups

other than singers, doctors,

lawyers, and professional

voice users. "We found a lot

of blue-collar workers with

problems— auto workers,

foundry workers, mine work-

ers, "said Dr. Eugene Rontal,

who did the study with his

brother, Dr. Michael Rontal,

and with Dr. H.John Jacob
and speech expert Michael

Rolnick.

The victims of such voice

problems may number in the

hundreds of thousands, ac-

cording to Eugene Rontaf.

Already the study's findings

have attracted the interest of

the National Institutes of

Health.

The doctors recommend
alternate means of com-
munication in noisy work-

places— such as with

signs and bullhorns. They

also suggesi speclrogra-

phy— voice analysis— for

persons applying for work in

noisy professions. This

would enable those with

weaker, more damage-prone
voice boxes to be given

special proieciion against

shouting .
— Stuart Diamond

"ft takes time to be a

woman." —Anonymous
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GNASHING TEETH

In these times of eco-

nomic and social stress the

United States apparently is

suffering a dramatic in-

crease in bruxism— the

grinding, gnashing, or

clenching of teeth.

Bruxism, long known to

dentists, can resultintooth

erosion, gum disease, jaw

pain, sensitivity to cold in the

teeth, earaches, headaches.

sore neck muscles, and im-

perfect tooth alignment.

"Today we are seeing

much more bruxism than

ever before," says Dr. William

Howard, of the University of

Oregon's School of Dentistry.

Dr. Howard, an expert on

bruxism, says hard financial

times, social unrest, and

general tension appear to be

causing a risein the number
and the severity of cases

"I've seen people come in

who have worn the crowns

right off their teeth." he said.
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adding that the repair job

can cost S5.0Q0 to 510,000.

Virtually everyone has en-

gaged in bruxism at one

point or other, doctors

say— whether at tense

sports events or in the midst

of arguments. A certain

amount of bruxism is not

harmful. It is the prolonged

act that causes damage.

And some harmful acts of

bruxism occur as people

sleep: Their daily stress

manifests itself as nighttime,

unconscious tooth grinding.

In such cases dentists pre-

scribe retainers to keep the

upper and lower teeth apart.

Tooth specialists encour-

age those under stress to

ask their dentists whether

they suffer from bruxism.

Many people aren't aware of

their own tooth grinding. In

fact, a magazine editor once

stood in his office, wonder-

ing whal the noise was, and

then realized it was his own
tooth gnashing,— S.D.

NASTINESS BY
DEGREE

Why is it that violence

takes to the streets during

summer? What makes
crimes of physical aggres-

sion more commonplace in

hot countries?

Two behavioral scientists

in British Columbia, Ehor

Boyanowsky and his wife.

Jocelyn C alvert-Boyanow-

sky, think it's the heal. In a

series of recent experi-

ments, they asked volunteer

subjects to fill out question-

naires while sitting in one of

three specially controlled

rooms. The first was uncom-

fortably hot—33 °C (91 °F):

the second was a pleasant

20 a C(68°F), while the third

was decidedly chilly at only

7°C (43°F).

Once completed, the

questionnaire was "evalu-

ated" by a mock examiner

who— while the subjects

were still in their special

rooms— gave them either

insulting or blandly neutral

comments on their re-

sponses. Sure enough, the

hot-room group reacted ag-

gressively. Indeed, they were

able to show their aggres-

sion by administering— they

thought— an electric shock

of varying levels of painful-

ness to their evaluator. The

nastier they judged the

comments on their work, the

more severe the shock they

gave. In reality, the shock

button was connected only

to a recording device.

The cold-room group also

gave out shocks for unkind

comments. In fact, the latter

responded more quickly to

insult than the swelterers,.

The normal-room-tempera-

ture group inflicted no

punishment.

Bui an interesting differ-

ence emerged between the

hot and cold groups. The

cold subjects dished out

shocks only for negative

comments, while the hot

group, though slower to re-

act, appeared to build up
hatred for their tormentor to

such an extent thai they

ended up administering

shocks for any comment,
neutral or derogatory.

So consistent was this pat-

tern that the researchers are

sure that heightened tem-

peratures act to "lower an

individual's threshold for ag-

gression under interpersonal

provocation." They cite the

fact that brain temperatures

rise in response to insults

and suggest heat changes
could be monitored in the

brain to indicate the

aggression threshold of

individuals. - Peter Evans

Why.does violence take to the streets during the summer? Two

heftsvi&isis Have found that cold may be quicker, but hot is



NARWHAL MYSTERY

The role of the narwhal's

tusk, a long tooth that some-
times sticks out as much
as three meters In front of the

Arctic marine mammal, has
long puzzled scientists. Is it

used for fighting, banging
holes in the ice overhead, or

eafing?

The answer, according to

McGili University researcher

Helen Silverman, is probably

fighting. She recently saw
male narwhals going

through a kind of jousting ac-

tivity with their tusks in Lan-
caster Sound, off Baffin Is-

land. Silverman stood on Ihe

cliffs of Baffin to make
long-range observations

and worked with the Inuit Es-

kimos, who hunt narwhals, lo

see the animal close up.

Her observations, coupled
with her finding that many
male narwhals have broken
tusks and scars on [heir

faces
. lead her to believe a

male narwhal uses his tusks

for fighting other males dur-

ing the maiing season.

Females, which do not have
tusks, have fewer scars.

The narwhal has only two
teeth, one of which, usually

the left, at puberty begins
getting bigger in males. It

may eventually reach a

length half as long as the

narwhal's body. Most nar-

whals are about four to five

meters in length, minus
tusks. The tusk is straight

and has a spiral structure

that forms in a counter-

clockwise direction. During

Ihe Middle Ages narwhal
tusks were believed to be
unicorn horns, and they re-

mained a popular commer-
cial item until recently

Dr M.J. Dunbar, of McGili,

who supervised Silverman's

narwhal project, says the

narwhal is not hunted now
except by the Inuil and its

numbers are believed to be
stable. — Barbara Ford

COLD NOSES

Why do dogs have cold,

wet noses? Because a cold

nose air-conditions the brain,

says a California scientist.

face 20 times that of the

tongue, because of intri-

cately folded nasal bones

rich in bloodvessels.

Cooler blood from the

dog's nose collects in a pool.

It's a special heat ex-

changer, claims Mary Ann
Baker, a physiologist at the

University of California at

Riverside, who has worked
out some of the details of

how a canine nose in com-
bination with rapid panting

cools the dog's blood by two
to three degrees before it

reaches brain tissue.

Vigorous exercise can
boost internal body tempera-

ture as high as 107°F But the

brain must stay much cooler,

or else the dog will become
woozy or be permanently,

even fatally, injured.

And while the dog's pant-

ing might seem the principal

means of keeping the animal

cool, says Baker, the nose is

actually far more important.

It has a total evaporative sur-

surrounding arieries eacir.c

to the dog's brain. To in-

crease Ihe cooling effect,

the dog secretes mucus,
which keeps its nose wet.

When the dog pants, air

moves across its nose 30
times faster than is normal,

which increases blood How
to the nose.

In humans, facial sweat
cools the blood that drains

from the face into a reservoir

at the bottom of the brain.

This cooler blood bathes the

artery carrying blood to the

brain.— Alion Blakesiee

"Everyinma that looks So the

Suture elevates human
nature, lor life is never so low
or so little as when occupied
with Ihe present."

—L. E. Landon
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MORE QUARTS
TO THE MILE

A dairy iarmer who wants

more milk from his herd

should take his cows for a

walk, according to two U.S.

Department of Agriculture

researchers from Utah State

University. Drs. Robert Lamb

ciently as one that does,

Lamb and Anderson de-

cided to start up an experi-

mental cow fitness program.

They put 68 pregnant ani-

mals on a daily regimen in

which they were tethered to

motor-driven tailgates that

walked them one to two

miles a day.

and Melvin J. Anderson say

a daily regimen of a one- or

two-mile walk will boost a
cow's milk production and

reduce her problems in giv-

ing birth to calves.

Cows today, the scientists

say, are often not as physi-

cally fit as their ancestors—

for the simple reason they

have less room to roam. The
pastures of bygone days

have become shopping
malls while herds have

grown much bigger. The re-

sults are more cows in less

space and flabbier animals.

Since a cow that doesn't

exercise also doesn't con-

vert her food to milk as effi-
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At the end of seven weeks
they found that the two-

year-old animals increased

their milk production by

three quarts per day and
had fewer problems calving.

The only hitch was that the

method didn't work for the

older cows, which had al-

ready calved. Even when
walked six miles a day, the

older cows showed no

genuine benefits. Once an
older cow lets herself go., it

seems, there's no turning

back. — Douglas Colligan

"The future is purchased by

the present."
— Samuel Johnson

"In theory one is aware that

the earth revolves, but in

practice one does not

perceive it, the ground upon
which one treads seems not

to move, and one can live

undisturbed. So it is with

time in one's life."

—Marcel Proust

SCIENTISTS AND
MONSTERS

Is there a Bigtoot? A Loch
Ness monster? Does it mat-

ter?

Three kinds of scientists

were asked these questions,

and most believed the crea-

tures didn't exist. And even if

they did exist, it wouldn't

make much difference to

any but the physical anthro-

pologists—and only then if

someone succeeded in

bagging aBigfoot.

In brief, these were the

findings of a survey done by

Zetetic Scholar, a publica-

tion that studies the para-

normal and anomalies in na-

ture. A total of 181 scientists

from the ranks of physical

anthropologists, marine

biologists, and physical

chemists responded to two

different questionnaires.

Half were sent questions

on Bigfoot. The other half got

Nessie questionnaires.

For either creature, the

majority of those polled were

convinced Bigfoot and Nes-

sie did not exist, but there

were more skeptics about

Bigfoot.

If they were proved to be
wrong, most of the scientists

agreed the discovery of a
Nessie would have only a

moderate impact on the

world of science. If a Bigfoot

turned up. however, more

than half the physical an-

thropologists thought its dis-

covery could have a "se-

vere" effect on science.

The two other disciplines

did not agree.

In spite of the skepticism,

most of the scientists

thought research should

continue in these areas. One
marine biologist said, "I be-

lieve there are stil! unknowns
out there. Scientists would

be conceited indeed to as-

sume that knowledge is now
complete."

Another, more cynical way
of looking at it came from an

anthropologist who noted,

"In that a lack of something
can't be proved. . . I tell my
students that it is far wiser to

claim to believe pn animals

like Bigfoot], because if they

don't exist, who's to prove

you wrong?"— DC.

"Science is always wrong. It

never solves a problem
without creating ten more."

— George Bernard Shaw



WIND FARM

In earlier times the Good-
noe Hills of easlern Washina-
ton Stale were full of wind-

mills, as the people of this

area near ihe Columbia
River gorge used windpower
to run their farms Then
came the rural electrification

programs of the 1 930s and
the subsequent demise of

those windmills.

Now they're back, and
they're big. The Boeing En-

gineering and Construction

Company, with the federal

Department of Energy

(DOE), NASA, and the Bon-
neville Power Administration

(BPA). is constructing a
"wind farm" at Goodnoe
Hills- three huge windmills

that will use the 27-kilome-

fer-per-hour winds that

scream through the river's

gorge. At least one of the

units is expected to be
operating by the end of

this summer.
Even Don Quixote would

The Boeing wind generator: 91

meters of roaring re

think twice about tackling

these windmills: towers 61

meters tall; two-bladed

rotors 91 meters in diameter;

a total weight of 278 metric

tons; a total cost of $4.8 mil-

lion for the firsl unit; a pres-

ent power cost of 1 cents

per kilowatt hour; and an

eventual cost of about 4

cents per kilowatt hour, with

2,500 kilowatts per tower.

The BPA will pipe the

wind-generated electricity

into its Pacific Northwest

power grid, and Boeing
plans to market its wind
generators commercially

atS2 million apiece. The
DOE feels the Goodnoe Hills

wind farm will show the

ieasibility of commercially
generated wind power.

Right now the DOE has
other wind generators— all

test models— running in

New Mexico, North Carolina,

Ohio, Puerto Rico, and
Rhode Island. However; the

Boeing generators in

eastern Washington will

be the world's biggest and
will produce the most
power— J.

D

"Experience is no! what
happens to you; it is what
you do with what happens
to you."

— Aldous Huxley

DEADLY INGREDIENT

A decade ago certain oily

chemicals called PCBs were
virtually unknown outside the

products in which they were
used: in transformers as an
insulating fluid; in dishwash-
ers, fluorescent lights, and
typewriters as an electricity

booster; in paints as a life ex-

tender:

But PCBs (polychlonnated

biphenyls) are among the

most persistent and long-

lasting ot all pollutants. Dis-

charges into waterways from

factories and seepage from

dumps have enabled PCBs
to enter the food chain and
invade the flesh of living

creatures throughout the

Food and Drug Administra-

tion last year sharply re-

duced its allowable limits of

PCBs in fish and poultry,

which often eat fish meal.

Those guidelines, however.

would outlaw enormous
amounts of whitefish, yellow

perch, and other species
caught in Wisconsin and oth-

PCBs have caused rep/oductr/e /a.'.'j.-e. deformity, and death in

mammals. And they are everywhere— even in fluorescent lights.

world. Studies have deter-

mined that more than 90
percent of Americans have
some PCB in their bodies. It

has contaminated breast

milk to a greater degree than

any other chemical, includ-

ing DDT. its cousin.

Experiments have docu-
mented PCB-caused repro-

ductive failure, deformity,

sickness, and death in

mammals ranging trom mice
to monkeys. Many scientists

now wonder how long it will

be before ill effects in hu-

mans are found.

Spurred by environmental

groups and by new evidence
of their toxic effects, the U.S.

er Midwest states and
would reduce the coastal

st,',pod bass calch in New
York. The FDA order has
been stayed, pending a

hearing, after protests

by fishing associations.

Meanwhile the legacy

continues. Lastiail high doses
of the chemical contaminated
food and animal feed in 1

7

states, causing the

confiscation of 399.000
pounds of poultry and 73,000
pounds of eggs.— S.D

"lithe scienlist doesn't start

with a sense of mystery, he
doesn't start."

—Rene Dunes
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DRUNK WEEDS

Perhaps confirming the

old saw that liquorleads to

pregnancy, scientists have

succeeded in getting weeds

Maryland, laboratories

Today conventional

methods must be applied

every year. Taylorson noted.

But the alcohol treatment is

needed only once for years

Liquor leading to pregnancy: A researcher inspects

germination has been alcohoiicaliy induced

The- experiments, con-

ducted by the Department

of Agriculture, may have tar-

reaching effects-. Sprayed on

soil a month or so before the

growing season, the alcohol

forces millions of weeds to

sprout. The weeds can then

be removed chemically or

mechanically, leaving the

soil free for the food crop.

An acre of soil has up to

100 million weed seeds.

Each year weeds sprout

while a crop is growing,

reducing yields. "The beauty

is that we get the weeds to

germinate before the grow-

ing season," says R. B.

Taylorson, a plant physiolo-

gist for the Agriculture De-

partment in its Beltsviile,
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of protection, he said. And
the germination is 100 per-

cent for some weeds. He be-

lieves such benefits justify

the alcohols much higher

initial cost— $160 an acre,

compared to perhaps $1 5 for

conventional treatment.

The spray used in the

experiments so far is a 6

percent ethyl alcohol solu-

tion— about the same con-

centration as in beer While

such methods were used in

the 1930s to produce tree

blossoms tor spring flower

shows, the application lo

weeds is apparently new.

It is yet unclear why al-

cohol causes germination.

but the process centers on

alcohol's anesthetic qual-

ities, "not its inebriating qual-

ities," Taylorson.said.—S.D

DRUG PUMP

Many drugs are most ef-

fective when they are stead-

ily delivered into the blood-

stream. The standard way of

doing this is through intra-

venous infusion, commonly
called an I.V. But this re-

quires putting !he patient in-

:

.he hospital and hooking him

orherup to the- usual as-

sembly of tubes and bottles.

Now Ihere's a new way: via

a drug pump that can be
implanted in the human
body. Shaped like a hockey

puck and made of titanium,

the pump can be implanted

under the skin of the chest

wall, much as a cardiac

pacemaker is implanted.

The pump continuously de-

livers the drug through a

catheter into a vein or artery,

and the patient is then free to

leave the hospital, though he

or she must return every four

to eight weeks to have Ihe

pump refilled.

Dr. Perry J. Blackshear

one of the pump's devel-

opers and a research fellow

at Massachusetts General

Hospital, in Boston, says.

"We have' now implanted

about twenty pumps. . .

.

Some of them have been in

place for more than two

years, and the results have

been encouraging."

Unlike pills or an injection,

the pump provides a steady

flow of the drug to the body,

avoiding lapses in drug con-

centrations in the blood.

Implanted drug-delivery

systems are already being

used to treat certain forms of

cancer. A specialized

version of the pump can

even be implanted into the

skull and connected with a

ventricle of the brain.

Dr. Blackshear foresees

many uses, including

(he administration of insulin

to diabetics and dopamine
to treat Parkinson's

ciseaac -- Jane Bosveld

i'-ioia.'-ji'st/f o'.'i.-g dehvery s.'^c^ U'^ke p>iis or :;r; imection, the

hockey-pusk-sizedpump delivers a steady How to the patient.
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we can preach to more people in one day
than the Apostle Paul reached in a lifetime.

I imagine that if Paul could look down here,

he would be champing at the bit. How he

would like to be on television!"

TV ministry has also become a $1 billion

business. Video preachers are using the

enormous audience they amass with their

$600 million in TV time to support full lines

of commercial services along with salva-

tion. They solicit donations on the air, sell all

manner of religious hardware, and use
some of the sophisticated mass-mail fund-

raising techniques employed in national

political campaigns. The intensity of the

commercial activity has caused many in

government and traditional religion to

wonder how much the new TV ministers are

motivated by God and how much by gold.

The programs offered by electronic

evangelists suggest a debt to the show-
manship of Johnny Carson and Ed Sulli-

van. While most of the TV preachers rail

against the ungodly influence of the net-

works, their programs are made to look as

much like network offerings as possible.

Robertson's 700 Club, for instance, is a

Pentecostal imitation of the Tonight Show, a

90-minute talk-and-variety smorgasbord of

Christian fundamentalism packaged for

prime-time tastes Robertson plays the role

of a born-again Merv Griffin to a host of

personalities and plain folks. Guests do
their smoothly orchestrated turns, each of-

fering his story of tribulation, inspiration,

and uplift. No problem is too large that it

can't be solved by simple faith—and in

lime for the station break. The show's enter-

tainment breaks feature pop singers belt-

ing out old-fashioned gospel songs to

pop-rock orchesiration. The 700 Club even
has its own circuit of stars like Pat Boone,

Anita Bryant, Eldridge Cleaver, and Waier-

gater Charles Colson.

Robertson makes no pretense about the

way he puts his show together, He notes

that we live in a television age where audi-

ences have short attention spans. It is best,

he says, to keep the message as simple

and direct as possible to reach them.

Looking ahead to the not-so-distant fu-

ture, Robertson envisions expanding the

700 Club into a new fourth network to pro-

vide an alternative to regular network pro-

grams. Robertson, and many other video

evangelists, charge that networks are help-

ing to accelerate the breakdown of moral

values in our culture by allowing explicit

language, adult themes, and controversial,

liberal viewpoints over the air. Robertson

plans to create a 24-hour, coast-to-coast

network of Christian entertainment: chil-

dren's shows with lessons from the Bible,

Christian soap operas in which faith is al-

ways rewarded, lavish variety shows featur-

ing born-again celebrities in Las Vegas-
type settings, teams of correspondents
roaming the country to provide news of

fast-breaking events on the religious front.

This is Robertson's dream, and he is close

to realizing it.

The Reverend Jerry Falwell's dreams are
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a bit more modest. He merely hopes to use
his Old Time Gospel Hour to make God the

primary mover in American politics and
government

It is a few minutes before taping of Fal-

well's Sunday sermon at Thomas Road
Baptist Church, in Lynchburg, Virginia. The
technical crew gathers together in a control

booth perched high above the congrega-
tion. It is a netherworld of electronic wizard-

ry, a maze of dials, knobs, circuits, and TV
monitors, sealed off from the multitude

swarming into the pews below In the gen-

tle, phosphorescent glow of the oscillo-

scopes and monitors, some dozen staffers

spend the few minutes before air time talk-

ing with the camera crews.

For all its technical sophistication,

though, this control room is unusual. It has
little of the shirt-sleeve informality— the at-

mosphere of sweat and casual profanity—
that characterizes most high-tech setups.

The workers are young, earnest, and im-

peccably dressed. They go about their

677?ese ministers

leel the same pressures

any performer feels.

They are only as good as

their last show.

If they don't come up with

the best act, they

lose to the competition^1

tasks with the enthusiasm of students.

As air time nears, the director draws his

crew together for prayer "Bless the camera
people, the production crew. Let us pray

that all aspects of the show will run

smoothly," he intones as shadowy images

flicker from the monitor screens. "Father,

bless each one of us and bless what goes
out on this telecast to millions of people.

That is, Father, may your spirit be with us

during this broadcast." A homage to the

miracle of television!

How ironic that Christian fundamen-
talism, which arose as a reaction to prog-

ress, a backlash against forces that were

transforming sleepy, God-fearing, tightly

knit front-porch America into an industri-

alized giant, is now using progress's child,

TV, to spread the Word. No doubt an earlier

generation of fundamentalists would have

condemned Falwell's newfangled technol-

ogy, as he lambastes NBC as a symbol of

an irreligious world.

But if the media ministers need to prove

God is on their side, Falwell's career would

make an excellent example. To his follow-

ers the story smacks of divine intervention.

In 1956 Falwell founded Thomas Road

Baptist Church with 35 members. He
starfed a radio program, then six months
later a local television show. Now Falwell's

church has 18,000 members, employs
close to 1,000 people, and runs on a $50
million annual budget. Last year Falwell

was elected Clergyman of the Year by Reli-

gious Heritage. This year he is carrying his

message across America with "I Love
America" rallies in all 50 states. On the

political front, Falwell has organized the

Moral Majority, a right-wing Washington
lobbying group, which sirives to put God
into government. The omniscient eye of

television has helped bring Falwell out of

the backroads of Virginia and onto a power-

ful national stage.

"There sitting by your television, God
loves you," Falwell tells his audience, in a

familiar baritone voice, "and so bow your

heads. Tell Him I'm a sinner and pray for

me." A stocky, amiable man in his late for-

ties, with a beaming, oval face, Falwell

maintains the oratorical style of Marjoe

Gortner, an orotund maesfro of ihe pulpit.

"We must all study the Bible and learn to

believe in God," he cries out, his hands
shaping his words. A chorus of amens
swells in counterpoint. "It is vital that we
follow His teachings so that we will have the

strength to fight back against the immoral

and blasphemous forces that are taking

over politics and the media." The treachery

of liberal politicians and the weakness of

Washington politicians to cope with the

growth of communism are two favorite

themes of Falwell's.

"How many of you read the Bible and
study it carefully?" he asks, leaning over in

an earnest and histrionic manner. "If the

Communists take over the country tomor-

row and take away all the Bibles, how many
of you will be able to recall the words of

scripture from memory?" he cries out. A
kind of siege mentality runs ihrough the

sermons of Falwell and his brethren

preachers. These men conjure up a world

divided into two enemy camps. Dark forces

are loose in the land. Goodness is con-

stantly threatened by evil, moral rectitude

by permissiveness, and American democ-
racy by encircling, monolithic communism.
There is little room for subtle shades of

distinction or argument— and certainly no

air time for those with contrasting view-

points. "It is up to the stations to provide an

opposing viewpoint," Falwell says simply.

More and more electronic ministers like

Falwell are embroiling themselves in con-

troversy by using their pulpits to stump on
behalf of right-wing causes. They have al-

ready helped defeat the Equal Rights

Amendment in several states, have toiled

hard to counter the gay rights movement,
and have thrown their support behind the

Right to Life cause. They have also be-

stowed their airwave benediction on many
conservative political candidates.

And this is only the beginning. Under the

banner of Christianity, airwave apostles

have begun a crusade to forge their con-
stituencies into an army mobilized against



rhe l.beral coalr.ion on every issue.

The religious establishrriGnt has
watched this growing militancy with alarm.

Several religious leaders have begun at-

tacking video evangelists for blithely over-

stepping the constitutional line that sepa-

rates church from state. They feel that

many of the new breed of preachers twist

biblical doctrine to fit their own political

tenets, while using the imprimatur of God to

draw followers into their conservative fold.

This argument, however, holds little weight

with media ministers, who see their work as

a crusade. "We used to think that if we
stayed home and prayed, thai would be

enough. Well, we're fed up. We think it's

time to put God back into government,"

Robertson asserts.

Certainly the evangelists' message, both

religious and political, is reaching a large

and receptive audience. America is in the

midst of a fundamentalist revival. A recent

Gallup poll, for example, found that 34 per-

cent of the people questioned professed to

be born-again Christians. Disillusioned

Americans are hungry for faith and des-

perate for leaders outside the traditional

political institutions. Men like Falwell and

Robertson are stepping in to fill that void.

"Right now the American people are look-

ing for persons in unimpeachable positions

to guide them," Falwell says.

The influence of airwave apostles on

their followers' political bent remains

largely untested, but there can be no doubt

of their power over the purse strings of their

adherents. The most popular stars of

broadcast ministry bank sums that surpass

even the national budgets of traditionalist

denominations. The top three alone-
Robertson, Falwell, and Jim Bakker, of the

PTL (Praise the Lord) Network— reap an

estimated §150 million annually.

Their kingdoms on Earth are built upon

the humble coinage of the flock. They fill.

every program with appeals for donations,

along with commercials pitching their work.

This holy hard, sell is necessary, they say, for

them to stay in business, but many skeptics

see them as pious profiteers.

These naysayers point to flamboyant

performers like the Reverend Robert Schul-

ler as examples of TV religion's commercial

emptiness. Some 20 years ago Schuller

had a "revelation" that gave him a new way
to preach God's Word. He rented space
atop the snack bar of the Orange County,

California, Drive-ln Theatre and placed an

ad in the local paper. It read: "Worship as

you are/In the family car." Schuller offered

auto salvation literally one freeway slop

from Disneyland.

This drive-in church led to Schuller's

popular Hour of Power TV show, which in

turn provided the base for his incredible

$15 million Space Age Crystal Cathedral,

designed by architect Phillip Johnson,

which opened this spring.

High-powered marketing techniques

and sophisticated business technology are

used to generate TV fithes. Professional

direct-mail techniques, fund-raising coun-

selors, and high-speed computers help

rake in the contributions. Some electronic

evangelists offer their address lists to other

evangelists— for a price. Recent issues of

Religious Broadcasting magazine, for in-

stance, advertised a donor bank service

that can "help you feed the sheep and raise

the funds."

Every once in a while an evangelist gels

caught with his hand in the collection box.

California sermonizer Garner Ted Arm-
strong was recently excommunicated by

his father, Herbert Armstrong, founder of

the Worldwide Church of God, following

reports of financial improprieties and sex-

ual shenanigans. Oral Roberts, of Tulsa,

Oklahoma, has also come under attack. In

the book Give Me That Prime Time Religion
,

former Roberts associate Jerry Sholes

charges that Roberts diverted hundreds of

thousands of dollars in contributions for

nonprofit work into his own pocket.

These kinds of scandals have led to the

creation of the'watchdog Evangelical

Council for Financial Accountability, based

in Pasadena, California. To outsiders, how-

ever, the copious cash flow into the elec-

tronic church remains, in one journalist's

words, "as hidden as the Dead Sea
Scrolls," since Internal Revenue Service

disclosure laws do not apply to religious

organizations.

Where does all this money go? Besides

subsidizing their ministries, electronic

evangelists turn their tithes into grandiose

projects, public monuments to their power.

They build hospitals (Oral Roberts), con-

struct media empires {Pat Robertson), or

raise funds for Space Age cathedrals (Rex

Humbardand Robert Schuller). They circle
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Space research is giving

the Soviets startling new power
over earthly affairs

BY CRAIG COVAULT

We're
being kepi ignorant, you

and I and the rest of the

American public, of matters

as vital to our nation's securi-

ty— and to humanity's future in

general— as the influence of the MX
missile or the balance of power in Ihe

Persian Gulf. It isn't deliberate; it's just

that the news media fail to grasp the

economic and functional importance

of aerospace technology

When did you last see anything on

television dealing with Soviet space
research? Aside from a few short news
items when the USSR launches another

manned spacecraft, the newspapers
and general -interest magazines rarely

cover Soviet space activities; when
they do, the stories are often filled with

errors. Even NASA and the CIA have
somewhat brushed past Soviet space
programs that aren't obviously military.

This is a mistake, and a bad one.

Their systematic and increasingly

successful R&D work is beginning to

worry our defense and intelligence

community. Information slowly filtering

through the Soviet Union's tangled

security net shows that the Russians

are moving aggressively into space.
These efforts are part of the USSR's

global military and political strategy.

In many ways the Soviet space
program is shrouded in mystery. Over
the past two or three years the Soviet

Union has launched several missions

we don't quite understand. They
appear to be unmanned tests of

man-oriented systems. The more
interesting and obscure of these tests

involved the largest, most expensive
boosters in Soviet space history These
SL-9 Proton rockets are comparable to

the U.S. Titan 3 or the Saturn f B
boosters that flew our Apollo program.

In one type of mission, the Proton lifts

two payloads that remain in space for

only one or two orbits before returning

to Earth, where both objects are re-

covered. The Soviets have flown this

strange mission once each in 1976,

1978, and 1979. In each case, launch

was timed so that recovery could take

place at dawn in the recovery area.

Major questions remain about such

missions: What were the dual pay-

loads? Why were they so heavy as to

require the largest operational Soviet

booster? What mission required two

spacecraft on the same booster? Why
were the payloads kept aloft for only

one or two orbits? Why recover them at
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dawn? These flights are among Ihe most
intriguing of Ihe USSR's space enigmas.
Another innovative mission used a Pro-

ton booster to place a large spacecraft in

orbit. The satellite burned substantial fuel

to change its orbit several times. Pari of it

then separated from the main vehicle, re-

turned to Earth, and was recovered. The
remaining portion was maneuvered
through more orbital changes, then even-

tually made a controlled, destructive re-

entry over the Pacific Ocean. It was clear

ihe Soviets preferred that its debris not ac-

cidentally return over land. Intelligence

analysis indicates ihat the unmanned re-

entry module might have been big enough
to carry a crew The segment left in orbit

was smaller than a Salyut space station,

still large enough to serve as a small

station— or piece of a larger one.

These rather spectacular flights, involv-

ing large, expensive space systems, paral-

lel our unmanned tests with Saturn "IB pay-
loads before the manned phase of the

Apollo program. They add up to some sort

of new Soviet manned space capability in

the next several years.

It is far more than a few unexplained
flights that worries our space experts and
defense planners, however. Among other

causes for concern:
• Virtually all the data sent from Soviet

spacecraft are now being coded to prevent

American analysts from interpreting them.
In the past, transmissions from manned
and scientific spacecraft were uncoded.

Are the Russians trying to conceal military

advances? Probably.

• During the last three years the Russians

have learned to accommodate humans in

space for long periods. This new ability

furnishes the USSR military and civil pow-
ers that are beginning to trouble both the

Pentagon and NASA.
• A new Soviet killer-satellile system now
threatens several of our low-altitude

spacecraft. The Russians are continuing

large-scale development work in this area,

raising major worries about the safety of

Western space missions.

We have recently discovered that the

USSR is developing a manned, winged,

reusable spacecraft. The Soviet vehicle will

have nowhere near the capacity of our

space shuttle, but it will save the Russians
money and make their space operations

much more flexible.

The Soviet vehicle was first seen in 1978,

when our reconnaissance satellites dis-

covered the delta-winged craft at a secret

Soviet flight-test facility It had been carried

under a TU-95 Bear bomber for atmo-
spheric tests like those conducted with our

shuttle orbiter and a Boeing 747.

This delta-winged craft could not carry

the 2.800-kilogram payload of our space
shuttle. It would be substantially smaller,

with a capacity more like the Air Force

Soviet Soyuz booster tilling oft at Tyuralam (left)

is a much-improved version ot Vostok launch-

er (above), used in early Russian manned flights.



Boeing X-20 Dyna-Soar, canceled nearly

20 years ago by the Defense Department.

Dyna-Soar would have been a winged
spacecraft launched on an expendable

Titan booster. It could have been used as

an orbiting strategic bomber or space sta-

tion resupply vehicle.

To resupply space stations would be one
way in which the new Soviet vehicle could

be especially useful. The Salyut 6 mission

alone illustrates how much the Soviet Union

could save in costs and hardware. Through

early 1980, Salyut 6 operations had con-

sumed 23 expendable spacecraft and

launchers: 14 Soyuz transports and 9 Prog-

ress tankers. That's a lot of hardware to fly

in under three years; it would be a multibil-

lion-dollar project for us.

The Russians are expected to launch

manned missions in their' shuttle before

1985. Early flights will probably use an ex-

pendable launcher and a conventional,

vertical liftoff. Only the spacecraft will be

recoverable, landing horizontally like an

airplane or our space shuttle. U.S. recon-

naissance spacecraft have found a large

new runway under construction at the

Tyuratam launch site, in Kazakhstan. The
runway like ours at the Kennedy Space
Center, will make it possible to recover the

Soviet shuttle next to its launch facility.

The second stage of the new Soviet proj-

ect will be an even more dramatic advance.

Instead of using an expendable booster to

send the spacecraft into orbit, the launch

vehicle could also be recoverable. The

most advanced concept would have the

booster fly back io the launch site for an

airplane-style landing while the spacecraft

continued on into orbit. NASA considered a

similar booster for its space shuttle but re-

jected it because of the cost and tech-

nological challenges it presented.

Developing a flyback booster would re-

quire an extraordinary effort; it would strain

even the United States. Whether the Rus-

sians could put one into operation before

the year 2000 is an open question.

The lower overall technology of Soviet

space systems has for years forced the

Russians to launch many "more missions

than the United States in order to obtain the

same return, especially with military sys-

tems. Yet the striking disparity in flight activ-

ity between the United States and the

Soviet Union is reason for concern.

The sprawling launch facilities at

Plesetsk, a cold, isolated city about 1,000

kilometers north of Moscow, send new
Soviet spacecraft blasting into orbit at a

rate of more than one a week. During 1979

the USSR launched 87 space missions—

66 from Plesetsk— carrying 124 satellites.

During the same period the United States

sent only 16 missions aloft with 18 satellites.

(Some launches lift more than one satellite

into orbit, One Soviet tactical communica-
tions program commonly puts eight

spacecraft on a single booster) Of the 87

Russian missions, 59 were totally or largely

devoted to military projects. The U.S. pro-

gram included 5 military flights and 11 civil

missions, two of which were commercial

satellites. In general, the flight ratios have

remained about the same throughout the

1970s and into this year.

The USSR uses unmanned space mis-

sions for photo reconnaissance, ocean
surveillance, navigation, electronic intelli-

gence gathering, early detection of mis-

siles, communications, meteorology, and
occasional killer-satellite tests. To conceal

their purposes, virtually all are described

as part of the Cosmos series. Fully 36 of the

missions last year were flown by recover-

able reconnaissance satellites using film

cameras.

For the most part, U.S. and Soviet space
programs are moving independently but in

similar directions. One clear area of link-

age, however, is in antisatellite (A-Sat)

weapons. Between October 1968 and early

1980 the Russians flew 17 killer-satellite

tests. In ten of these tests the flyby distance

between the interceptor and its target was
one kilometer or less; a real target might

have been destroyed. The seven other

tests produced more distant flybys; these

missions could not have been successful.

The targets were intercepted at varying

angles to Earth's equator, different al-

titudes, and with several methods of attack.

The Soviet A-Sat program has all the ear-

marks of a very big R&D project.

To make sure Soviet A-Sat weapons



don't get too (ar ahead of our own, we have
begun a $300 million lo $500 million effort

to develop an operational antisatellite

weapon— and other spacecraft protective

systems— by the early 1980s. We are pur-

suing an entirely different technique than

that used by the Russians. Our A-Sat sys-

tem, being developed by Vought Corpora-
tion, does not employ a killer satellite. In-

stead, the weapon will be launched from an
F-15 fighter and will climb to intercept its

target without ever entering orbit. The first

tests are expected by 1982. We are also
working on ground-based lasers as an ad-
vanced A-Sat system.

To date, the Soviet system has inter-

cepted targets at altitudes up to about
2,000 kilometers. Lower altitudes are more
important, however since (hey cover U.S.

photoreconnaissance satellites, Navy
Transit navigation and ocean-surveillance

spacecraft, and the space shuttle.

Soviet A-Sat tests have yet to aim at a
target in geosynchronous orbit, 35,888
kilometers high. They will have to strike

targets in stationary orbit before being con-

sidered a serious physical threat to U.S.

communications and early-warning space-
craft operating at that height. Soviet work
on lasers and charged-particle beams will

be important in this attempt and in attack-

ing the 19,000-kilometer intermediate-alti-

tude orbits, where U.S. Navstar navigation

satellites operate.

In operation, the Soviet A-Sat would
explode near its quarry, destroying the

target the way a shotgun blast does. No
Soviet spacecraft has ever actually killed

its intended target, but they have been
exploded after leaving the target several

thousand kilometers behind. This is a logi-

cal way to test the kill mechanism, since the

Russians often use the same target for

more than one test.

Though no space tests were evident be-
tween January 1972 and February 1976,

the Russians were busy on the ground.

Soviet SS-9 boosters carrying antisatellite

payloads were being wheeled from han-

gars at the Tyuratam launch site, then
erected and fueled so quickly that an ac-

tual launch would take less than 90 minutes
from the. start of activity. This was the first

indication thai Soviet engineers had per-

fected a quick-reaction system to attack

low-altitude spacecraft without a long ren-

dezvous chase through space.
With their ninth killer-satellite test, the

second mission flown after the flight pro-

gram resumed, the Russians successfully

demonstrated their most advanced attack,

a maneuver much like a "pop-up" intercept

made by a jet fighter against a higher
target. The killer saiel ite s launched into an
orbit below the quarry's, then almost im-

mediately maneuvers higher to intercept

the target. The "kill" occurs within one Earth

revolution.

This extremely quick launch-and-inter-

cept capability could enable the Russians
to conceal their intentions and react much
like a defense fighter group. Flying the
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"Inever knew
goldrum
tasted

like this:'

«fc*£.

If you're still drinking It's because you
a blended whiskey tasted gold rum
on the rocks... on the rocks.

That's the reaction that's made
Puerto Rican Gold Rum one of the

fastest growing liquors in America

today. It's the smooth alternative ro

bourbons, blends, Canadians-
even Scotch.

Try our Gold Rum with soda,

ginger ale, or on the rocks. The
first sip will amaze you. The second

will convert you.

Make sure the rum is Puerto

Rican. The people of Puerto Rico

have been making rum for almost

five centuries. Their specialized

skills and dedication result in arum
of exceptional taste and purity.

No wonder over 85% of the rum
sold in this country comes ^f^k
from Puerto Rico.
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Aged tor smoothness and taste.



FICTION

Her destructive

powers were incalculable, and she

enjoyed using them

FIRESTARTER
BY STEPHEN KING

During their college
years, Andy McGee
and his late wife, Vicky,

participated in an ex-

periment involving the

hallucinogen Lot Six. The sub-

stance gave the couple psi

powers. Their only child, a little

girl named Charlie, was born

with a powerfuland barely con-

trollable talent to ignite fires by

using her mind. In last month's

installment Andy and his

daughter were running from

government agents whose top

secret organization, the Shop,

sponsored the Lot Six experi-

ments. The Shop wants Char-

lie alive. And her father dead,

The fugitives flee New York

City tor Upstate New York and
are tracked by two agents, Ray

Knowles and John Mayo. Andy
McGee hopes to escape with

Charlie to Vermont, where they

can hide out at a secluded
family cabin, but the govern-

ment is closing in. Following is

the conclusion of Omni's ex-

clusive two-part excerpt.

Just beyond the Slumber-

land Motel, Andy and Charlie

McGee were standing on the

solt shoulder of Route 40. To

their right and back over the

hill, Ray Knowles and John
Mayo had just had a Hat tire,

"Where are we going,
Daddy?" Charlie asked.

"I don't know," he said.

"I don't like it I feel nervous."

"I think we're well ahead of

them," he said "Don't worry

They're probably still looking

for the cabdriver who took us to

Albany."

But he was whistling past

the graveyard; he knew it and
Charlie probably did, too.

On the other side of the hill,

Mayo was opening the trunk of

the Ford and making his in-

spection of the spare tire.

Knowles started walking up
the soft shoulder of the road.

He would not be able to look

down the road for another two

or three minutes to where Andy
and Charlie were standing.

An old farm truck was rat-

tling toward ihe man and little

girl. Andy stuck out his thumb,

The truck pulled over, and a

guy wearing bib overalls and a

New York Mets baseball cap
looked out.

"Well, there's a purty little

uss, lid, srr

"What's your name, missy?"

"Roberta," Charlie said

promptly. Roberta was her

middle name.
"Well, Bobbi. where you

headed this morning?" the

driver asked.

"We're on our way to Ver-

mont," Andy said. "St. Johns-

bury My wife was visiting her

sister, and she ran into a little

problem."

"Did she now?" the farmer

said, and said no more, but

gazed at Andy shrewdly from
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the wrinkled corners of his small eyes.

"Labor," Andy said, and manufactured a

wide smile. "This one's got a new brother

One forty-one this morning."

"His name is Andy," Charlie said. "Isn't

that a nice name?"
"I think it's a corker," the farmer said. "You

hop on in here, and I'll get you ten miles

closer to St. Johnsbury, anyhow."

They got in, and the farm truck rattled

and rumbled back onto the road, headed
into the bright morning sunlight. At the

same time Ray Knowles was breasting the

hill. He saw an empty highway leading

dpwn to the Slumberland Motel. Beyond
the motel he saw thefarm truck that had
passed their car a few minutes ago just

disappearing from view.

He saw no need to hurry.

The farmer's name was Manders— Irv

Manders— aod he had just taken a load of

pumpkins into town,

"You won't like me- minding your bees-

wax," Irv told Andy, "but you and your but-

ton here shouldn't be thumbin'. Lord, no.

Not with the sort of people you find ram-

ming the roads these days. There's a

Greyhound ierminal in the drugstore back
in Hastings Glen. That's what you want."

"Well— "Andy said. He was nonplussed,

but Charlie stepped nearly inlo Ihe breach.

"Daddy's out of work," she said brightly.

"That's why my mommy had to go and stay

with Auntie Em to have the baby. Auntie Em
doesn't like Daddy. So we stayed at home.

But now we're going to see Mommy."
"That's sort of private stuft, Bobbi," Andy

said, sounding uncomfortable. There were

a thousand holes in Charlie's story.

"Don't you say another word," Irv said, "I

know about trouble in families. It can get

pretty bitter at times. And I know about

being hard up. It ain't no shame."

Andy cleared his throat but said nothing.

He could think of nothing to say They rode
in silence for a while.

"Say, why don't you two come home and
take lunch, with me and ihe wife?" Irv asked
suddenly.

"Oh, no, we couldn't do— "

"We'd be happy to," Charlie said.

"Wouldn't we, Daddy?"
He knew that Charlie's intuitions were

usually good ones, and he was too men-
tally and physically worn down lo go
againsl her now.

"If you're sure there's enough," he said.

"Always enough," Irv said, finally shifting

the farm truck into third gear. They were
rattling between autumn-bright trees:

maples, elms, poplars. "Glad to have you."

"Thank you very much," Charlie said.

"My pleasure, button," Irv said. "Be my
wife's, too, when she gets a look at you."

Charlie smiled.

Andy rubbed his temples. Beneath ihe

fingers of his left hand was one of those

patches of skin where the nerves seemed
to have died. He didn't feel good about this.

somehow. Ihe ioo : ing that, they were clos-

ing in was still very much with him.

Th'e woman who had checked Andy ouf

of the Slumberland Motel not twenty min-

utes ago was getting nervous.

"You're sure this was the same man?"
Knowles was saying for the third time.

"Yes, that was him," she said again. "Bui

'here was no little girl with him .Honest,

misler."

The other man came back in, and with

ever-mouniing alarm, Lena Cunningham
saw that he had a walkie i.a -no n one hanc

and a great big pistol in the other

"It was them," Mayo declared. He was
almost hysterical with anger and disap-

pointment. "Two people slept in that bed.

Blond hairs on one pillow, black on the

other. Goddamn that flat tire! Goddamn it

all to hell! Damn towels hanging on the rod

in the bathroom! Fucking shower's still

dripping! We missed them by maybe five

minutes. Ray!"

i*Andy rubbed his

temples. Beneath . . . his

fingers was one of

those patches of skin where
the nerves seemed !o

have died. . . . The feeling

that they were closing

in was very much with him3

' Mayo jammed the pistol back inio its

shoulder holster Ray took John's arm and

led him outside. John was still swearing

about the flat. "Forget Ihe tire, John, Did you

talktoO.J. back in town?"

"I talked lo him and he talked to Norville.

Norville's on his way from Albany, and he's

got Al Steinowitz with him. He landed nol

ten minutes ago.
1
"

"Well, that's good. Listen, ihink a minute,

Johnny. They must have been hitching. I'd

bet you this year's salary that ihey were

standing there by the side of the road with

their thumbs out while I was walking up that

hill.'"

"If it hadn't been for that flat—" Johns
eyes were miserable behind his wire-

traced glasses.

"Fuck the' flat!" Ray said. "What passed
us? Afterwe got the flat, whal passed us?"

John thought about it as he hooked the

walkie-talkie back on his belt. "Farm truck,"

he said.

"That's what I remember, too," Ray said.

"Pretty rickety truck. If they don't turn off the

main road, we ought to be able to catch up
to them."

"Let'sgo, then," John said. "We can keep

in touch with Al and Norville by way of O.J.

on the walkie-talkie."

They trotted back to the car and got in, A
moment later the tan Ford roared oui of the

parking lot, spewing out white crushed
gravel Irom beneath its rear tires. Lena
Cunningham watched them go with a sigh

of relief. Running a-motel was certainly not

what it once had been.

As the Ford with Ray Knowles behind the

wheel and John Mayo riding shotgun was
roaring down Rouie 40 at better than one
hundred ten kilometers an hour (and as a

caravan of ten or eleven similarly nonde-

script late-model cars was heading toward

Hastings Glen from the surrounding areas

of search), Irv Manders hand-signaled left

and turned off the state road onto an un-

marked stretch of tar-and-patch that

headed roughly northeast. The truck rat-

tled and banged along.

The road twisted and wound its way over

a series of increas-i icily wooded ridges and

then began to descend :oward flatter coun-

try thai had been cultivated and harvested.

Finally, Irv turned onto a dirt road .
A kilome-

ter or so farther along he came to a bat-

tered red, white, and blue mailbox with

manders stenciled on ihe side. Irv entered

a rutted driveway that was nearly a kilome-

ter long.

"Must cost you an arm and a leg to keep
it plowed in Ihe winter," Andy said.

"Do it m'self," Irv said.

They came to a big white frame farm-

house, three stories tall and set off with,,

mint-green trim. Two sheds were attached

to the rear. Behind the house was a red-

barn that had seen better days, and be-

tween the house and the barn was what

New Eng landers call a dooryard— aflat dirt

stretch of ground where a couple of dozen
chickens clucked and strutted. When the

truck rattled toward them, they fled,

squawking and fluttering their useless

wings, past a chopping block with an ax

buried in it.

Irv drove the truck into the barn, which

had a sweet hay smell Andy remembered
from his summers in Vermont. When Irv

switched the truck off, they all heard a low,'

musical mooing from somewhere deeper in

the barn's shadowy interior.

"You got a cow," Charlie said, and some-
thing like rapture came over her face, "lean

hear it."

"We've got three," Irv said. "That's Bossy

you hear— a very original name, wouldn't

you say, button 7 She thinks she's got to be
milked three' limes a day. You can see her

later, if your daddy says you can."

"Can I, Daddy?"
"I guess so," Andy said, mentally sur-

rendering. Somehow they had gone out

beside the road to thumb a ride and had
gotten shanghaied instead,

"Come on in and meet the wife."

They strolled across the dooryard, paus-

ing for Charlie to examine as many of the

chickens as she could get close to. The
back door opened, and a woman of about



forty-five came out onto the back steps.

She shaded her eyes and called, "You
there, Irv! Who you broughl home?"

Irv smiled. "Well, the button here is

Roberta. This fellow is her daddy. I didn't

catch his name yet. So I dunno it we're

related."

Andy stepped forward and said, "I'm

Frank Burton, ma'am. Your husband invited

Bobbi and me home for iunch, if that's all

right. We're pleased to know you."

"Me, too," Charlie said, still more inter-

ested in the chickens than in the wom-
an—at least for the moment.

"I'm Norma Manders," she said, "Come
, in. You're welcome." But Andy saw the puz-

zled look she threw at her husband.
They all went inside, through an entryway

where stove lengths were stacked head
high, and into a huge kitchen that was dom-
inated by a wood stove and a long table

covered with red-and-white-checked
oilcloth. There was an elusive smell of fruit

and paraffin in the air The smell of canning

,

Andy thought.

"Frank here and his button are on their

way to Vermont," Irv said, "I thought it

wouldn't hurt 'em to get outside of a little hot

food on iheir way."

"Of course not," she agreed. "Where is

your car, Mr, Burton?"

"Well-" Andy began. He glanced at

Charlie, but she was going to be no help;

she was walking around the kitchen in

small steps, looking a! everything with a

child's innocent but thoughtful curiosity.

"Frank's had a little trouble." Irv said,

looking directly at his wife. "But we don't
have to talk about that. At least not right

'All right," Norma said-. She had a sweet
and direct face— a handsome woman who
was used to working hard. Her hands were
red and chapped. "I've got chicken, and I

could put together a nice salad. And
there's lots of milk. Do you like milk,

Roberta?"

Charlie didn't look around. She's lapsed
on the name, Andy thought. Oh, Jesus, this

just gets better and better

"Bobbi!" He said loudly.

She looked around and smiled a little too

widely "Oh, sure," she said, "I love milk."

Andy saw a warning glance pass from
Irv to his wife— no questions, not now. He
felt a sinking cesoa r. Whatever had been
left of their sfory had just gone swirling

away. But there was nothing to do except sit

down to lunch and wait to see what Irv

Manders had on his mind.

"They turned off somewhere," Mayo said.

"That goddamn flat shoe! This job's been
bad luck from the start, Ray. An egghead
and a little girl. And we keep missing them."

"No, I think we've got them," Ray said,

taking out his walkie-talkie. He pulled the
antenna and tipped it out the window. "We'll

have a cordon around the whole area in half

an hour: And I
bet we don't hit a dozen

houses before someone around here rec-

ognizes that truck. Late-Sixties dark-green
International Harvester, snowplow attach-

ment on the front, wooden stakes around
the truck bed to hold on a high load. I stiil

think we'll have them by dark."

A moment later he was talking to Al

Steinowitz, who was nearing the Slumber-
land Motel. Afbriefed his agents in turn,

Bruce Cook remembered the farm truck

from town. 0, J. did. too. It had been parked
in front of the A&P

Al sent them back to town, and half an
hour later they all knew the truck that had
almost certainly stopped to give the two
fugitives a lift belonged to Irving Manders.
R.FD #5. Baillings Road, Hastings Glen.

New York.

It was just pasl 12:30 pm

The lunch was very nice, and Andy's ap-
petite surprised him. Charlie ate like a
horse. After dessert she belched and then
covered her mouth guiltily

Irv smiled at her. "More room out than

thereisin, button."

"If I eat any more, I think I'll split," Charlie

answered. "That's what my mother always
used to—

I
mean, that's what she always

says."

Andy smiled tiredly.

"Norma." Irv said, getting up, "why don't

you and Bobbi go on out and feed those
chickens. Want to have a little talk with

Frank here
"
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"Would you like to teed the chickens,

honey?" Norma asked Charlie.

"I sure would.'" Her eyes were sparkling.

"Well, come on then,"

"Do they peck?" Charlie asked a little

nervously.

"Only theirfood, honey."

They went out, arid the door closed be-

hind them. Charlie was slid chattering.

Andy looked at Irv, and Irv looked back
calmly.

"You want a beer. Frank?"

"It isn't Frank," Andy said. "I guess you

know that."

"I guess I do. What is your handle?"

Andy said, "The less you know, the better

off you are."

"Well, then," Irv said, "I'll just call you

Frank,"

Faintly, they heard Charlie squeal with

delight trom outside. Norma said some-
thing, and Charlie agreed.

"I guess I
could use a beer," Andy said.

"Okay."

Irv got two Utica Clubs from the refriger-

ator, opened them, and set them down.

"Meddling around in other folks-' busi-

ness isn't my strong point," Irv said. "I'm a

farmer, and my wife runs a little curio shop

down where Bafllings Road crosses the Al-

bany Highway. We've been here almost

cia-iced al Andy
it I knew there was somethin' wrong
.he minute I saw you two standing by

>ad back there. A grown man and a

lirl just aren't the kind of pair you usu-

ee hitching the roads. Know whal
I

-

Andy nodc'oc and s ppea nis beer.

"Furthermore, ii looked to me- like you'd

lust come out of the Slumberland, but you

nad no traveling gear, not so much as an

overnight case. So I just about decided to

pass you by Then I stopped. Because .

.

well, there's a difference between not

meddling in-other folks' business and see-

ing something that looks damn bad and
turning a blind eye to it."

"Is that how we look to you? Damn bad?"
"Then." Irv said, "not now Now I don't

know just what to make ot you two. My first

thought was it must be you two the cops are

looking for." He saw the change come over

Andy's face and the sudden way Andy set

his beer can down. "I guess if is you," he

said softly. "I was hopin' it wasn't."

"What cops?" Andy asked harshly.

"They've got all the main roads blocked
off going in and out of Albany," Irv said, "If

we'd gone anothersix miles up Route Forty,

we would have run on one of those blocks

right where Forty crosses Route Nine."

"Well, why didn't you just go ahead?"
Andy asked. "That would have been the

end of it for you . You would have been out of

ii."

"Why didn't I just take you up the road to

lhe cops? Let's say I wanted to satisfy my
own natural curiosity."

"You have some questions, huh?"

"All kinds of them. "Irv said. "A grown man



and a little girl hitching rides, the little girl

hasn't got any overnight case, and the

cops are after them. So I have an idea. It

isn't so farfetched.
I think that maybe here's

a daddy who wanted custody of his button

and couldn't get it. So he snatched her."

"It sounds pretty farfetched to me."
"Happens all the time, Frank. And I think

to myself, the mommy didn't like that so well

and swore out a warrant on the daddy. That
would explain all the' roadblocks, "Ybu only
get coverage like that for a big robbery— or

a kidnapping."

"She's my daughter, but her mother
didn't put the police on us," Andy said. "Her
mother has been dead for a year."

"Well, I'd already kind of shitcanned the

idea," Irv said. "It don't take a private eye to

see the two of you are pretty close. What-
ever else may be going on, it doesn't ap-
pear you've got her against her will."

Andy said nothing.

"So here we are at my problem," Irv said,

"I picked the two of you up because I

thought the little girl might need help. (Mow
I

don't know where I'm at. You don't strike me
as the desperado type. But all the same,
you and your little girl are going under false

names, you're telling a story that's just as
thin as a piece of tissue paper, and you look

sick, Frank. You lookjustaboutassickasa
man can get and still stay on his feet. So
those are my questions. Any you could an-
swer, it might be a good thing to."

"We came to Albany from New York and
hitched a ride to Hastings Glen early this

morning," Andy said. "It's bad to know
they're here, but I think I knew it. I think

Charlie knew it, too." He had mentioned
Charlie's name, and that was a mistake, but
at this point it didn't seem to matter.

"What do they want you for, Frank?"

Andy thought for a long time, and then he
met Irv's earnest gray eyes. He said, "You
came from town, didn't you? See any
strange people there? City types? Wearing
those neat, off-the-rack suits that you forget

almost as soon as the guys wearing them
are out of sight? Driving late-model cars
that sort of just fade into the scenery?"

It was Irv's turn to think. "There were two
guys like that in the A&P," he said. "Talking

to Helga. She's one of the checkers.
Looked like they were showing her some-
thing."

"Probably our picture," Andy said.
"They're government agents. They're work-
ing with the police, Irv. A more accurate
way of putting it would be that the police are
working for them. The cops don't know why
we're wanted."

"What sort of government agency are we
talking about? FBI?"

"No. The Shop."

"What? That CIA outfit?" Irv looked
doubtful.

"They don't have anything at all to do with

the CIA," Andy said. "The Shop is really the
DSI — Department of Scientific Intelli-

gence. What they're supposed to be in-

volved in are 'domestic scientific projects
that may have present or future application
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TANKING
Pop psychology's new trip is a float through inner space

BY JOHN GORMAN

The house doesn't appear
unusual: St. Augustine
grass on the lawn, a few rare

Florida plants on display in the front

yard, a swimming pool in back. What
makes it different isa small wooden
shack near the pool. It holds the Iso-

lation Tank.

Leslie Tobin, who owns the house,
began "tanking" two years ago. Now
he opens the shack door and shines

a light inside. The chamber is actu-

ally a huge bathtub surrounded by a

lightproof casing. Its Sea of Isolation

isn't very deep, perhaps 25 cen-
timeters at the most. The water is

laced with 360 kilograms of Epsom
salts, dense enough to create a mini-

ature Deacr-Sea that will keep anyone
afloat. Air and water are maintained
at body temperature, Tobin explains,

and humidity at 100 percent. When
the hatch is closed, a "tanker" feels

no sensation of heat or cold. Thick

humidity prevents any chill from

evaporation. A fresh-air fan and
water pump run noiselessly. "There's

nothing to see and nothing to hear,"

Tobin declares. "Just the mind itself.

Total isolation awaits you."

I am about to enter a world of sight-

less, weightless darkness, an envi-

ronment so devoid of stimulation that

it could help prepare astronauts to

cope with the emptiness of space.
What will I find there?

Paddy ChayefsKy's book Altered

States tells me I'm heading into a

chamber of inner horrors. Dr. John
Lilly, developer of the isolation tank,

says I will find the perfect sublime
setting for, in Shakespeare's words,
"Mending the ravelled sleeve of

care." Robert Tynhurst, managing
partner of Samadhi Tank Works,
which has sold more than 1 ,000 tanks

in the past few years, calls isolation

tanking "the opportunity for com-
plete privacy" that will "someday be
found in every skyscraper and home."

PAINTING BY MICHEL HENRICOT



"The sensory-isolation experience," Dr.

Jay Shurley, a psychiatry professor at Okla-

homa Medical School who has worked with

the tanks for 25 years, says, "should be

part of the curriculum of growing up, of-

fered in the late teens or early twenties to

persons who want to facilitate their own
personal growth. It would be beneficial for

almost everyone. In a world where 'future

snock' is a growing problem, it could be

very helpful for a person to withdraw into a

situation of sensory isolation and under-

stimulation to keep on an even keel." As I

peer into the tank, I hope he's right.

.
I undress, hang up my clothes, and

shower.

"Dry off your face," Tobin directs. "The

rest of you doesn't matter, but if your face is

wet, the water can run up into your eyes."

Then he shows me how to climb into the

tank, cautioning me to wipe off the soles of

my feet to avoid tracking dirt into the water

"I'll come back and knock on the tank in

about an hour" He departs.

I recall John Lilly's encouragement. "The

tank is an awareness tool, like meditation,

like. Gestait, like psychosynthesis, like

psychotherapy, like a hammer or a saw, and

I find tank work, like any of the above tools,

to be effective to the extent that I familiarize

myself and practice with it. The tank assists

in a very simple function: It allows us to

expand our awareness of our internal state

of being, of our internal flow."

My first reactions are physical. The water

bears me up easily as I stretch out at full

length. My arms float beside me. Epsom
salts dissolved in the water slide into every

break in my skin -and make me keenly

aware of cuts and abrasions I'd scarcely

noticed. The mosquito bite on my forearm

itches fiercely, and scratching it only makes
it worse. But the stinging slowly dies away.

My body becomes a mere presence,

neither comtortable nor uncomfortable, but

simply there.

According to Dr. Lilly, my journey should

begin with a gradual movement away from

the sense of physical self. My body will

become a neutral vessel through which

bott!ed-up thoughts, emotions, and fears

can bubble out. Freed from the constraints

of sensory information, I will find myself in a

mental state that is not quite sleep, not

quite dream, but certainly not normal con-

sciousness, either.

Floating in this freed state, Dr. Lilly says, I

should be able to reach into little-used cor-

ners of my mind. There I can ferret out new
information and tresh perspectives on the

stale reportage of my senses. In the tank I

will be able to explore new thought connec-

tions that have lain dormant in the deepest

furrows of my psyche.

The darkness around me remains the

same whether my eyes are open or closed.

Stilly it seems easier to close my eyes. At

first I feel time passing. My thoughts are

logical and body-centered. Will I
become

restless? Will I get scared and flee to day-

light? But gradually my body recedes and

my thoughts grow random. Images come
and go like a replay of recent events in my
mind: Tobin, his house, the journey here,

and other happenings of the day. Then

these images, too, fade, replaced by a

jumble of memories and dreamlike scenes.

I marvel as I lie quiescent in the darkness

and watch the movie inside my head. It

took Lilly 25 years to convince other scien-

tists that his tank wouldn't drive people

mad.
Lilly's interest in isolation dates back to

the early Fifties, when he was a senior re-

searcher lor the National Institute of Mental

Health. Reports on the use of total isolation

as a "brainwashing" technique had
aroused scientific and governmental inter-

est. Early indications were that isoiation

would bring on sleep— at best— or coma
and frightful hallucinations at worst.

In a 1953 University of Toronto experi-

ment. Dr. Donald Hebb's student volun-

teers, far from dozing off, found themselves

living out a nightmare. They reclined on a

bed in an air-conditioned box. Their arms

and hands were restrained by cardboard

sleeves, and their eyes were covered by

translucent ski goggles. After several

hours Dr. Hebb's subjects found organized

thinking extremely difficult. Their sugges-

tibility became greatly increased, and they

began to thrash about, seeking stimulation.

The border between sleep and wakeful-

ness grew uncertain, and mental confusion

mounted. Those who persisted beyond 24

hours suffered hallucinations, as well as

powerful delusions that sometimes con-

tinued long after they had left the box. Sen-

sory deprivation became a hot topic. Sci-

entists hastened to study and define this

new pathological state apparently brought

on by lengthy isolation.

In the meantime Lilly conducted his own
research into the mental effects of physical

isolation and reached far less alarming

conclusions. In a 1956 paper Lilly wrote

that the effects of prolonged isolation, as

revealed by survivor accounts, were not

necessarily bad. "Persons in isolation ex-

perience many, if not all . of the symptoms of

the mentally ill," Lilly admitted, but these

symptoms weren't irreversible. Those who
endured long periods of solitude could

also find "a new inner security and a new
integration of themselves on a deep and

basic level."

Lilly set out to pinpoint the essence of

positive isolation experiences. As the set-

ting for this experiment, he and Shurley, one

of his colleagues, constructed the first iso-

lation tank, a large container filled with

slowly flowing fresh water kept at body
temperature. Subjects rested at their natu-

ral buoyancy level so that only the tops of

their heads broke the surface. Air was
supplied through a blacked-out mask that

enclosed the entire head. The longest a

subject spent in this unusual, and even

frightening, situation was about three

hours. None of the agonies that had
afflicted Hebb's volunteers appeared. The



reported effects were remarkably pleasant,

rather like starting Ihe day over again after

a good night's sleep.

Still, the evidence for nightmares was
impressive. Dr. Jack Mendelson's subjects

found six hours' solitary confinement in a
respirator nearly unbearable. The partici-

pants in Sanford Cohen's experiment felt

"fears of loss of control of thoughts to the

point of insanity" after a few hours of sitting

in sileni darkness. Even the accidental iso-

lation of airmen on high-altitude flights

could cause the alarming disorientation

and giddiness of the "break-off" effect de-
scribed by Dr. Hasten Bennett.

But Lilly remained undaunted and con-

tinued to use his tank, first at Bethesda,
Maryland, and then on St. Thomas, in the

Virgin Islands, where he set up his first dol-

phin communication laboratory. He was
convinced that a positively oriented isola-

tion experience would help many people.

By the mid-Sixties, Lilly had conceived a

closed system containing a saline solution

dense enough totloal the human body face

upward in the tank, doing away with masks
and breathing apparatus. This tank, affec-

tionately designated the Lilly Pond, could
be set up nearly anywhere. During the next

decade more than 500 people floated on its

surface without shipwreck on the reefs of

sensory deprivation or any other psychic

catastrophe. Lilly recalls: "Those with /Ore

de vivre would always come back. It didn't

matter who they were or what line of work
they were in."

Lying in the tank, I think of how Greg
Jacobs, a football kicker with/o/e de vivre,

at Lawrence University in Appleton, Wis-

consin, uses the tank. He believes tanking

has improved his physical performance as
a kicker.

"I menially rehearse my kicking by visu-

alizing in my mind the perfect techniques,"

he says. "Being in the tank is like floating in

a black void and produces a deeply re-

laxed state of mind that makes possible

almost total concentration. Then, when I go
out to kick, it's like autosuggestion.

"I've got more distance on my kicks and
also more accuracy. I've even kicked a
fifty-yarder in practice— something

I

wasn't able to do before. I'm convinced it's

all because of the tank."

In my own Lilly Pond, the sense of my
body suddenly returns. I check myself over
and become acutely conscious of my
parts. As a child of nine, I hurt my right foot

badly, and the tank makes me aware that it

is still awry. In 1973 1 wrenched my left knee
practicing judo.

I
can feel that misalign-

ment now, too. There is no pain, just the

realization that all is not as it should be.

Everything else, I'm happy to note, feels

fine and in place.

Lilly thinks tanking may prove useful in

helping injury patients identify their prob-

lems and cope with their pain while await-

ing treatment. in the hospital. This applica-

tion, as do most practical applications of

tanking, remains speculative, because it

has never been scientifically tested.
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"My opinion," says sensory-deprivation

researcher Peter Suedfield, of the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, "is that the tank is a

very interesting technique that has not

been exploited o: util ?ec ai anywhere near

.the level it should be. This iact, I think,

stems from Lilly's own philosophy and ap-

proach. He has essential 1

-/ giver- up sys-

tematic research efforts. He touts the tank

as a positive experience, which may affecl

the way tankers react to their experience.

Before tanking can achieve its full potential,

it must undergo some measurable scien-

tific tests.

"I think it's potentially a very valuable tool

and very practical. It's not expensive. It

doesn't take long. It's really a promising

-procedure. But we havetotesl it, which Lilly

hasn't done, before we know how to use it

best. Otherwise, it remains merely a mysti-

cal fad."

My own experience in the tank is growing

increasingly mystical. I find my self-con-

cept fading away. I have lost any notion of

having a body. I am a biocompuier mind

examining itself, a self-absorbed con-

sciousness sorting through its' memory
banks, toying with its data files, reshuffling

its suppositions. The sensation is one of

union with my surroundings. My space and

I have become one dark, contemplative

creature.

This.depth of mental experience, in Lil-

ly's view, makes tanking a superior substi-

tute for other forms of mental therapy. Not

everyone agrees. David DePalma, a Con-

necticut psychologist who has tanked, wor-

ries that the experience is too intense, too

introspective, too unstructured for safety's

sake.

"There's no question," he says, "that the

tank does provide deep, deep relaxation.

But what bothers me is that, unlike other

mental states, such as. meditation, in the

tank yeur immersion into yourself isn't

gradual. When you close that door, .boom!

Every fear, every neurosis you might have,

can come pouring out in the darkness. You

have no guide, no therapist, no guru stand-

ing by to help you get into the state or out of

trouble."

DePalma cautions that tanking presents

more dangers than benefits. "You could

argue that other mental techniques pro-

duce a state that's equally valuable for find-

ing your center, and they would be much
more easily controlled. So I don't know that

the concept of the tank is such.agood idea-

It is open to abuse because tankers are

extremely vulnerable to suggestion and

manipulation when they come out. And il

can abuse tankers themselves who may
get into a mental situation they have no idea

how to handle, and there won't be anyone

on hand to help them out."

The mental situation DePalma describes

has yet to intrude on the quiet hum of my
disembodied mental games. Nothing im-

pinges on my floating consciousness until

a vague thumping iilters through. What can

thai be? I muse. This tank is supposed to

be soundproof. Then Tobin calls my name,
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and "reality" creeps back, bit by bit.

First, it seems I must get back into my
body. It is easy, like moving back into a

familiar home, finding everything where it

should be and all the appliances in working

order.

I stand in the doorway of the tank, letting

the wafer run off my skin and readjusting

my body to the pull of gravity. I have been

weightless for nearly an hour and a half.

Until my reflexes regain full control again, I

must plan each movement carefully.

Back at the house, Tobin and I sit down
and discuss his experiences with the tank.

"I've always been into exolic things.' he

explains, "and I've attended many New
Age festivals." At a 1978 festival in Italy, he

met a couple from Toronto who invited him

to use' their tank. A few sessions convinced

him that tanking was a useful experience. "I

try to get in each morning for an hour. It's

very relaxing, like a real vacation. I just float

and sort of lose myself for a while, wherever

the experience takes me."

£ / find my concept

of self fading away; I have

lost any notion

of having a body. I am a

biocornputer mind.

My surroundings and I have

become one dark,

contemplative creature*

Leon, twenty -seven, a regular user of To-

bin's tank, says. "What I
found in the tank

was a place where I could really relax.

Sometimes, when I've been unusually up-

set, the tank has been a fine place to cool

out. After an hour or so, my brain and my
body ieel much quieter, Everything is much
quieter."

The rapturous solitude that most tank vis-

itors experience has created an explosion

of interest in Lilly's ponds. One company,

Samadhi Tanks, plans lo open six public

tank centers in the United States, Float to

Relax, a Denver-based tank manufacturer,

has 13 centers already in operation.

"We're out to become the McDonald's of

relaxation," says Keith Cason, western dis-

tributor for Float to Relax. "This isn't a fad;

twenty thousand Valiums are consumed in

Denver every day. and we're stress-

management consultants offering a better

way."

The tank bunders are smuggling to keep

up with demand for their units, which cost

about $2,000 apiece. They are convinced

their product will soon become an essential

therapeutic toot.

"It's amazing," Lee Leibner, of Samadhi,

says exultantly, "how much I've come to like

myself since I started using the tank. It is so

totally supportive that it would help almost

anyone."

John Worthington, a partner in Colorado

Tank Works, a tank-building firm in Boulder,

Colorado, shares Leibner's sentiments. "I

used to think
I
needed a guru," he reports,

"but, with the tank, I can do it all myself,

Hindus spend hours trying to clear their

minds. You can do that in the tank in fifteen

minutes. The tank works a lot easier and

laster than est, Mind Control, TM. or any-

thing else I'm familiar with."

Lilly is just as enthusiastic. "Those who
want some kind of therapy," he says, "are

welcome .to it. All I can tell you is that the

tank is far more effective."

Shurley shares Lilly's opinion of the

therapeutic value of the tank experience.

"The first generation of isolation experi-

ments were done like Hebb's, and the re-

sults were ghastly," he recalls, "but, in the

tank, we began to notice the positive as-

pect, the serenity thai comes from the float-

ing experience. It's a key point that has

stood up over the years."

Shurley believes mo grea:est benefits of

isolation will come from systematic use of

the tank as an educational and therapeutic

tool. "Most of our institutionalized learning,"

he asserts, "has to do with symbols. But

there is also experiential learning— of a dif-

ferent order, but very important in its own
right. One of the things we can learn about

only through experience is our own seli.

Being alone with ourselves is part of that,

learning process,"

Shurley, like Lilly, has lost count of his own
tank sessions; he thinks that resistance lo

tanking will crumble as more people try it.

"Most people who are creative." he de-

clares, "enjoy it very much. People who feel

they have lo count things and be in control

are uncomfortable at first. If they ride out

that initial discomfort, they usually like the

tank, too. Just about the only persons who
never get to like it are claustrophobics or

those who don't like any isolation situation

that might make them acquainted with their

own fantasy life. The adventurous and the

curious really go for it. Other than that,

people seem to know at once; 'That's

threatening,' or 'That's enticing.'

"

Lilly is even more sanguine. "The only

dangers," he assured me, "are physical. If

the tank is mechanically all right, go ahead.

If you have any fears, work on them in the

tank. Don't let them keep you away from it."

Whatever the short-term questions,

proponents insist, tanking will continue to

expand because it offers practical benefits

for users. "The tanking experience," a typi-

cal "testimonial from Florida actress Darby

Haynes reads, "has given me a general

feeling of well-being that has helped my
work, my personal life, and everything I'm

involved in. I find that I have much greater

seit-awareness."

With encomiums likethat, tanking should

be around for a long time, Personally I can

hardly wail to try it again. DO
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s of the Empire State Building glow red. white,
'

' live New York City, the lighted

hovering American spaceship

, t the night's darkness. The cables of the Brooklyn

Bridge (preceding page) become flamboyant, spidery

abstractions. Around Manhattan other buildings, bathed in

vivid colored light, brightly beam the urban nightscape.

These marvels of design sparkle like precious jewels.

Without altering the physical structure of the cityscape,

ph Strand and photographer Dudley Gray can

e mood of the city. Their urban illuminations

arm today's skyline into stunning abstract light

ures of the future. Through their collective vision,

row becomes a reality today.

"In the future," Gray predicts, "art

architecture- Our bridges and buildings will all light up ...._

Christmas trees. The surrealism of the city, its gargoyles
------ painting an
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e for all to walk through and hold ir

ffrk&mGray, who believes the city's v

celebrated at night. "Corporations spend sixty million dol-

s on a building, only to lose it in darkness. I'm interested

in glorifying the city's architecture."

By intensifying the buildings' hues, Strand gives them a
painterly quality. Br

color with briltiant intensity. The artist applies color filters in

as many as eight different shades to 50,000-watt search-
lights, then bathes buildings and bridges with subtle de-
grees of gold, blue, green, and red. The photographer uses
daylight film at long exposures for dynamic prints.

To Gray, light caresses structure. "It's like a love affair

between light and steel. Colors run from hot purples to cold

blues. Buildings suddenly acquire both intense identifica-

tion and peaceful beauty in one dazzling moment." P~
lal colors show Battery Park eagle in flight (left); two



A FATHERS GIFT
It was the greatest discovery of

the ages: All he had

to do was open the coffin

BYPAULJ.NAHIN

I

have found Christ. No, no, don't say, "Oh, one of those

people!" Please, hear me out. I'm no zealous religious

convert, no fanatic, not even a fallen politician seeking

public absolution for misdeeds in office. I'm a hard-nosed

computer archaeologist on the staff of a well-known uni-

versity, specializing in the analysis of x-ray axial tomographs

of the mummies of Egyptian pharaohs. So when I say I've

found Christ, I mean I've found Him,

And something else.

I've never been a devout man. That's led to some interesting

discussions over the years with my brother, Jack, who's an

associate professor of ancient Middle Eastern languages at

Georgetown University. A scholarly Jesuit, Jack had long ago

kindled in me a fascination for Jesus Christ the teacher. Can

anyone doubt what a truly remarkable man He must have

been'' But I've never been able to accept the Church's dogma

that He was the Son of God, the Savior here on Earth as the

result of the Virgin Birth. And who, through [he Crucifixion,

suffered for the sins of all men, Up to now, 1
haven't been able

to believe, that is. Now-well, let's just say I'm not so sure

anymore.

We actually know so little about the life of Jesus, with what

we do have coming only from the somewhat confusing, con-

tradictory four Gospels. We do, however, have a fairly good

idea of the political times. It was the reign of the murderous

King Herod {of whom Caesar Augustus once said he'd rather

be a pig than a child in the House of Herod!), the Jews were

oppressed by Rome, and the Children of God were eager for

the coming of the Messiah long predicted in fhe Old Testa-

ment. The times were ready for a Savior, and Jesus Christ was

the right man in the right time and place.

There is little dispute by scholars that Jesus was absolutely

certain of His role. His life was no fraud, no shameful act of a

charlatan. No actor would have suffered as He did. Some say

He left us His image on the Shroud of Turin and nothing-else.

They say that He died and disappeared forever.

Or did He?
A number of respected Bible scholars (a minority, yes, but

still a significant number) have questioned the traditional de-

scription of the death of Jesus. Primarily because of their

skepticism about the Resurrection, I must admit, that has

always been the stumbling block for my willingness to believe,

too Since l am an Egyptologist interested in funerary proce-

dures, the death of Christ has fascinated me for years. It had

always seemed to me that there just had to be an alternative

explanation for what really happened. And I was right.

It all started some years ago. While in Cairo at the Egyptian

Museum, I was studying dental X rays of their collection of

royal mummies as a sabbatical research project. I met a

brilliant intense man named Gamal el-Zam, now deceased.

He was a professor of philosophy at the University of Alexan-

dria and was also on sabbatical leave for a year at the muse-

PAINTING BY ALAN MAGEE



urn's antiquities department. I became

friendly with Professor el-Zam, and soon

we were discussing our various research

activities. Somehow the discussion got

around to my interest in Christ and my con-

viction that His death was still a mystery, no

matler what the Bible may actually say on

the matter. I recall he stared quizzically at

me for a few moments, and I could see he

was debating in his mind whether or not to

pursue it- He must have seen the depth of

my interest, because he plunged on.

"So, my friend, you are a doubter, are

you? Goodl Possibly, then, you will find

some papers I have curious reading. There

is great uncertainty about their veracity, as I

believe they are actually a transcript of a

lost part of the Apocrypha in St. Jerome's

Vulgate. The Catholic Church rejects them.

But who is to say— if you are as interested

in pursuing the details of Christ's death as

you seem, then maybe they will be of help.

But I warn you, you may be getting into

more than you bargain for."

What he actually gave me weren't the

ancient manuscripts themselves. The orig-

inal documents have long been lost, and it

was photocopies of these rediscovered

manuscripts that Professor el-Zam had, in-

cluding the papers he suspected would

interest me.

After Christ was taken down from the

Cross on the hill of Golgotha outside

Jerusalem, His body was. according to the

evangelists, taken by the wealthy Joseph of

Arimathea to a nearby tomb cut in rock.

After that the body disappears, and Gos-

pel records become what unbelievers call

myth, with the story of the Resurrection

three days later, and the ascent into

Heaven after forty additional days. Of

course, the Gospels are shaky on this

point, too, since Luke also says Christ went

up to Heaven on Easter Day. well before the

forty days were ended.

That there are forty days between the

Resurrection and the Ascension has al-

ways fascinated me, because Genesis it-

self mentions this as the usual time re-

quired for embalming.

Could it be that the followers of Jesus

spirited His body away from the rock tomb

to prevent its defilement by the Romans,

who might have buried it in a common crim-

inal's grave? Could it be that a select ad-

herent embalmed the body of the Messiah

and then secretly buried it?

The long-lost records given me by Pro-

fessor el-Zam gave me the answers.

Among them was a letter from Joseph of

Arimathea to a man named Tertullian, ap-

parently a close friend. First swearing him

to secrecy, Joseph then describes the real

fate of Jesus. The letter was in the ancient

dialect of the common masses, Galilean

Aramaic, which I could read only with great

difficulty

Making art-exact hand copy of the letter,

but carefully deleting all references to

Jesus by name, I sent it to my brother, Jack,

over in America. My wait for his response

was agonizing. It came three weeks later:
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Greetings to my beloved, but unrepentant.

brother!

The strange text {where did you find it?)

you recently sent was most challenging. I

enjoyed the mental exercise, but it has left

me somewhat perplexed. When you return

to the States,
I
want to have a long talk with

you about it. But, in answer "to your request,

here is my version of the original:

'And we bound his body in fresh linen

and sealed his wounds. To secret its final

fate, it was taken by night to a faithful

follower, also a practitioner of the ancient

art of preservation of the Egyptians.

There it was purified, covered in soft lead

sheets, wrapped in bandages, and

sealed into a box of the Pharaoh. Trans-

ported overland to the Nile River, it was

then sent by boat to the south, to the

Temple of the Four Kings. There it was

buried, safe at last from the Romans."

As I read these words— words I had

translated crudely myself but now was sure

*/ remained silent.

The strange look . . .
on my

face no doubt was

interpreted by the professor

as disappointment.

But it was uncontrolled thrill.

Because I knew

the professor was wrongl^

were right— I could barely contain my ex-

citement. Jesus had been embalmed, and

His body was mummified and then secretly

shipped to Egypt and buried. But what was

even more incredible was that I
was also

sure the coffin was no longer at its original

site. I was also sure I knew where it was.

Right in the Egyptian Museum itself!

But I wasn't the only one to see these new

documents. Had anyone else reached the

same conclusion as I? A conversation I had

with Professor el-Zam, the day after getting

Jack's translation, put my concern to rest.

He was then about to return to Alexandria,

and he inquired about my reaction to the

photos he'd given me.

"So, my friend, what do you think about

those ancient documents, now that you've

had an opportunity to examine them?"

I answered carefully. Just how much did

the professor really know? "Gamal, they're

fascinating. But one letter among them is

mosf fascinating. The letter from Joseph of

Arimathea to Tertullian, concerning the

events after the Crucifixion. Have you read

that one, Gamal?"

"Oh, yes. interesting to you, no doubt,

with your curious fixation on the death of

Christ. But surely it cannot be authentic.

After all, the expense of shipping such a

coffin so far would have been enormous."

"Yes," I
replied, "but Joseph was a

wealthy man. He could have afforded ill"

"I suppose, I
suppose. But even if it is

true, it must remain a conjecture. After two

thousand years, "buried anywhere in

thousands of square kilometers of sand,

the body of Jesus will have returned to the

earth long ago. We'll never know. So, my
friend, you now have another mystery to

haunt you!"

I
remained silent. The strange look that

must have been upon my face no doubt

was interpreted by the professor as disap-

pointment. But it was nearly uncontrolled

thrill. Because I
knew the professor was

wrong!

He was wrong because I knew the recent

history of the Temple of the Four Kings,

while he was thinking only in terms of the

past. The temple is more correctly called

the Temple of Abu Simbel in Nubia, about

eleven hundred kilometers south of Cairo at

the archaeological site of Gebel Adda. In

1960, when Nasser announced the plans

for the Aswan High Dam, it was immedi-

ately recognized that the resulting flood-

waters would drown Gebel Adda forever. A

hurried salvage operation was thus

started, desperately trying to save what

could be saved in the short time left.

Among the artifacts recovered were more

than five thousand human skeletons, and

several ancient coffins, all of which were

hurriedly cataloged and shipped to Cairo.,

The skeletons have since been extensively

studied tor bone and dental evolution,

But not the mummies! Considered as just

more Egyptian mummies among many al-

ready carelessly scattered in a back room

of the museum's second-floor gallery

room, they had beenignored. It was stan-

dard policy of the museum not to unwrap

any mummy unless such a procedure was

part of an ongoing scholarly study. But all

incoming mummies were subjected to a

routine x-ray scan, which was then filed.

On my arrival at the museum, I
had been

allowed to go through these scan pictures

as part of my orientation. One set had

briefly caught my attention. The young

woman in the records office had been un-

concerned, however about the problem.

"Miss," I
recall saying, "this group of pic-

tures is foggy. It almost looks like an under-

exposure."

"Oh," she reptiec clar.dng quickly at the

file in my hands, "it looks more like the

plates weren't aligned properly. The x-ray

gun is placed on one side of the coffin, you

know, and the film on the other, and— "

"Yes,yes,thankyou. I am familiar with the

technique." I put the file back and forgot it.

The explanation seemed perfectly plausi-

ble at the time.

But as I sat silent before the professor, I

knew what the real answer was. The film

had been aligned properly, all right. But the

mummy inside was wrapped in lead! Just

as that ancient letter by Joseph of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1 14



Paving the way toward

a solar society is the ultimate

challenge for this

environmentalist as he
guides the country's

leading solar-research facility

IfUTERV/IEUU

Solar and environmental enthusiasts awoke to a pleasant surprise

last year: One of their own, Denis Hayes, had been appointed by
President Carter to head the government's Solar Energy Re-

search Institute (SERI). Barely three years old. SERI is the government's
leading solar- research iacility. Hayes, thirty-six, is a long-time solar and
environmental activist. A graduate of Stanford University, he helped orga-

nize Earth Day in 1970 while directing Environmental Action, a public-

interest lobby. A stay at the Woodrow Wilson Center o! the Smithsonian

t Institution was followed by two years as chief ot the Illinois State Energy

| Office, Hayes eventually became a senior researcher at WorldWatch Insti-

| tute, where he authored several WorldWatch papers and a book, Rays of

I Hope: The Transition (o a Post Petroleum World (W W Norton, 1977). He

f.
has written articles for a variety of popular publications.

£ The solar administrator was interviewed by Omni editor Eric Rosen in

| Golden, Colorado, SERI's headquarters. Framed by a view of the Rocky
§ Mountains in the background, the conversation began with an exploration

i of solar's current role in the energy picture of the United States.



•Passive solar

design is so simple

and effective

that only a fool

would build a

dwelling today that

lacked solar

features. Wasteful

conventional

buildings are both

Unpatriotic

and immoral*

Omni: Many prominent people have dis-

missed solar energy as a frivolous side-

show in the current energy crisis. How im-

portant do you think it can be?

Hayes: Solar energy now contributes about

six percent of the nation's energy sup-

ply—far more than is provided by nuclear

power. Most of it is in the form of hydro-

power, combustible fuels from the forest-

products industries, and passive splar ar-

chitectural designs.

If the United States were to get serious

about a solar future, solar technologies

could account for up to one third of our total

energy budget by the year 2000. By 2025,

the transilion could be completed.

Omm: As you use the term, then, does so'ar

energy mean more than just collectors on

rooftops to warm bath water?

Hayes: Yes, although solar water heaters

should not be scoffed at. More than one

hundred fifty thousand American resi-

dences now use solar collectors, and the

new forty percent federal tax credit will

doubtless boost sales. But when we speak

of solar technologies at SERI, we include

any equipment that will harness sunlight to

human purposes within a few decades of

its arrival. Thus, in addition to thermal col-

lectors, passive solar buildings, and
photovoltaic cells, solar technologies en-

compass wind turbines, hydroelectric

dams, and wood stoves.

The sun heats air unevenly over the

oceans and the land, and over mountains

as opposed to deserts. Hot air rises, cool

air rushes in, and wind is the result. The
atmosphere is, in a sense, a huge storage

battery for solar energy.

Similarly, the sun causes water to evapo-

rate from the ocean, precipitate in the

mountains, and accumulate behind dams.

All the potential energy in a hydroelectric

reservoir was originally solar energy.

And all the energy in plants is really bot-

tled sunshine, captured through photosyn-

thesis and stored in hydrocarbon bonds.

When the plant, or a fuel made from the

plant, is burned, the hydrogen is oxidized

into water, the carbon is oxidized into car-

bon dioxide, and heat is given off. That heat

is solar energy that was captured by the

plant while it was growing.

Using this broad definition, solar energy

now contributes about one fifth of man-

kind's energy budget. This is mostly in the

form of hydropower in the industrial world

and firewood— generally burned very inef-

ficiently in open fires— in the Third World.

Omni: What is SERI's role in all this?

Hayes: We are the largest solar enterprise

in the world. We have about eight hundred

talented people, and our budget next year

should exceed one hundred twenty-five

million dollars. All these resources are de-

voted to pursuing the solar prospect.

Omni: Why is a government-funded insti-

tute doing all this? Why isn't the private

sector more active?

Hayes: I would be the last to belittle the

private sector's. contribution. Most of the

important solar advances to date have

been the result of private individuals and

small firms having innovative ideas and de-

veloping them into commercial realities.

SERI now has more than one thousand

members. Solar energy has begun to at-

tract the attention of banks, insurance

companies, oil companies, electronics

firms, and others. Solar investments of ten

million to twenty-five million dollars are no

longer shocking.

Unfortunately, very little of this private in-

vestment is being used to explore the solar

frontiers. In part this is due to the state of

the economy; high interest rates cause in-

vestors to focus on short-term horizons. In

part it is due to federal tax policies. And in

rather large measure, I'm afraid, it is due to

the fact that risk-taking entrepreneurs have

been replaced in most corporate executive

suites by unimaginative number crunchers

who care only about next year's bottom

line. That's not the kind of mentality that

built America: rather, it is the kind of mental-

ity that is destroying the steel and au-

tomobile industries.

Certain kinds of research and develop-

ment simply cannot be done by a ma-

and-pa firm in its garage. Since it is man-

ifestly not being done by the large firms that

can afford it, the government has increas-

ingly stepped in to fill the void.

This is not a wholly good development.

The marketplace exerts a useful discipline,

especially at the stage where a technology

moves out of the research laboratory and

into a large-scale engineering develop-

ment. The federal government wastes an

incredible amount of the taxpayers' money
on silly projects that no one else would ever

build and that no one will ever replicate.

But federal research has some advan-

tages. Especially at the more basic re-

search levels, real innovators appear to

thrive in an atmosphere that contains an

element of playfulness. Although this is not

unheard of in private research laboratories,

for example at IBM and Xerox, it is rath-

er rare. In a federally funded installation,

good science may be easier to promote

than in a context where this year's profits

dwarf all other considerations. That

perhaps accounts for the accumulation of

Nobel Prize winners at places like the Na-

tional institutes of Health and the Lawrence

Berkeley Lab. It is my dream to transform

SERI over the next several years into the

sort of center of intellectual excellence that

NIH has become over the last decade.

Omni: Does SERI face any unique prob-

lems in this regard?

Hayes: Well, we face at least one: We don't

know who is going to buy our output. When
the Department of Defense asks Sandia

Laboratory to develop a new warhead,

Sandia knows who the consumer will be.

Similarly, when the Department of Trans-

portation conducts research into innova-

tive mass-transit systems, there is a tacit

understanding that DOT itself will do most

of the- buying.

However, SERI's research should serve

hundreds of thousands of farmers, tens of



Hemmed in by advancing

technology, the artist searches for new identity

MIRRORSOFSELF
BY THOMAS WEYR

rvRudolf Hausner's first step into

the future was a step into trie past. When he returned from World

War II to his bombed-out Vienna studio overlooking the Danube
Canal, he plunged into the Nazi-forbidden works of Sigmund

Freud and Albert Einstein. Hausner's prewar paintings no longer

reflected the hard-bitten insights he'd gained while wearing the

uniform of the Third Reich. The paintings that followed over the

next thirty-odd years chronicled his own self-analysis. In them he

welded together dreams of nineteenth-century scientific spirit

and the technology of the twenty-first.

"My pictures are not products of my will," Hausner aflirms. "It

seems as if my hand is led by the will of the picture more than it is

threatened from outer space;

the clock and compass of seasons.

PAINTINGS BY RUDOLF HAUSNER



by me, as if the picture

knew mis better lhan I."

Hausner's early paint-

ings reflect the exploration

of inner and outer space, a

search for identity in a world

increasingly complex and
hemmed in on all sides by

machines from old steam

engines to spacecraft.
" Adam, why do you

tremble?" 1 ask in one of my
pictures, and whoever does

not tremble— given the

human condition in our

time— is either stupid or ill-

informed." Adam is the

name Hausner assigns to

the self-portrait that domi-

nates his analytical art.

Years of poverty and near

despair kept Hausner
chained to a narcissistic

exploration of self (i.e.,

Evening Landscape (above

left): inner and outer space are

oris; Adam Vis-a-vls (left): the

artist reflects himself; detail

from Adam in Order (right):

Adam explores the universe.



Adam). Not until the late Fifties did Vienna's Fantastic Realists -
painters including Fuchs. Hutter, Brauer, and Hausner, who en-

deavored to paint their inner visions with rigorous discipline-

find public acceptance and a measure of renown. Hausner was
in his mid-forties when he finally extricated himself from the

narrow confines of obsessive self-analysis that, since childhood,

had haunted this son of a modest merchant.

The scope of his art underwent infinite expansion. Birth, death,

and regeneration began to dominate his paintings.

Hausner is a spendthrift artist who throws a bushel basket of

ideas into each picture. He has never been able to keep up with

pictures stored in his mind. He is always behind, proof that in art,

as in science, fulfillment limps after imagination. DO
To the Moon (let!): the artist's easel is a launchpad to the cosmos; Adam
After the Fall (above): art and technology locked in desperate conflict.

<m New visions of inner self emerge through art. 5





Leonard Nisher was found in front of the

Plaza Hotel in a slate of erotic agitation so

extreme thai it took the efforts of three

policemen and a passing tourist from

Biloxi, Mississippi, to subdue him. Taken to

St. Clare's Hospital, he had to be put into a

wet pack— a wet sheet wound around the

patient's arms and upper body. This im-

mobilized him long enough for an intern to

get a shot of Valium into him.

The injection had taken effect by the time

Dr. Miles saw him. Miles told two husky

aides, one of them a former guard for the

Detroit Lions, and a psychiatric nurse

named Norma to wait outside. The patient

wasn't going to assault anyone just now. He
was throttled way back, riding the crest of a

Valium wave where there's nothing to has-

sle and where even a wet pack can have its

friendly aspects.

"Well, Mr. Nisher, how do you feel now?"

Miles asked.

"I'm fine, Doc," Nisher said. "Sorry I*

caused that trouble when I came out of the

space-time anomaly and landed in front of

the Plaza."

"It could affect anyone that way," Miles

said reassuringly.

"I guess it sounds pretty crazy," Nisher

said. "There's no way I can prove it, but I

have just been into the future and back

again."

"Is the future nice^" Miles asked.

"The future," Nisher said, "is a pussycat.

And what happened to me there— well.

you're not going to believe it."

The patient, a medium-sized white male

of about thirty-five, wearing an off-white

wet pack and a broad smile, proceeded to

tell the following story.

Yesterday he had left his job at Hanratty

& Smirch, Accountants, at the usual time

and gone to his apartment on East Twenty-

fifth Street. He was just putting the key in

the lock when he heard something behind

him. Nisher immediately thought, mugger,

and whirled around in the cockroach pos-

ture that was the basic defense mode in the

Taiwanese karate he was studying. There

was no one there. Instead there was a sort

of red, shimmering mist. It floated toward

Nisher and surrounded him. Nisher heard

weird noises and saw Hashing lights before

he blacked out.

When he regained consciousness,

someone was saying to him, "Don't worry,

it's all right." Nisher opened his eyes and

saw that he was no longer on Twenty-fifth

Street. He was sitting on a bench in a beau-

tiful little park with trees and ponds and

promenades and strangely shaped
statues and tame deer, and there were

people strolling around wearing what

looked like Grecian tunics. Sitting beside

him on the bench was a kindly white-haired

old man dressed like Charlton Heston play-

ing Moses. ,.

"What is this?" Nisher asked. "What's

happened?"
"Tell me," the old man said, "did you

happen to run into a reddish cloud re-
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cently? Aha! I
thought so! That was a local

space-time anomaly, and it has carried you

awayfrom your own time and into the fu-

ture."

"The future?" Nisher said. "The future

what?"

"Just the future," the old man said. "We're

about four hundred years ahead of you,

give or take a few years."

"You're putting me on," Nisher said. He
asked the old man in various ways where

he really was, and the old man replied that

he really was in the future, and it was not

only true, it wasn't even unusual, though of

course it wasn't the sort of thing that hap-

pens every day. At last Nisher had to ac-

cept it.

"Well, okay," he said. "What sort of future

is this?"

'A very nice one," the old man assured

him.

"No alien creatures have taken us over?"

"Certainly not."

"Has lack of fossil fuels reduced our

£The injection had

taken effect by the time Dr.

Miles saw him. Miles

told two husky aides, one

of them a former

guard, for the Detroit Lions,

and a nurse named
Norma to wait outside. 9

standard of living to a bare subsistence

level?"

"We solved the energy crisis a few

hundred years ago when we discovered an

inexpensive way of converting sand into

shale."

"What are your major problems?"

"We don't seem to have any."

"So this is Utopia?"

The old man smiled. "You must judge for

yourself. Perhaps you would like to look

around during your briet stay here."

"Why brief?"

"These space-time anomalies are self-

regulating," the old man said. "The uni-

verse won't tolerate for long your being

here when you ought to be there. But it

usually takes a little while for the universe to

catch up. Shall we go for a stroll? My name
is Ogun."

They left the park and walked down a

pleasant, tree-lined boulevard. The build-

ings were strange to Nisher's eye and

seemed to contain too many strange an-

gles and discordant colors. They were set

back from the street and bordered with

well-kept green lawns. It looked to Nisher

like a really nice future. Nothing exotic, but

nice. And there were people walking

around in their Grecian tunics, and they all

looked happy and well fed. It was like a

Sunday in Central Park.

Then Nisher noticed one couple who had

gone beyond the talking stage, They had

taken their clothes off. They were, to use a

twentieth-century expression, making it.

No one seemed to think this was un-

usual. Ogun didn't comment on it; so

Nisher didn't say anything, either. But he

couldn't help noticing, as they walked

along, that other people were making it,

too. Quite a few people. After passing the

seventh couple so engaged, Nisher asked

Ogun whether this was some sexual holi-

day or whether they had stumbled onto a

fornicators' convention.

"It's nothing special," Ogun said.

"But why don't these people do it in their

homes or in hotel rooms?"

"Probably. because most of them hap-

pened to meet here in the street."

That shook Nisher. "Do you mean that

these couples never knew each other be-

fore?"

"Apparently not," Ogun said. "If they had,

I suppose they would have arranged for a

more comfortable place in which to make

Nisher just stood there and stared. He

knew it was rude, but he couldn't help it.

Nobody seemed to mind. He observed

how people looked at each other as they

walked along, and every once in a while

somebody would smile at someone, and •

someone else would smile back, and they

would sort of hesitate for a moment, and

then . .

.

Nisher tried to ask about twenty ques-

tions at the same time. Ogun interrupted.

"Let me try to explain, since you have so

little time among us. You come from ah age

of sexual repression and rebelliousness. To

you this must appear a spectacle of unbri-

dled license. For us it is no more than a

normal expression of affection and solidar-

ity."

"So you've solved the problem of sexl

Nisher said.

"More or less by accident," Ogun told

him, "We were really trying to abolish war

before it obliterated us. But to get rid of war,

we had to change the psychological base

upon which it rests. Repressed sexuality

was found to be the greatest single factor.

Once this was recognized and the informa-

tion widely disseminated, a universal

plebiscite was held. It was agreed that

human sexual mores were to be modified

and reprogrammed for the good of the en-

tire human race. Biological engineering

and special clinics— all on a voluntary

basis, of course— took care of that. Di-

vorced from aggression and possessive-

ness, sex today is a mixture of aesthetics

and sociability."

Nisher was about to ask Ogun how that

affected marriage and the family when he

noticed that Ogun was smiling at an attrac-

tive blonde and .edging over in her direc-



tion. "Hey, Ogun!"Nisher said. "Don't leave

The old man looked surprised. "My dear

fellow, I wasn't going to exclude you. Quiie

the contrary, I want to include you. We all

do."

Nisher saw that a lot of people had

stopped. They were looking at him, smiling.

"Now wait just a minute," he said, au-

tomatically taking up the cockroach pos-

ture.

But by then a woman had hold of his leg,

and another was snuggling up under his

armpit, and somebody else was pinching

his 'fingers. Nisher got a little hysterical and

shouted at Ogun, "Why are they doing

this?"

"It is a spontaneous demonstration of our

great pleasure at the novelty and poig-

nancy of your presence. It happens
whenever a man from the past appears

among us. We feel so sorry for him and

what he has to go back to, we want to share

with him. share all the love we have. And so

this happens."

Nisher felt as though he were in the mid-

dle of a Cinemascope mob scene set in

ancient Rome, or maybe Babylon. The

street was crowded with people as far as

the eye could see, and they were all making

it with one another and on top of one

another and around and under and over

and in between. But what really got to

Nisher was the feeling that the crowd gave

off. It went completely beyond sex. it felt

like a pure ocean of love, compassion, and

understanding. He saw Ogun'sface reced-

ing in. a wave of bodies and called out,

"How far does this thihg go?"

"Visitors from the past always send out

big vibrations," Ogun shouted back. "This

will probably go all the way."

All the way? Nisher couldn't figure out

what he was talking about. Then he got it

and said, almost reverently, "Do you

mean— planetwide?"

Ogun grinned, and then he was gone.

Nishersawthewayithadtobe— this group

of people loving one another and pulling

more and more people into it as the vibes

got stronger and stronger until everybody in

the world was in on it. To Nisher this was
definitely Utopia. He knew he had to figure

out some way of bringing this message

back to his own time, some way to convince

people. Then he looked up and saw that

he was on Central Park South in front of

the Plaza.

"I suppose the transition was just too

much for you?" Miles asked.

Nisher smiled. His eyelids were droop-

ing. The Valium rush was passing, and he

was coming down fast.

"I guess I just freaked out," Nisher said. "I

thought I
could explain it to everyone. I

thought I could just grab people and make

them give up their hang-ups, that I
could

show them how their bodies were shaped

for -love. But
I
went at it too hysterically, of

"All of them are hot lines.

course; I
scared them. And then ihe cops

grabbed me."

"How do you feel now9" Miles asked.

"I'm tired and disappointed, and I've

come back to my senses, if that's what you

want to call it. Maybe it was all a hallucina-

tion. That doesn't matter. What counts is

that I'm back and in~my own day and age

when we still have wars and energy crises

and sexual hang-ups, and nothing I can do

will change that."

"You seem to have made a very rapid

adjustment," Miles said.

"Hell, yes. No one ever accused Leonard

Nisher of being a slow adjuster."

"You sound good to me," Miles said. "But

I would like you to stay here for a few days.

This is not a punishment, you understand. It

is genuinely meant as an assistance lo

you."

"Okay, Doc," Nisher said drowsily. "How

long must I stay?"

"Perhaps no more than a day or two. I'll

release you as soon as I'm satisfied with

your condition."

"Fair enough," Nisher mumbled. And

then he fell asleep. Miles told the orderlies

to stand by and alerted the psychiatric

nurse. Then he went to his nearby apart-

ment to get some rest.

Nisher's story haunted Miles as he

broiled a steak for his dinner. It couldn't be

true, of course. But suppose, just suppose,

it had actually happened. What if the future

had achieved a state of polymorphous

perverse sexuality? There was, after all, a -

fair amount of evidence that space-time

anomalies did exist.

Abruptly he decided to visit his patieni

again. He left his apartment and went back

to the hospital, hurrying now, impelled by a

strange sense of urgency.

There was no one at the reception desk

on Wing 2. The policeman normally sta-

tioned in the corridor was missing. Miles

ran down the hali. Leonard's door was
open, and Miles peered in.

Someone had folded Leonard's cot and

leaned it against the wall. That left just

enough room on the floor for two aides (one

a former guard for the Detroit Lions), a psy-

chiatric nurse named Norma, two student

nurses, a policeman, and a middle-aged

woman from Denver who had been visiting

a relative.

"Where is Leonard?" cried Miles.

"That guy musta hypnotized me," thB

policeman said, struggling into his trou-

sers.

"He preached a message of love," said

the woman from Denver, wrapping herself

in Leonard's wet pack.

"Where is he?" Miles shouted.

White curtains flapped at the open win-

dow. Miles stared out into the darkness.

Nisher had escaped. His mind inflamed by

his brief vision of the future, he was sure to

be preaching his message of love up and

down the country. He could be anywhere,

Miles thought. How on earth can I find him?

How can I join him? DO
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intercept in less than one orbit allows a

much shorter time for the target to realize

it's being chased or for friendly ground sta-

tions to reach the same conclusion. If the

chase and intercept take place when the

victim is out of communication with U.S.

stations, as is possible, we might not even

be able to confirm that a Soviet attack was

to blame for the loss of our spacecraft.

The space shuttle could be put in similar

jeopardy. NASA and the Defense Depart-

ment are studying shuttle surveillance sys-

tems to warn an astronaut crew that their

spacecraft is being stalked in space, allow-

ing them to land or maneuverthe shuttle out

of harm's way.

No one should be surprised at the Soviet

program. In 1965 a Soviet military dictio-

nary described the PKO Division of the

Soviet PVO antiaircraft branch as a "com-

ponent part of air defense, designated tor

destroying the enemy's cosmic means of

fighting. Special space ships, satellite

fighters, and other flying apparatuses are

the basic means of the PKO."

It is quite possible, however, that the

"enemy" that most concerns the USSR is

no longer the United States, but China,

which is developing a military space capa-

bility of its own. In our A-Sat negotiations,

the USSR has been willing to bar any inter-

ference with U.S. spacecraft but has

pressed for treaty language that ensures

the Soviet Union license to attack others. In

an all-out war the Russians would probably

attack any country's spacecraft, but in a

limited engagement the treaty that the So-

viets want would allow them to attack

Chinese reconnaissance satellites while

still upholding their agreement with the

United States.

The Russians want to keep their an-

tisatellite system operational under any

A-Sat limitation treaty, which is a situation

the United Stales would prefer to avoid. The

Russians have answered our objections at

least twice. In 1976 then Undersecretary of

Defense for Research and Engineering

Malcolm R. Currie warned the Soviet Union

against conducting further killer-satellite

tests. The Russians responded by flying a

test two months later. Then they sent us a

similar message with another test a week or

so before the start of negotiations.

Important as the Soviet anti-satellite

system is, it is only a small part of their

space R&D program. Their manned
spaceflight effort is also extremely active.

The highly successful Salyut 6 space

station is a case in point. Elated with the

success of Salyut 6, on which 20 cos-

monauts had served through early 1980,

two of them for 175 days, the Russians said

the basic Salyut would be the central core

of larger, more modular Soviet space sta-

tions. Earth applications— monitoring

crops, locating resources, and the like—
and space science are a major part of

Soviet space-station activities. The U.S. Air

Force and NASA, however, have recently

expressed concern about the military uses

of a permanently manned Soviet space sta-

tion. Again, one cause for worry is that

some Salyut 6 radio transmissions to Earth

are coded to conceal their content.

The Salyut 6 space station has changed

a lot since previous models. It has two

docking ports, one on each end, instead of

just one at the front. To add the second

docking port, the Russians had to reposi-

tion the spacecraft's aft-mounted main

propulsion system. Salyut 6 was planned

primarily as a scientific station, in contrast

to the Salyut 3 and Salyut 5 stations, which

were designed for manned military recon-

naissance.

Salyut 6 also has a new propellant sys-

tem, with both the reaction control and

main propulsion units built to use the same

fuel and oxidizer. In the past these two en-

gine groups used different propellants.

The development sounds minor, but it

opens the way to a key new achievement;

refueling spacecraft in orbit. For this, the

Russians reworked the basic Soyuz

manned transport as an unmanned bulk-

cargo carrier and propellant tanker. Nine of

these Progress tanker missions had been

flown to Salyut 6 by early 1980.

Orbital refueling is a basic step in space

exploration. Buoyed by their recent sue-



cesses, the Russians are likely to exploit it

further. Space refueling, coupled with even
limited assembly in orbit, would greatly in-

crease the useful payload that could be
sent to the moon or planets,

More Salyut flights will probably be re-

quired for continued Soviet work on
manned reconnaissance from space.
Salyuts 3 and 5, with all-military crews,

were devoted to reconnaissance. Since
these missions were sandwiched between
scientific flights, it seems likely thai Salyut

7, due for launch this year, may well be
military.

The Russians are also working to im-

prove their unmanned reconnaissance
craft. The USSR's standard surveillance

satellite is a battery-powered Vostok-type

craft. It normally remains in orbit for two
weeks, then returns to Earth so the film can
be recovered. This does not allow much
chance to return information while main-

taining a watch over Europe, the United

States, and China. The Russians are now
working on a solar-powered satellite that

can remain in orbit for 30 days and eject

reentry modules carrying film for recovery.

It will enable the Russians to use fewer
satellites and return film more quickly while

continuing reconnaissance from orbit.

The U.S. Air Force for many years has
used similar film-return spacecraft made
by Lockheed. These are now being re-

placed by the KH-11, which transmits its

images digitally This offers even greater-

capability since the satellite's useful life is

not limited by the film supply.

Other Soviet space research is geared
toward electronic intelligence gathering,

materials processing in zero gravity, and
such new military techniques as particle-

beam and laser weapons. Beam weapons
warrant extremely close monitoring. Soviet

developments there could radically alter

the strategic balance between the two
superpowers.

Coupled with these hardware-oriented
factors is evidence of a daring new spirit in

the Soviet space program. Once reluctant

to go outside their flight plan even to sal-

vage a mission, the Russians are increas-

ingly resourceful in meeting problems. For

example, the first Salyut 6 crew took a Sky-
lab-type space walk when it seemed the

station's forward docking port might have
been damaged by Soyuz 25 during an un-

successful docking attempt. Another
Salyut 6 crew performed a complex fuel

transfer when a propellant tank on the
space station malfunctioned. A second
emergency EVA (for "extravehicular activ-

ity") freed a large antenna that had de-
ployed from the back of the station but

failed to separate properly.

The Russians are planning even more
ambitious missions. Salyut 6, for instance,

has involved multiple flight objectives with

different vehicles. In a sense it has been
like the'NASA Gemini program of the
1960s, trying new techniques and building

confidence in them. In Gemini's case, the

new methods were applied to the Apollo
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lunar program. Salyut's new techniques will

help expand space-station activities in

Earth orbit.

Despite these developments, the U.S.

government has appeared not to notice the

new, aggressive push in Soviet manned

space flight. This is only starting to change

for the better. Only a few managers at NASA
perceive the Soviet activity and its implica-

tions. Intelligence briefings to NASA per-

sonnel on what is going on in the Soviet

space program are spotty and largely inef-

fective at best.

Some officials are concerned that Soviet

space systems receive too little intelli-

gence analysis. Projects not directly in-

volved with military activities receive less

study than is needed to assess overall

Soviet capability

NASA's budget is also a worry. The U.S

space shuttle, once operational, will be far

superior to anything the Russians will have.

Continued limited budgets, however, will

restrict the shuttle equipment needed for

long missions, allowing the Soviet Union to

maintain a lead over the United States in

this important field.

What does Soviet space activity imply?

Space stations will grow and become more

capable. Long-duration missions and or-

bital refueling will continue to be important.

They will lead to such new activities as the

construction of large permanent space

structures and the assembly in orbit of

huge lunar and planetary missions that are

sure eventually to involve manned flight.

The USSR will continue to launch many

manned space missions with multiple ob-

jectives, and this will stimulate develop-

ment of a reusable vehicle. Continued suc-

cesses can be expected, in contrast to the

patchy Soviet record of the early 1970s.

The more they fly men in space, the better

at it they will become. This will enhance

their use of space for both scientific and

military purposes. Military goals will con-

tinue to occupy by far the larger part of their

efforts.

In some areas, Soviet systems could use

great improvement, but little development

work is evident. These include civil space-

science and Earth-applications satellites.

The Russians are developing a Landsat-

lype spacecraft, but it has nothing like the

capability of NASA's Earth-resources vehi-

cles. U.S. space-science satellites totally

outclass Soviet contributions in this cate-

gory and will continue to do so in the

foreseeable future.

The Russians would dearly love to fly

missions like NASA's Voyager 1 and 2

spacecraft to Jupiter and Saturn, but they

lack the microminiature technology, on-

board computation, and ground-based

deep-space tracking needed to pull off a

mission of such proportions. Their plane-

tary program has been suffering setbacks.

The Soviet Venera 9 and 10 spacecraft

several years ago stunned the scientific

world by returning excellent images from

AhAV£l*\>

"Theoretically, we should meet again."

the Venusian surface. Similar missions in

1978 failed to return any pictures, however.

There has been little development between

the Venera 9, 10,11, and 12 spacecraft and

the Soviet vehicles that may be flown to

Venus next year. Their Mars-mission

spacecraft have been woefully primitive

compared with NASA's very capable

Mariner 9 and Viking probes.

So, too, the Soviet Union has nothing to

compare with our high-energy astronomi-

cal observatories, which are making scien-

tific discoveries of enormous importance.

NASA's 2.4-meter space telescope, to be

launched by the shuttle in 1983, will yield a

scientific return that only the best in West-

ern technology can provide. The USSR
couldn't possibly fly anything equivalent to

our planned space telescope.

The Russians have made some valuable

contributions in lunar exploration, but their

program is lagging. Soviet scientists, how-

ever, have been showing interest in a lunar

backside lander. Such a mission could re-

turn information, or even samples, that

would be extremely important when corre-

lated with the hundreds of kilograms of

lunar material collected by Apollo as-

tronauts and the few grams of material re-

turned by Soviet unmanned samplers.

When this craft will be launched, if the Rus-

sians commit themselves to this mission,

remains unknown.

The Russians want to fly more capable

planetary missions, and they do recognize

their technological deficiencies. That is a

key reason why they have teamed with the
,

French to fly a mission to Venus in about

1984. The planned probe will float large

balloons carrying scientific instruments in

the Venusian atmosphere.

The Russians will continue to fly impor-

tant planetary missions, but they cannot be

responsible researchers and continue to

plan their flights as if they are the only outfit

on the block. The National Academy of

Science's Committee on Lunar and Plane-

tary Exploration recently called for cooper-

ation in planning Soviet and American

planetary missions. The Soviet Union

would have more to gain than to lose by

accepting such a proposal, and coordi-

nated explorations might well provide more

information about the solar system lhan our

programs can acquire separately.

For years the USSR has stated that its

fundamental aim in space is to establish

permanently manned space stations and

to fly manned missions to the planets,

primarily Mars. The Russians are not far

from actually building the space station.

Their first manned flight to Mars is much

further off

Their statements on both of these objec-

tives have been much stronger in the past

two years as they have been encouraged

by fine successes in manned spaceflight. It

is clear they are working with renewed vigor

toward achieving both goals. The very fact

they have established those goals will help

the Russians improve their space program

in many ways.DO
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the globe as Christian goodwill ambas-

sadors, holding enormous rallies and

mobilizing the Christian soldiery. They

found colleges to teach their doctrines and

to train ministers to disseminate their gos-

pel. Fittingly, communication arts are

taught at many of these schools, helping

to establish task forces of trained tech-

nicians to proselytize through mass
communications.

As their success mounts, electronic

gospel heroes increasingly retreat from the

everyday world, isolating themselves be-

hind their corporate ministries and TV pro-

grams. Airwave apostles have risen into a

kind of pop sainthood, creating a pantheon

ot religious superstars.

What will happen as more and more elec-

tronic preachers begin to crowd the air-

waves and vie for viewers— and dona-

tions? One can imagine tomorrow's reli-

gious superstar, barricaded in his corpo-

rate boardroom with a man from the William

Morris Agency, lining up stars for his next

religious extravaganza, a Show of Shows to

dazzle the multitudes. What hath God—
and technology— wrought?

The electronic church may mark the first

step in a technological revolution that could

transform American religion. Psychologist

Robert M . Liebert, of the State University of

New York at Stony Brook, has studied the

growth of the video church . He foresees the

emergence of a plethora of electronic de-

nominations. "I envision each electronic

denomination setting up local community

centers all over the country with an abso-

lute philosophical tie to the denomination's

leader," he predicts. "These centers will

offer media services to congregations via

big screens in grandly decorated halls that

will sing with the fast-paced visual and

sound effects built on the most advanced

electronic technology."

No hard statistics to date show that elec-

tronic religion is siphoning off bodies from

Sunday services. Unquestionably, how-

ever, the mainstream church is losing tele-

vision exposure because of these glamor-

ous religious stars. In the past, traditional

religious organizations have aired their

programs in television's low-audience,

Sunday morning ghetto. Now local stations

can sell that time at escalating rates to

competing independent evangelists. They

are becoming increasingly reluctant to give

away time to the financially less well en-

dowed mainline ministers.

This squeeze has increasingly deep-

ened the distrust of video preachers by

many mainstream clergymen. Critics within

established churches see these media

evangelists as crass commercial izers of

the faith who lure churchgoers from their

pews and money from their collection

plates. Above all, what these TV sermoniz-

ers create is a testament to show business

rather than faith, says Dr. Martin Marty,

a Lutheran minister and professor at

Chicago Divinity School. "These ministers

feel the same kinds of pressures that any

performer does. They are only as good as

their last show. If they don't come up with

the best act, the most persuasive soul sav-

ings, then they lose out to their competi-

tion." The result, Dr. Marty adds, is that the

sermon itself becomes "less a religious

ceremony than an extension ot show busi-

ness— an item in our consumer culture."

For better or worse, the electronic church

is influencing the religious rank and file,

Marty feels. "Local ministers are finding

more and more that they are being influ-

enced by the doctrines and methods of

these evangelists. They are feeling the

pressure to compete somehow with these

TV evangelists, who are alienating their fol-

lowers. But after you see all this theatricality

and wondrous faith exhibited on television,

any churchgoer is bound to be disap-

pointed by the quiet, essentially spiritual

and inward expression of traditional church

services."

Many clergymen also fear the propa-

ganda potential of the psychologically in-

fluential almighty glass box. "We have be-

come so saturated in television that we

tend to forget what a powerful medium for

propaganda it has become," Marty notes.

The simple act of appearing on television

"makes us take these ministers more seri-

ously than if we were just sitting in the pews

and listening to them speak." As the ulti-.

mate personality medium, television turns

these ministers into instant leaders regard-

less of what they have to say.

Some video evangelists have acknowl-

edged the temptations of the tube. "There

is an extraordinary power within the

medium. It has the potential to make a

paper hero out of anybody," Falwell can-

didly admits.

What, in the end, does the mushrooming

of TV salvation say about religion and its

traditional place in society? Noied religious

commentator and Harvard Divinity Profes-

sor Harvey Cox sees the electronic church

as a distressing development on the reli-

gious scene. "The Church throughout his-

tory has acted as a moral conscience.

These ministers, however, turn their back

on this role. They are merely perpetuating

and deepening the values of a materialistic

consumer culture. They are helping people

accept some very shallow values, while

promising easy salvation in Ihe most com-

mercial selting."

Are we moving totally beyond the formal

structure of the Church into a media mil-

lennium? Dr. Cox doesn't think so. "The

Church is basically a human community. Its

essential ingredient is that the people get

togelher and draw support from each other.

There will always be a need for this cohe-

sive institution." Cox sees the Church as we

know it enduring "long after the current

crop of video evangelists has faded from

the airwaves "DO
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was the first time Dr. Caldwell had ever

tried a lens-implant operation, and he

was nervous. Eye operations are al-

ways difficult, but one slip here could leave

the patient permanently blind.

Looking through a microscope, he
guided the surgical instruments with knobs
and handles. It still felt artificial to him; he
had always felt more comfortable when
he could hold the tools in his hands. Yet he

knew that when doing microsurgery, par-

ticularly on the eye, even the steadiest of

hands shake too much to operate directly

on the delicate tissues,

Peering intently through the stereomi-

croscope, he was now ready to make the

final, major incision. Dr. Caldwell took a

deep breath and began to cut. A moment
later he gasped, "Oh, no!" and watched
helplessly as the laser scalpel bit too

deeply into the patient's cornea.

He looked up at Dr. Don Farmer, profes^

sor of microsurgery at the University Hospi

tal, who laughed. "I thought you were work-

ing a little too quickly," Dr. Farmer said.

"Take a five-minute break and try it again."

Again? Yes. Happily. Caldwell was not

operating on a live patient, which is whi

resident surgeons usually must do today.

He was working on a computer-operated

simulator, a device that was able to mimic

the entire operation and respond to his

every move with appropriate reactions,

While this surgical trainer is well beyond

our present capability, the simulation proc-

ess is already at work in numerous applica-

tions, and new ones are constantly being

developed, many of which are touching

your life already As vehicles and equip-

ment become more massive, complex, and
expensive, training people to operate them

becomes a costly, sometimes dangerous,

undertaking. Operators of jumbo jets and
oil (ankers must learn how to avoid acci-

dents, without ever having the luxury of

learning from experience.

Computer-generated picture of KC-135 tanker,

as seen from B-52 bomber mockup. in approach

for midair refueling (top); 3-D simulation of water

pressure surrounding a Navy sonar device (left).
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Computers create a make-

believe world that

mimics the real one to save

time, money, and lives
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A spokesman ior the Redifon Corpora-

tion, a major producer of simulators, sug-

gests, "With human error estimated to ac-

count for the loss of three thousand ships in

the last ten years, the need for improved

maritime training i s obvious."

FROM CAR SEAT TO COCKPIT

Already there are simulators to teach

people how to operate every type of mov-

ing vehicle— including trucks, tanks, sur-

face vessels, submarines, railway and

subway trains, and, if we include the

driver-training systems coming into wider

use, automobiles. Fifty thousand lives are

lost every year in auto accidents. This

. enormous toll has convinced many people

that better training of drivers is a must, re-

quiring perhaps even periodic recertifica-

tion, as is done with aircraft pilots today.

in present driver-training simulators, the

student gets some sense of driving in that

the gas pedal, shift lever, brake, steering

wheel, turn signal lever, and other func-

tional parts of a car's "cockpit" are simu-

lated, and the student's handling of them is

carefully monitored. While "driving," the

. students observe a film that unravels an

actual route before them. The driver is thus

constrained to follow the route that has

been photographed, and so he gets little

sense that he is actually in control of the

drive. Since his seat is motionless, he must

operate without the proprioceptive sensa-

tions that would accompany "real" ac-

celerating, turning, and stopping.

Still, these simulators are becoming in-

dispensable in teaching people how to

drive. It's not so much that good "defen-

sive" driving techniques can be taught bet-

ter in simulators; it's simply that there is no

other way to teach them. Reading about

them and seeing pictures just don't do it.

One must develop the proper reflex actions

as well as appropriate reasoned responses

in emergencies, and these come only from

experience and practice. Anyone who has

had a lot of practice with emergencies in a

real car is clearly doing something wrong.

The most expensive, most advanced

simulators are being used to prepare

people to operate the most expensive,

most advanced technology.

Although I had never before piloted an

airplane, recently I
took the controls of an

Eastern Airlines 727 jet in Miami and flew it

to Washington, DC. It was a very pleasant

trip— except for some rather annoying tur-

bulence, a flameout in one engine, a leaky

fuel line, and a sticky rudder. As we readied

to land at National Airport-a beautiful

sight from the air— I said to the pilot, "I want

a hard landing." He grinned, then told the

flight engineer to hold on.

We came roaring in. Though I could see

the runway coming up to meet us at ob-

viously too steep an angle, I was totally

unprepared'for what happened next. We
really hit that runway— there is no other way

to describe it - bam! We bounced up some

ten meters, then hit again. Bam! And a third

time, then finally held the ground. But be-
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cause of our high speed we were nearing

the end of the runway. My "copilot" was

applying his brakes hard and told me to

hold on. I was pitched forward in my seat.

We came to a screeching halt, just a tew

meters from disaster.

My heart was pounding. Finally. I

breathed easier, thankful that we had never

left Miami. I was in a flight simulator, a

cabin-only aircraft attached to hydraulic

actuators, digital computers, and a couple

of televisionlike scene generators. The illu-

sion was so complete that when I
stepped

out of the simulator room and saw that I was

in a.building with desks, secretaries, and

drinking fountains, it took me some mo-

ments to shake the disorientation.

BETTER THAN REAL
~

Bill de Decker, who trains pilots in

simulators for Flight Safety International,

maintains that designing a simulator is ac-

tually harder than designing the plane it-

self. "Simulation," he says, "is both art and

<mGus Grissom would

hang a lemon on the first

Apollo simulator

before "flying" it, just

to be sure everyone

knew how he felt about play-

ing Let's Pretend.

He later changed his mind.V

science. Not only must an advanced air-

craft simulator be able to do everything a

real plane can do- -including simulation of

hundreds of problems, emergencies, and

malfunctions— but it must all be done by

invention." The pressure gauges must

work, but a malfunction is provided by elec-

trical command from the computer, not

from a real lowering of pressure.

It the instructor decides it's time for a

flameout in one engine, the unbalanced

forces that would act on the real aircraft

must be felt in the controls of the simulator.

If the pilot reacts too quickly or slowly, then

whatever would happen in the aircraft must

happen in the simulator

The simulator I rode mimicked reality by

moving my seat in a variety of ways to cor-

respond to the operation of the controls.

These are broken down into three straight-

line movements (up/down, left/right, and

tront/back) and three rotational ones (roll,

pitch, and yaw, or direction). A simulator

with the capacity to mimic all these motions

is called a six-degree-of-freedom device.

Hit the brakes in a real plane and it will

slow down because oi friction iorces be-

tween the wheels and the runway, and you,

because of your inertial motion, will be

thrown forward. When you hit the brakes in

the simulator, the whole cabin moves

backward about halt a meter. In the seat,

you teel as if you are moving forward. This

slight movement is enough to make you

think you are being, thrown forward; your

body doesn't have to go through the whole

motion. This "hint that tools" is called an

initial cue; it starts your body and mind

believing that deceleration is actually

occurring.

If the simulator.ended its motion after that

half meter or so, you would just as abruptly

stop believing in the deceleration. There-

fore, a sustained motion cue must be add-

ed. Now, if we are truly decelerating, some-

thing else happens, namely, we are pitched

forward. This, too, can be simulated, by

having the whole cabin tilt forward. To some

extent the cabin would do this in reality, and

from the outside you would actually see the

aircraft's nose angle down a few degrees

(as a car does) during the stop. This posi-

tion is held for the whole time and distance

during which the deceleration is taking

place, which can be hundreds of meters for

a large aircratt like the 727.

In the meantime the cabin is "sneaking

back" to its neutral, or ready- position in a

forward direction. Because of everything

else that is going on, we don't realize that

this is happening. By the time the simulated

stop is complete, the cabin has moved

back to its original position, and it now

pilches upward slightly, to make us think we
have fallen backward into the seat.

The tremendous bounce we took while

"landing" the Easter Airlines simulator in

Miami was produced in essentially the

same way— although taster and more

forcefully. At the same time the visual image

"out the window" is correleated with the

pilot's actions and the movements of the

"airplane," making the whole illusion very

compelling and lifelike^

SPACECRAFT

While astronauts now tend fo be en-

gineers and scientists, the first ones came

from the exalted ranks of aircraft test pilots.

These men generally flew by the seat of

their pants and learned from experience as

much about flying as there was to know, So

it is not surprising that the first astronauts

had strong doubts about the value of

simulators. Often, for example, Gus Gris-

som would hang a lemon on the first Apollo

simulator before "flying" it, just to be sure

everyone knew how this test pilot felt about

playing Let's Pretend. However, Grissom

later changed his mind.

Gerald Gritfin, flight director of the Apollo

13 mission, has said that "the greatest un- .

told story of the mission is that of the

spacecraft simulators." Not only did these

devices turn out to be indispensable in the

training ot astronauts, but they made pos-

sible one of history's most dramatic res-

cues. That occurred when three astronauts

were trapped in a moonbound craft that

had been crippled in an explosion. The



New York Times reported: "The countless
improvisations that nursed the crippled

spacecraft along were in large measure the

product of an extraordinarily elaborate
assembly of simulators at the Manned
Spacecraft Center, in Houston, and else-

where. Every makeshift procedure carried

out in space was first tried out on Earth and
rejected if the simulators showed it to be
dangerous or impractical."

Space-shuttle operators are also being
trained in simulators that re-create the ex-
traordinary environment of space in ex-
traordinary ways. Huge vacuum chambers
simulate cold and low-pressure conditions,

while large water chambers that mimic
weightlessness are being used to deter-

mine whelher astronauts can assemble
structures in space loo massive for han-
dling on Earth. In one test it-was shown lhat

a space-suited astronaui in zero gravity will

be able to manipulate a component that

would weigh 8,100 kilograms on Earth.

Such tests are important in determining
whelher the huge orbiting structures that

are now being proposed— from solar-

power satellites to space colonies— can
really be constructed in space.

EMERGENCY TRAINING

The technique of simulation touches
other aspects of society as well. It has been
suggested that if the power-plant operators
involved in Ihe two major blackouts experi-

enced in the Northeast in recent years had
had emergency training, the disastrous ef-

fects might have been averted. The prob-
lem, of course, is that utility-company per-

sonnel can't practice emergency proce-
dures in a real-life emergency The solution

is a mockup of the utility control room in

which the emergency can be simulated.

Now there are sophisticated control-

room simulators for all kinds of utilities, in-

cluding nuclear-power plants, in which
operators can learn how to deal with even
the most unlikely catastrophes. Simulalors

are also being used for air-traffic-control

centers, for oil refineries, and even for the
huge oil-platform drilling rigs used in the
North Sea and elsewhere. Carriers for liq-

uid natural gas cost about $180 million

apiece. .Handling gas cooled down to

-162°C (-260T) is both tricky and
dangerous. A cornplele simulator has been
built to train operators safely.

Another type of physical simulation is

seen in the re-creation, on a reduced scale,

of physical systems such as bays, rivers,

dams, harbors, and so on. Models can be
built for research as well as design pur-

poses. "If we put a pier in the river here,

what will happen there?" "If the rainfall in-

creases by ten percent, how will that affect

the water level in the bay?" Recent stringent

environmental regulations require an esti-

mate of "environmental impact" before
construction is begun. It is in the simulators

that wild speculations are tamed into rea-

soned projections.

As long as the characteristics of a sys-

tem or piece of equipment can be put into a

computer its activities can be simulaled:

Changes in the ozone layer, the growth of

weeds, world population forecasts— all

can be simulated 'by computer One inter-

esting application is the projection of how
structural frameworks will react to distort-

ing forces, such as crashes, overloads,

etc. The structures can include anything

from thin experimental dams to automotive
parts to the human skull.
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SIMULATION SAV-S

But with all this, the main application of

simulators remains, so far, confined to air-

craft. The reasons are many, but most
important are the high cost of jet fuel,

congested air lanes, and the fact that

operating a modern jet aircraft can cost
thousands of dollars per hour It is obvi-

ously impractical to have a pilot practice

takeofls and landings in a big jet.

Al Ueltschi, president of Flight Safety In-

ternational, estimates thai his company, by
training pilots on its 35 simulators— as op-
posed to "boring holes in the sky"— saved
95 million liters of fuel in 1979 alone. We
may yel see the day when all training and
certitication of airline and military pilots are

accomplished on simulators.

In general aviation there is, as in au-

tomobiles, an additional and very serious

safely problem. Russell Munson reports in

Flying magazine: "Pleasure flying, the
worst calegory, is, by some calculations,

t.en times more dangerous than driving a

car. That's unacceptable."

Indeed it is. Better flight training would
surely help. Though costs of advanced
simulators (they can fun up to several mil-

lion dollars) are still too high for widespread
use in general aviation, wider use and fall-

ing computer costs may turn this around.
Ueltschi estimates that the curreni break-

even point is $1 million. That is, unless an
"aircraft costs more than that, it's probably
not worth making a simulator for it.

The main point is that simulator training is

in fact better in many ways than actual flight

lime. The instructor, for example, can
freeze the flight at any point if he sees the

student pilot doing something wrong. It

thus becomes possible to "back up" and
try again. If landings are a problem, it be-
comes possible to practice only landings,

wr.hou: takeoffs.

ILLUSION AND REALITY

During your next flight on a commercial
airliner you might reflect qn this: The pilot

may have had no more than two hours of

actual flight time on that particular kind of

craft. If he's a Pan Am 747 pilot, he may
never actually have flown such an airplane

before. Pan Am has set up a test program,
with the cooperation of ihe Federal Aviation

Administration, in which, after 23 hours in a
747 simulator, a pilot's first flight is a regu-

larly scheduled one— with passengers.
But don't be too alarmed— during the first

25 hours of actual flight time the right-hand

seat is occupied by a check pilot who is

well experienced in the 747 and who keeps
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a watchful eye on the proceedings.

Wheiher this requirement will be waived or

decreased in the future remains to be seen.

Since the simulator itself is such an ex-

pensive machine, beginning pilots start

out in simpler simulators— a cockpit-pro-

cedures trainer and [hen a flight-instrument

trainer — before graduating to the real

simulator.

A cockpit-procedures trainer, for in-

stance, may be only a cardboard mockup

of a real cabin, but it can familiarize the

student with the placement of the instru-

ments and controls.

Flight-instrument trainers usually do not

have the visual capability of the big

simulator and may have only two or three

. degrees of motion capability, instead of six.

The old, world-famous Link trainer— which

celebrated its fiftieth birthday last year-

was just such a device, The lack of visual

presentation isn't as much ot a loss as you

might think, for much of the most danger-

ous flying takes place when the pilot can't

see anything, because of fog, clouds,

rainstorms, darkness, and so on.

In one of the more spectacular examples

of simulation, namely dogfighting in the air.

fwo pilots work out in two separate 12-meter

domes. Each sees the other's plane in his

windscreen, and each is able to spin, dive,

and do all the aerobatics necessary to

bring himself into the best position for at-

tacking the adversary aircraft, or to dodge

its attack. The interaction is totally real.

Every movement of the controls in one craft

produces a corresponding change in the

attitude and position of the craft as seen in

the window of the opposing craft and as

revealed on the instrument panel ot the

plane making the diversionary move.

Marc Liebman, an experienced ex-Navy

helicopter pil.o! who has tlown one of these

craft in such a dogfight, says he came out

of the experience in a sweat. Yet at no point

did either "aircraft" move so much as a

centimeter.

II simulation becomes more prevalent in

our lives, it will be due to work being done in

the aircraft-simulation field. Here is the cut-

ting edge of simulation lechnology. The

software requirements alone for meliculous

simulator images can be tricky. Highly ac-

curate models of terrain may be built and a

specially adapted television camera
moved around above the landscape in

synchrony with the vehicle being simu-

lated. As you bank into a left turn, the cam-

era tilts accordingly so that your view out

the window is just as it would really be.

This model-board approach has largely

been superseded by the newer comput-

er-generated image (CGI) devices. Here,

the miracle of the computer really shows.

For once the parameters of, say, an airport

and its surrounding terrain have been en-

tered into the computer's memory, it can

create an image of that terrain from any

angle and change it appropriately as the

craft moves. The original CGIs had only

nighttime capabililies, the points of light

being relatively simple to accomplish, but

present models can produce full-color day-

time images as well. The daytime images

are still not fully realistic; they are stylized,

resembling illustrations.

Fortunately, it turns out that airports,

which have lots of geometric features, such

as parallel lines, flat surfaces, lights, and

so on. are simulated very well, while trees

and oiher such features are harder to do.

This works out satisfactorily because pilots

of high-speed aircraft see little detail on the

ground between airports anyway.

I should point out that even though the

images are generated on flat picture tubes,

this is not the impression one gets. By

means of special optical devices, an amaz-

ingly realistic three-dimensional image, in

full color, is created as we look out the win-

dows. With the ever-increasing capability

of computers, the images are becoming

more realistic every day. It is likely that as

the optical process called holography be-

comes more refined, the illusion of reality

will be just about perfect.

In the simulated society of the future,

make-believe will more closely approxi-

mate the real. Whether in learning how to

defuse a bomb, avert a nuclear accident,

breed a new strain of bacteria, play golf or

tennis, design a new crash helmei or sub-

marine, or perform a delicaie lens-implant

operation, we'll learn to save time, money,

and lives by faking it.OO
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to matters bearing on national security.'

That definition is from their charier, and the

thing they're most associated with in the

public mind is the energy research they're

funding and supervising— electromagnet-

ic stuff and fusion power. They're actually

involved in a lot more. Charlie and i are part

of an experiment that happened a long

time ago. It happened before Charlie was

even born. Her mother was also involved.

She-was murdered. The Shop was respon-

sible."

Irv was silent for a while. Andy picked up

. his beer can.

"I won't say flat out that I don't believe

you," Irv said finally. "Not with some of the

things that have gone on undercover.in this

country and then come out. Let's just say

you haven't convinced me yet."

"I don't think it's even me that they really

want anymore," Andy said. "Maybe it was,

once, But I think they've shifted targets. I

think it's Charlie they're after now."

"You mean the national government is

after a first- or second-grader for reasons of

national security?"

"Charlie's no ordinary second-grader,"

Andy said. "Her mother and I
were injected

wilh a drug that was coded Lot Six. To this

day I don't know exactly what it was. Some
sort of synthetic glandular secretion would

be my best guess. It changed the chromo-

somes of myself and the lady I later mar-

ried. We passed those chromosomes on to

Charlie, and they mixed in some entirely

new way If she could pass them on to her

children, I guess she'd be called a mutant.

If for some reason she can't, or if the

change has caused her to be sterile, I

guess she'd be called a sport or a mule.

Either way, they want her. They want to

study her, see if they can figure out what

makes her able to do what she can do. And
even more, I think they want her as an ex-

hibit. They want to use her to reactivale the

Lot Six program."

"Whal is it she can do?" Irv asked.

Through the kitchen window they could

see Norma and Charlie coming out of the

barn. There was rich color in her cheeks,

and she was talking to Norma, who was

smiling and nodding.

Andy said softly. "She can light fires."

"Well, so can I," Irv said. He sat down

again and was looking at Andy in a pecu-

liar, cautious way. The way you look at

people you suspect of madness.

"She can do it simply by thinking about

it," Andy said. "The technical name for it is

pyrokinesis. It's a psi talent, like telepathy,

telekinesis, or precognition— Charlie has a

dash of some of those as well, by the

way— but pyrokinesis is-much rarer.
.
.and

much more dangerous. She's very much
afraid of it, and she's right to be. She can't

always control it. She could burn up your

house, your barn, or your front yard if she

set her mind to it. Or she could light your

pipe." Andy smiled wanly. "Except that,

while she was lighting your pipe, she might

also burn up your house, your barn, and

your front yard."

Irv finished his beer and said, "I think you

oughl to call the police and turn yourself in,

Frank. You need help."

"I guess it sounds pretty nutty, doesn't

it?"

"Yes." Irv said gravely. "It sounds nutty as

anything I ever heard." He was sitting

lightly, slightly tense on his chair, and Andy
thought. He's expecting me to do some-

thing loony the first chance i get.

"I suppose it doesn't matter much any-

way," Andy said. "They'll be here soon

enough. I
think the police would actually be

better. At least you don't turn into an unper-

son as soon as the police get their hands

on you."

Irv started to reply, and then the door

opened. Norma and Charlie came in. Char-

lie's face was bright, her eyes sparkling.

"Daddy!" she said. "Daddy, I
fed the—

"

She broke off. Some of the color left her

cheeks, and she looked narrowly from Irv

to her father and back to trv again. Pleas-

ure faded from her face and was replaced

by a look of profound misery.

"You told," she-said. "Oh, Daddy, why did

you tell?"

Norma stepped forward and put a pro-

tective arm around Charlie's shoulders.

"Irv, what's going on here?"

"I don't know," Irv said. "What do you
__

mean, he told, Bobbi?"

"That's not my name," she said. Tears

had appeared in her eyes. "You know that's

not my name."

"Charlie," Andy said. "Mr. Manders knew

something was wrong. I told him, but he

didn't believe me. When you think about it,

you'll understand why."

"I don't understand anyfh
—

" Charlie be-

gan, her voice rising stridently. Then she

broke off. Her head cocked sideways in a

peculiar listening gesture, although as far

as any of the others could tell, there was

nothing to listen to. As they watched, Char-

lie's face simply drained of color; it was like

watching some rich liquid being poured

out of a pitcher.

"What's the matter, honey?" Norma
asked, casting a worried glance at Irv.

"They're coming, Daddy." Charlie whis-

pered. Her eyes were wide circles of fear.

"They're coming for us."

They had rendezvoused at the corner of

Route 40 and the unnumbered blacktop

road Irv had turned down— on the Hast-

ings Glen town maps it was marked as the

Old Baillings Road. Al Steinowitz had finally

caught up with the rest of his men and had

taken over quickly and decisively. There

were sixteen of them in five cars. Heading

up the road toward Irv Manders's place,

they looked like a fast-moving funeral pro-

cession.

Norville Bates had handed over the reins



of the operation to Al with genuine relief,

and with a question about the local and
state police who had been rung in on the

operation.

"We're keeping this one dark for now," Al

said. "If we get them, we'll tell them they can
fold their roadblocks. If we don't, we'll tell

them to start moving in toward Ihe cenler of

the circle. But between you and me, if we
can't handle them with sixteen men. we
can't handle Ihem, Norv."

Morv sensed ihe mild rebuke and said no
more. He knew it would be best to take the

two of them with no outside interference,

_ because Andrew McGee was going to

have an unfortunate accident as soon as
they got him. A fatal accident. With no
bluesuits hanging around, it could happen
that much sooner.

Ahead of him and Al, the brake lights

of O.J.'s car flashed briefly, and then the

car turned onto a dirt road. The others

followed.

"I don't understand any of this," Norma
said. "Bobbi . . . Charlie . . . can't you calm

down?"
"You don't understand," Charlie said.

Her voice was high and strangled. Looking
at her made Irv jumpy. Her face was like

that of a rabbit caught in a snare. She
pulled free of Norma's arm and ran to her

father, who put his hands on her shoulders.

"I think they're going to kill you, Daddy,"

she said.

"What?"
"Kill you," she repeated. Her eyes were

staring and glazed with panic. Her mouth
worked frantically. "We have to run. We have
to-"

Hot. Too hot in here.

He glanced to his left. Mounted on the

wall between the stove and the sink was an
indoor thermometer, the kind that can be
purchased from any mail-order catalog. At

the bottom of this one, a plastic red devil

with a pitchfork was grinning and mopping
his brow The motto beneath his cloven
hooves read, hot enough for ya?

The fluid in the thermometer was slowly

rising, an accusing red finger.

"Yes, that's what they want to do," she
said. "Kill you. kill you like they did Mommy,
take me away; I won't. I won't let it happen, /

won't let it-"
Her voice was rising. Rising like the col-

umn of fluid.

"Charlie! Watch what you're doing!"

Her eyes cleared a little. Irv and his wife

had drawn together.

"Irv . .. what?"

But Irv had seen Andy's glance at the

thermometer, and suddenly he believed. It

was hot in here now Hot enough to sweat.

The fluid in the thermometer stood just

above ninety degrees.

"Holy Jesus Christ," he said hoarsely.

"Did she do that, Frank?"

Andy ignored him. His hands were still on
Charlie's shoulders. He looked into her

eyes. "Charlie— do you think it's too late?

How does it feel to you?"

"Yes," she said. All the color was gone
from her face. "They're coming up the din
road now. Oh, Daddy, I'm scared-

"

'"You can stop.them, Charlie," he said

quietly.

She looked at him.

"Yes," he said.

"But. Daddy, it's bad,
I
know it is. I could

kill them."

"Yes," he said. "Maybe now it's kill or be
killed. Maybe it's come down to that."

"It's not bad?" Her voice was almost in-

audible.

"Yes," Andy said. "It is. Never kid yourself

that it isn't. And don't do it if you can't han-
dle it, Charlie. Not even for me."
They looked at each other, eye to eye,

Andy's eyes tired and bloodshot and
frightened. Charlie's eyes wide, nearly
hypnotized.

She said, "If I do— something— will you
slill love me?"
The question hung between them.
"Charlie," he said. "I'll always love you.

No matter what."

Irv had been at the window and now he
crossed the room to them. "I think I got
some tall apologizing to do," he said.

"There's a whole line of cars coming up the
road, I'll stand with you, if you want. I got my
deer gun." But he looked suddenly fright-

ened, almost sick.

Charlie said. "You don't need your gun."

She slipped out from under her father's

hands, walked resolutely across the kit-

chen to (he screen door, and let herself out.

After a moment Andy found his feet and
went after her. His stomach felt frozen, as if

he'd just gobbled a huge Dairy Queen
cone in three bites. The Manderses stayed
behind. Andy caught one last look at the
man's baffled, frightened face, and a ran-

dom thought— that'll teach you to pick up
hitchhikers — darted across his con-
sciousness.

Then he and Charlie were on the porch.

They watched as the first of a procession of

cars turned up ihe long gravel driveway.

The hens' squawked and fluttered. In the

barn Bossy mooed again for someone to

come to milk her. And thin October sun-

shine lay over the wooded ridges and
autumn-brown fields of this small Upstate
New York lown. It had been almost a year of

running, and Andy was surprised to find an
odd sense of relief mixed in with his sharp
terror He had heard that, oul of desper-
ation, even a rabbit will sometimes turn and
face the dogs, driven back to some earlier,

less meek nature at the instant before it

must be torn apart.

Al any rate it was good not to be running.

He stood with Charlie, the sun shining mel-
lowly in her blond hair.

"Oh, Daddy." she moaned. "I can't hardly

stand up."

He put his arm around her shoulders and
pulled her more tightly against his side. It

seemed lo do some good.
The first car stopped at Ihe head of the

dooryard, and two men got out. \
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"Hi, Andy," Al Steinowitz said, and he

smiled. "Hi, Charlie." His hands were

empty, but his coat was open. Behind him

the other man stood alertly by the car,

hands at his sides. The second car

stopped behind the first, and four more

men spilled out. All the cars were stopping,

all the men getting out. Andy counted a

dozen and then stopped counting.

"Go away," Charlie said. Her voice was
thin and high in the cool early alternoon.

"You've led us a merry chase," Al said to

Andy. He looked at Charlie. "Honey, you

don't have to—"
"Go away.'" she screamed.

Al shrugged and smiled disarmingly.

"'Fraid I can't do that, honey. I
have my

.orders. No one wants to hurt you or your

daddy—"
"You liar! You're s'posed to kill him! I know

it!"

Andy spoke and was a little surprised to

find that his voice was completely steady. "I

advise you to do. as my daughter says.

You've surely been brieied enough to know

why she's wanted. You know about the

sailor at the airport."

O.J. and Norville Bates exchanged a

sudden, uneasy look.

"If you'll just get in the car, we can dis-

cuss all of this," Al said. "Honest to gosh,

there's nothing going on here except—

"

"We know what's going on," Andy said.

The men who had been in the last two or

three cars were beginning to fan out and

stroll, almost casually, toward the porch.

"Please." Charlie said to the man with the

strangely yellow face. "Don't make me do

anything."

"It's no good. Charlie." Andy said.

Irv came out onto the porch. "You men
are trespassing," he said, "I want you to get

the hell off my property."

Three, of the Shop men had come up the

front steps of the porch and were now
standing less than ten meters away from

Andy and-Charlie, to their left. Charlie threw

them a warning, desperate glance, and

they stopped— for the moment.

"We're government agents, sir," Al

Steinowitz said to Irv in a low, courteous

voice. "These two folks are wanted for

questioning. Nothing more."

"I don't care if they're wanted for assas-

sinating the President," Irv said. His voice

was high, cracking. "Show me your warrant

or get the Christ off my property."

"We don't need a warrant," Al said. His

voice was edged with steel now.

"You do unless I woke up in Russia this

morning," Irv said. "I'm telling you to get off,

and you better get high-steppin', mister.

That's my last word on il."

"Irv, come inside!" Norma cried.

Andy could leel something building in

the air, building up around Charlie like an

electric charge. The hair on his arms sud-

denly began to stir and move, like kelp in an

invisible tide.-He.looked down al her and

saw her face, so small, now so strange.

It's coming, he thought helplessly. It's

coming, Q my God, it really is.
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"Get out!" he shouted at Al. "Don't you

understand what she's going to do? Can't

you feel it? Don't be a fool, man!"

"Ple'ase," Al said. He looked at the three

men standing at the far end of the porch

and nodded to them imperceptibly. He
looked back at Andy. "If we can only dis-

cuss this—

"

"Watch it. Frank!" Irv screamed.

The three men at the end of the. porch

suddenly charged at them, pulling their

guns as they came. "Hold it, hold it!" one of

them yelled. "Just stand still! Hands over

your—"
Charlie turned toward them. As she did

so, half a dozen other men, John Mayo and

Ray Knowles among them, broke for the

porch's back steps with their guns drawn.

Charlie's eyes widened a little, and Andy
felt something hoi pass by him in a warm
puff of air. It reminded him simultaneously

of standing on a subway platform in New
York City as a train rushed by on a hot

August evening and of barely being

4He was almost

hysterical with anger and
disappointment. "Two

people slept in that bed.

Blond hairs on one

pillow, black on the other.

Goddamn that flat

tire! Goddamn it all to hell! 9

missed by a stroke of lightning.

The three men at the front end of the

porch had gotten halfway loward them

when their hair caught fire.

A gun boomed, deafeningly loud, and a

splinter of wood perhaps twenty centime-

ters long jumped from one of the porch's

supporting posts. Norma screamed and

Andy flinched. But Charlie seemed not to

notice. Her face was dreamy and thought-

ful. A small, Mona Lisa smile had touched

Ihe corners of her mouth.

She's enjoying this, Andy thought, with

something like horror. Is that why she's so

afraid of it? Because she likes it?

Charlie was turning back toward Al

Steinowitz again. The three men he had

sent running down toward Andy and Char-

lie from the front end of the porch had for-

gotten their duty to God, country, and the

Shop. They we're "beating at the flames on

their heads and yelling. The pungent smell

of fried hair suddenly filled the afternoon.

Another gun wenl off. A window shat-

tered .

"Not the girl!" Al shouted. "Not the girl!"

Andy was seized roughly. The porch

swirled with a confusion of men. He was

dragged toward the railing through the

chaos. Then someone tried to pull him a

different way. He felt like a tug-of-war rope.

"Let him go!" Irv shouted, bull-throated.

"Let him—"
Another gun went off, and suddenly

Norma was screaming again, screaming

her husband's name-over and over.

Charlie was looking down at Al; the cold,

confident look was gone from Al's face now,

and he was in terror. His yellow complexion

grew positively cheesy.

"No, don't," he said in an almost conver-

sational tone of voice. "Don't—

"

It was impossible to tell where the flames

began. Suddenly his pants and his sport

coat were blazing. His hair was a burning

bush. He backed up, screaming, bounced

off the side of his car, and half-turned to

Norville, his arms stretched out.

Andy felt that soft rush of heat again, a

displacement of air, as if a hot slug thrown

at rocket speed had just passed his nose.

Steinowitz's face caught fire.

For a moment he was all there, scream-

ing silently under a- transparent caul of

flame, and then his features were blending,

merging, runr ng like ".allow. Morville shrank

away from him. Al was a flaming scarecrow.

He staggered blindly down the driveway,

waving his arms, and then collapsed

facedown beside the third car. He didn't

look like a man at all; he looked like a burn-

ing bundle of rags.

The people on the porch had frozen, star-

ing dumbly at this unexpected, blazing

development. The three men whose hair

Charlie had fired had all managed to extin-

guish the flames. They were all going to

look decidedly strange in the future (how-

ever short that might be); their hair, short by

regulation, now looked like blackened,

tangled clots of ash on top of their heads.

"Get out." Andy said hoarsely. "Get out

quickly. She's never done anything like this

before, and I don't know il she can stop.

"

"I'm all right, Daddy," Charlie said. Her

voice was calm, collected, and strangely

indifferent. "Everything's okay."

And that was when the cars began to

explode.

They all went up from the rear; later, when
Andy replayed Ihe incident al the Wanders

farm in his mine, he was quite sure of that.

They all went up from the rear, where the

gas lanks were.

Al's light-green Plymouih went first,

exploding with a muffled whrrr-rump!

sound. A ball of flame rose from the back of

the Plymouth, too bright to look at. The rear

window blew in. The Ford John and Ray

had come in went next, barely two seconds

later. Hooks of metal whickered through the

air and pattered on the roof.

"Charlie!" Andy shouted. "Charlie, stop

it!

1 that same calm voice, "IShe ;

can't."

The third car went up.

Someone ran. Someone else followed

him. The men on the porch began to back

away. Andy was tugged again. He resisted.



and suddenly no one at all was holding

him. And suddenly they were all running,

their faces white, eyes slare-blind with

panic. One of the men with the charred hair

tried to vault over the railing, caught his

foot, and fell head-first into a small side

garden where Morma had grown beans
earlier in the year The stakes for the beans
to climb on were still there, and one of them
rammed through this fellow's throat and
came out the other side with a wet, punch-
ing sound that Andy never forgot. He
twitched in the garden like a landed trout,

the bean pole protruding from his neck like

the shaft of an arrow, blood gushing down
the front of his shirt as he made weak,
gargling sounds.
The rest of the cars went up then like an

ear-shattering string of firecrackers. Two of

the fleeing men were tossed aside like rag

dolls by the concussion, one of them on fire

from the waist down, the other peppered
with bits of safety glass.

Dark, oily smoke rose in the air. Beyond
the driveway the far hills and fields twisted

and writhed through the heat shimmer, as if

recoiling in horror from this. Chickens ran

madly everywhere, clucking crazily Sud-
denly three of them exploded into flame

and went rushing off, balls of fire with feet,

to collapse on fhe far side of the dooryard.

"Charlie, stop it right now! Stop it!"

A trench of fire raced across the
dooryard on a diagonal, the very dirt blaz-

ing in a single straight line, as if a train of

gunpowder had been laid. The flame
reached the chopping block with Irv's ax
buried in it, made a fairy ring around it, and
suddenly collapsed inward. The chopping
block whooshed into flame.

"Charlie, for Christ's sake!"

Some Shop agent's pistol was lying on
the bit of grass between the porch and the

blazing line of cars in the driveway. Sud-
denly the cartridges in it began logo off in a
series of sharp, clapping explosions-, The
gun jigged and flipped bizarrely in the

grass.

Andy slapped her as hard as he could.

Her head racked back, her eyes blue

and vacant. Then she was looking at him,

surprised and hurt and dazed, and he
suddenly felt enclosed in a capsule of

swiftly building heat. He took in a breath of

air that fell like heavy glass. The hairs in his

nose felt as if they were crisping.

Spontaneous combustion, he thought.

I'm going up in a burst of spontaneous
comPustion—
Then it was gone-

Charlie staggered on her feet and put her
hands up to her face. And then, through her
hands, came a shrill, building scream of

such horror and dismay that Andy feared
her mind had cracked.

"Daaaaadeeeeeeeee —

"

He swept her into his arms, hugged her.

"Shhh," he said. "Oh, Charlie, honey,

shhh."

The scream stopped, and she went limp
in his arms. Charlie had fainted.

Andy picked her up in his arms, and her

head rolled limply against his chest. The air

was hot and rich with the smell of burning
gasoline. Flames had already crawled
across the lawn to. the ivy trellis; fingers of

fire began to climb that with the agility of a
boy on midnight business. The house was
going to go up.

Irv was leaning against the kitchen
screen door, his legs splayed out. Norma
knelt beside him. He had been sjiot above
the elbow, and the sleeve of his blue work
shirt was a bright red Norma had torn a
long strip of her dress off at the hem and
was trying to get his shirt-sleeve up so she
could bind the wound. Irv's eyes were
open. His face, was an ashy gray, his lips

were faintly blue, and he was breathing

fast.

Andy took a step toward them, and
Norma flinched backward, at the same
time placing her body over her husband's
body in a protective gesture. She looked up
at Andy with shiny, hard eyes.

"Go away." she hissed. "Take your mon-
ster and go away."

"Let's get him off the porch," Andy said.

He had laid Charlie on the grass beyond
the dooryard. The side of the house was
burning now, and sparks were drifting down
on the porch like big, slow-moving fireflies.

"Get away," she said harshly. "Don't

touch him,"

"The house is burning," Andy said "Let

me help you."

"Get away! You've done enough!"
"Hush, woman. Lend me a hand, Frank."

"It's Andy," he said.

"Whatever your name is, it's gettin' hot."

It was. A puff of wind blew a coil of sparks
onto the porch as Andy half-dragged Irv

down the steps and into the dooryard.
There was nothing left of the chickens
Charlie had set on fire but a few charred
bones and a peculiar, dense ash that might
have been feathers. They had not been
roasted; they had been cremated.

"Set me down by the barn," Irv gasped.
"1 want to talk'to you."

"You need a doctor," Andy said.

"Yeah, I'll get my doctor. What about your

gin?"

"Fainted." He set Irv down with his back
against the barn door. Irv was looking up at

him. A little color had come into his face,

and that bluisn cast was leaving nis lips. He
was sweating. Behind them the big white

farmhouse that had stood here on Baillings

Road since 1868 was going up in flames.

"There's no human being should be able
to do what she pan.'" Irv said.

"That may well be," Andy said, and then

he looked up from Irv and directly into

Norma's stony unforgiving face. "But then,

no human being should have to have cere-
bral palsy or muscular dystrophy or leu-

kemia. But it happens. And it happens to

children."

"She didn't get no say," Irv nodded.
Still looking at Norma, Andy said, "She's
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no more a monster than a kid in an iron lung

or in a home lor retarded children."

"I'm sorry I said thai," Norma replied, and

her glance wavered and iell from Andy's. "I

was out feeding the chickens with her.

Watching her pet the cow. But, mister my
house is burning down, and people are

dead."

"I'm sorry."

"Is your button going to be all right?' Irv

asked.

"I don't know"

"Well, listen. Here's what you can do if

you want to. There's an old Willys jeep out

behind the barn— "

"Irv, no! Don't get into this any deeper!"

He turned to look at her. his face gray and

lined and sweaty. Behind them their home

burned. The sound of popping shingles

was like chestnuts in a Christmas fire.

"Those men came with no warrants nor

blueback paper of any kind and tried to

take them off our land," he said. "People I'd

invited in like, it's done in a civilized country

with decent laws. One of them shot me, and

one of them tried to shoot Andy here.

Missed his head by no more than a quarter

of an inch." Andy remembered the first

deafening report and the splinter of wood

that had jumped from the porch support

post. He shivered. "They came and did

those things. What do you want me to do.

Norma? Sit here and turn them over to the

secret police it they get their peckers up

erjough to come, back? Be a good Ger-

man?"
"No." she said huskily. "No, I guess not."

"You don't have to
— "Andy began,

"I feel I do," Irv said, 'And when they

come back— they will be back, won't they,

Andy'"
"Oh, yes. They'll be back. You just

bought stock in a growth industry, Irv."

Irv laughed, a whistling, breathless

sound. "That's pretty good, all fight. Well,

when they show up here, all I know is that

you took my Willys. I
don't know more than

that. And to wish you well."

"Thank you," Andy said quietly.

There was a moaning sound to their left.

"Daddy-"
Charlie was sitting up. Her face was

pale, her eyes terribly contused. "Daddy,

what's burning? I smell something burning.

Am I
doing it? What's burning?"

Andy went to her and gathered her up.

"Everything is all right," he said, and won-

dered why you had to say that to children

even when they knew perfectly well, as you

did, that it wasn't true. "Everything's fine.

How do you teel, hon?"

Charlie was looking over his shoulder at

the burning line of cars, the convulsed

body in the garden, and the Manderses'

house, which was crowned with fire. The

wind was carrying the smoke, and heat

away from them, but the smell of gas and

hot shingles was strong.

"I did that," Charlie said, almost too low

to hear. Her face began to twist and crum-

ple again.

."Button!" Irv said sternly.

She glanced over at him, through him.

"Me," she moaned.
"Set her down." Irv said. "I want to talk to

her."

Andy carried Charlie over to where Irv

sat propped up against the barn door and

set her down.
"You listen to me, button," Irv said.

"Those men meant to kill your daddy. You

knew it before I did, maybe before he did,

although I'll be damned if I know how. Am I

right?"

"Yes," Charlie said. Her eyes were still

deep and miserable, "But you don't get it. It

was like the sailor, but worse. I
couldn't . ,

.

couldn't hold on to it anymore. It was going

everyplace. I burned up some of your

chickens, and I almost burned up my fa-

ther." The miserable eyes spilled over, and

she began to cry helplessly.

"Your daddy's fine," Irv said. Andy said

nothing. He. remembered that sudden

strangling sensation, being enclosed in

that heat capsule.

"I'm never going to do it again," she said.

"Never.
"

'All right," Andy said, putting a hand on

her shoulder. "All right, Charlie."

"A/ever. " she said with quiet emphasis.

"You don't want to say that, button," Irv

said, looking up at her. "You don't want to

block yourself off like that, You'll do what

you have to do. You'll do the best you can.

And that's all you can do. I believe the one

thing the God of this world likes best is to

give the business to people who say never.

You understand me?"

"No," Charlie whispered.

"But you will, I think," Irv said, and he

looked at Charlie with such deep compas-

sion that Andy felt his throat fill with sorrow

and fear. Then Irv glanced at his wife.

"Bring me that stick by your foot, Norma."

Norma brought the stick and put it into

his hand and told him again that he was

overdoing it. that he had to rest. And so it

was only Andy who heard Charlie say never

again, almost inaudibly. under her breath,

like a vow made in secrecy. DO
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millions of vehicle owners, and perhaps a
hundred million residences, not to men-
tion the inhabitants of a hundred fifty other
countries. We must ensure that our re-

search has some relevance to the real

world and that the fruits of that research
find applications. If after ten years all we
have produced are a few thousand unread
reports gathering dust in some library, his-

tory will judge us to have been a failure.

Omni: Can the Department of Energy help?
Hayes: Of course it can help. But I suppose
I would be satisfied if it would just not get
too much in our way. Rumors to the contrary
notwithstanding, there are some extraordi-

narily talented public servants at the DOE
who work evenings and weekends and do
a magnificent job. The DOE also contains
one of the more notable collections of bu-
reaucratic deadwood in the world. Fortu-
nately, the solar energy division seems to
have attracted more than its fair share of the
best and the brightest.

Omni: What can SERI itself do to move its

discoveries into the marketplace?
Hayes: Let me answer that with a specific

example. Most ordinary glass contains
iron, which absorbs some of the sunlight.

Low-iron glass can be produced when
high optical transmittance is needed, but
such glass is very expensive.
We discovered that the undesirable opti-

cal properties were due to iron in the fer-

rous state. A cheap and simple procedure
during glassmaking can transform ferrous

iron into the ferric state, and the resulting

glass behaves just like low-iron glass.

Last year we commissioned two hundred
fifty thousand dollars' worth of this low-
ferrous glass from a major manufacturer,
and we gave it away to dozens of firms
across the country for use in solar collec-

tors and optical transmitters. In return,

these firms will report to us any undesirable
characteristics that it may exhibit.

If it proves satisfactory, we will have dis-

covered a cheap way to make high-trans-

miitance glass; we will have demonstrated
to a major glass manufacturer that its exist-

ing assembly lines can be easily modified
to make the new product; and we will have
shown dozens of potential users of the
glass that this inexpensive product can
measurably improve the performance of
their systems. After that, the marketplace
should be able to take over
Omni: Let's move away from technology
and into politics for a while. When you were
chairman of the Solar Lobby, you fought
against linking solar legislation as
"sweeteners" to other, less palatable bills,

like the National Energy Act and the
Windfall Profits bill. Can you take that sort of
position as head of SERI?
Hayes:

I certainly don't intend to be muz-
zled. I have always spoken out when I felt

strongly about an important issue, and I will

continue doing so, but only'as a citizen, not

as the director of a federal facility.

Clearly SERI cannot do any lobbying. But
this is the largest collection of solar experts
in the world, and we certainly don't intend
to keep our views a secret.

Omni: Is thai likely to change if President

Carter is defeated this fall?

Hayes: No. Laboratory directorships are
outside the realm of politics. I certainly

wasn't appointed for political reasons, and
I wouldn't expect to be fired for political

reasons, either. In fact, I have never heard
of any laboratory director ever being fired

by a new president.

Let me distinguish, however, between
expressing one's views and doing one's

job. If the DOE should decide it wants a
platinum solar yo-yo and if Congress should
solicit my views on it, I would undoubtedly
testify that il is the silliest project I've ever
seen. But if Congress funds it and if the
department asks SERI to build it, I will try to

build the best platinum solar yo-yo possible.

Omni: Your earlier comments on solar
technologies focused mainly on what
could be done by the year 2000. What
about today?

Hayes: Solar energy makes sense today for

tots of applications. Passive solar design,

active solar hot water systems, alcohol
fuels, low-head hydropower, wood stoves,

and windmills in good locations all make
sense now.

If this country is to get one third or even
one fifth of its energy from Ihe sun by the

year 2000, we certainly can't afford to sit

around contemplating our navels for five or

ten years. We have to hil the ground run-

ning today.

Omni: There is an old one-liner: If you're so
smart, why ain't you rich? If solar is so at-

tractive, why don't we see more of it?

Hayes: Weil, if the situation isn't as rosy as
I'd like, it's also not as gloomy as your ques-
tion suggests. Alcohol fuel use is spread-
ing rapidly, mostly in the gasohol market,
although we are now starting to see many
farmers gear up for on-farm use as well. A
lot of existing dams, especially in the
Northeast, are being retrofitted with tur-

bines to generate electricity. A lot of pulp
and paper companies are starting to burn
their waste products as an energy source.
And if you look at new housing starts, you
will find a fair number of new solar units

springing up throughout the country.

Yet this falls far she! ;it be:ng satisfactory

in my book. Passive solar design, for

example, is so simple and effective and
can displace so much high-priced, unreli-

able imported oil that only a fool would
build a dwelling today that lacked solar

features. Considering that no one is making
any more oil and that there won't be much
oil left by the time my grandchild is born,

wasteful conventional buildings should
probably be considered unpatriotic and
even immoral.

Omni: Solar energy may be patriotic and
moral, but is it cost-effective?

Hayes: Show me the construction plans for

a conventional new home and I can gener-
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ally show you how lo cut its combined heat-

ing and cooling bill in half at no additional

cost. For a couple of thousand dollars the

heating bill can usually be reduced by

more than two thirds.

Omni: Why should a person who installs

solar equipment receive a tax credit?

Hayes: First, because federal subsidies to

conventional luels have totaled about one

hundred twenty billion dollars and solar

deserves at least an even break with oil and

nuclear. Second, to bring the microeco-

nomic interests of the consumer into con-

gruence with the macroeconomic interests

of the society.

Let's say you are building a new house

and you can buy either a solar or an electric

water heater. If you buy a solar heater, you

must pay all the costs yourself. If you buy

the electric heater, you pay only for the

heater, but your local electric utility must

also buy some new equipment to provide

the power it requires. As a consumer, you

never receive a price signal that relates to

the utility's investment. Your electric bill av-

erages in the cost of the expensive new unit

with the cost of operating a much cheaper

unit that was built ten years ago, and

perhaps the cost o! a dam that was built in

the Thirties with massive federal subsidies

and cheap labor.

The important question is whether the

solar water heater is cheaper than the elec-

tric water heater plus the cost of the new

investment the utility must make to power it.

The answer is yes. But the regulated utility

marketplace does not send you a price

signal to reflect this. So the tax credit is a

government instrument to encourage you

to make the investment that is in society's

best interest. If gas and electric utilities

were not regulated monopolies, solar tax

credits would be less necessary.

Omni: What is slowing the solar transition?

Hayes: There's enough blame- to go
around. The federal government is to

blame for promising tax credits and then

dawdling around for eighteen months be-

fore passing them. Lots of people post-

poned their decisions until the credits ac-

tually passed; others are now waiting for

their states to pass supplementary credits.

Once government, at any level, announces

it is going to pass a solar incentive, it

should vote it up or down very quickly:

These delays have forced many small solar

firms into bankruptcy.

Another part of the blame lies with labor.

Some of the early solar installations leaked;

some froze; some melted; some were in-

stalled backwards. One heating system in

Boston was timed to function only at night!

Both labor and industry are now seriously

addressing this problem, and training insti-

tutes throughout the country are now cer-

tifying solar installers.

And part of the blame lies with industry.

Many solar firms viewed the market as lim-

ited to wealthy and upper-middle-income

folks who like to be venturesome. So they

advertised solar technology as sexy and

daring. If solar is to make the kind of pene-

tration that will really affect the nation's en-

ergy budget, it must be acknowledged to

be just one more appliance like a refriger-

ator or an air conditioner, and it must be

priced at levels affordable by the average

person. Several solar firms are now adopt-

ing such a strategy.

Omni: You have said that the home can and

should be an energy producer, not an en-

ergy consumer. How can you convince

people of that?

Hayes: That's a psychologically and politi-

cally interesting question, because many
in Congress are more interested in produc-

tion than in conservation. One suggests

"progress" and the other belt tightening. I

think that if the- typical American home-

owner can make a cost-effective invest-

ment to reduce his fuel bill, he won't care

whether he is producing solar heat or con-

serving fuel, as long as he's saving money.

Omni: It's been said that Jimmy Carter

made a tactical error by equating conser-

vation with sacrifice. Does conservation

necessarily require sacrifice?

Hayes: It is vitally important to distinguish

between conservation and curtailment.

Curtailment means driving atfifty-tive miles

per hour, turning down your thermostats,

and so on. Conservation, on the other

hand, means substituting fluorescent

bulbs for incandescent bulbs, boosting the

fuel efficiency of automobiles, and insulat-

.
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ing your home. Curtailment tends to be
unpopular and unreliable; conservation
tends to make people more comfortable
and saves them money without requiring

sacrifices or changes in life-style. Our na-
tional efforts have probably focused too
much on curtailment and not enough on
conservation.

Omni: What is the potential for saving
through conservation?

Hayes: Using only existing technologies,
we could run contemporary America on
about half as much fuel as is currently con-
sumed. This would result in a more vibrant

economy, much higher employment, a
cleaner environment, a less threatened na-
tional security, and a more attractive bal-

ance of payments. By the year 2000, as-
suming strong economic growth for the

next two decades, our total energy budget
could still be significantly lower than it is

today, and all of this would require us to

become only a little more energy-efficient

than Europe already is.

With new technology, the potential saving
is tar greater. We know, for example, how to

build refrigerators that use only one fifth as
much electricity as today's models do. No
one makes them commercially today, but I

am confident they will be marketed soon.
Omni: When will photovoltaic cells become
commercially attractive?

Hayes; As soon as we decide we are willing

to make the necessary investments to pro-
duce them. Today photovoltaics cost about
six dollars per peak watt— down from
about six hundred dollars a decade ago.
The remaining technical problems of driv-

ing that below a dollar a peak watt are
trivial, but some fairly expensive facilities

need to be built. If the federal government,
or anybody else, would guarantee a market
for their output, I think the manufacturing
plants would spring up within the next lew
years. The official DOE goal is to produce
arrays at seventy cents a peak watt by
1986. With appropriate support, the goal
can be met or surpassed.
What is holding back photovoltaics is the

promise that they can be even cheaper.
Some of our work at SERI could lead to

costs as low as twenty-five cents a peak
watt in the 1990s. Investors are reluctant to

build expensive facilities if they think their

products may be underpriced a few years
later. To get a mature industry developed as
quickly as possible, some sort of govern-
ment guarantees will probably be neces-
sary. Even at one dollar per peak watt,

photovoltaic cells would provide an attrac-

tive means of displacing oil-fired electrical

generating capacity.

Omni; Do you support the proposal for

solar-power satellites?

Hayes: SERI is not doing any work directly

related to that, and so I am not deeply
knowledgeable about it. My personal read-
ing of practical politics today is that it's

going to be very difficult to pursue any
energy option that requires an expenditure
of eighty billion dollars before you get any-
thing out of it. Moreover, even if the optimis-

tic projections for the cost of power from
such satellites prove accurate— and this is

very far from being assured— I think we
can meet the same cost goals with fewer
risks by using terrestrial solar technologies.
Omni: Do you think that too much federal

money is being spent on large centralized
projects, such as power towers, and too
little on decentralized efforts?

Hayes: Historically, that has certainly been
true. In recent years it has started" to come
into better balance, although I think too
large afraction of the budget is still focused
on sources of electricity, and too little on
chemical fuels and storage.

Past biases are easily understood. Most
of the people who were brought in to work
on solar came out of backgrounds where
improvements were routinely achieved
through engineering efficiencies of scale:
Output increased exponentially as the size
of the equipment increased arithmetically.

But renewable resources, because of their

diffuse nature, require technologies that

can profit more from the efficiencies of

mass production: It is frequently better to

make a lot of little solar machines than one
big one. We have come to understand that

most end-use energy is in the form of low-
grade heat and chemical fuels and that if

you harness solar energy near where it is

needed, you can reduce the delivery costs.
The sun itself will deliver the energy io your
rooftop without requiring power lines.

Omni: Can you describe briefly what a
solar-powered America might look like?

Hayes: A solar transition would leave virtu-

ally no aspect of modern life untouched,
just as the coal transition fostered the In-

dustrial Revolution, just as the oil transition

shrank the planet and reshaped its cities. I

believe that a solar America would almost
certainly be more attractive than any of the
likely alternatives. My hunch is that the ag-
ricultural sector will lead the rest of the na-
tion into the Solar Era. Farmers will turn to
the wind, the sun, and wastes to supply all

of the energy they need.

The transportation sector will be weaned
from petroleum as improved telecommuni-
cations and intelligent city planning elimi-

nate much pointless travel. Freight will be
transferred wherever possible from trucks

and airplanes onto more energy-efficient

trains and ships, Personal commuter vehi-

cles, powered by electric batteries and al-

cohol fuels, will be very efficient— perhaps
equal to seventy-five miles per gallon in

today's cars. Public transportation systems
will be far more common.

Industry will gradually relocate to take
advantage of available energy sources,
even as it currently tends to locate close to

coal fields and dams. Factories will be-
come much more efficient in their energy
use. Industrial products, seen as reposi-
tories of the energy needed to manufacture
them, will be designed to be more durable
and more easily recycled.

All in all, I think solar America will be a
rather attractive place to live. In fact, it's

where I intend to raise my daughter. OO
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CARTOGRAPHER OF CONSCIOUSNESS- If you climbed inside a hallucination,

what would you see? Dr. Ronald Siegel, of the Neuropsychiatry Institute at UCLA,

knows. He trams psychonauts to descend into the realms of drug-induced illusion

and return with objective reports oi what they've seen. Dr. Siegel's unique studies of

hallucinogenic experiences uncover revealing aspects of subjective reality and

important new facts about the roots of human consciousness. Writer Brian Van

der Horst takes you on a guided tour through inner space in September's Omni.

FUTURE CARS-The automobile is dead. Long live the automobile? Not so, says

automotive engineer and SF writer Dean Ing. The next generation ot American

dream machines will render OPEC obsolete. Superlightweight, superaerodynamic.

and supersafe, these sedans, coupes, and uni-cars will still be sexy enough to

satisfy all kinds of libidinal needs— on a third less gas or no gas at all. Next month in

Omni we put you behind the computerized instrument panel to take a test drive

in the Promethean prototypes of tomorrow's most visionary ground vehicles,

SPECTACULAR FAKES— Are you outraged by the skyrocketing cost of gems?

Can't afford real diamonds and emeralds? You'll be even more outraged to know

that your highly prized jewels may not be real. Synthetic gems, created by modern

technology, have become so perfect that experts, too, are having a difficult ti™

distinauishing them from natural stones. But don't worry, because— as gemolot

Joel Arem explains in the September Omni— synthetic gems are still worth tr

weight in real diamonds to modern society, though they don't cost nearly as mut

INTERVIEW— Work expands to fill the time allowed for it With that simple law. C.

Northcote Parkinson started a revolution in modern thought. Parkinson's laws,

which show how bureaucracy almost inevitably swallows up creativity and

progress, are as much a part of the contemporary world as the laws of Newton,

Maxwell, or Einstein. Meet this insightful professor next month i

SCIENCE FICTION— Next month Omni presents Robert Silverberg's first new

in seven years, "Our Lady of the Sauropods." Stranded for a month in a space ha^

populated by cloned dinosaurs, a scientist is unexpectedly given the opportunf

study these huge beasts firsthand -if she survives. "In the Hereatter Hilton" fi

Sob Shaw's criminal protagonist waiting to hear whether he's been condemned to

death, and Sherwood Springer puts a new twist.on an old joke in "Only You, Fanzy."
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A FATHER'S GIFT

Anmalhea had said. The body of Jesus

Christ was in that coffin-
I
was sure of

it!— in a dusty storage room not more than

one hundred meters trom my office!

How can I
convey to you the excitement

that charged my mind? The knowledge that

the ultimate link between the modern world

and the world of a man who had changed

the course of history was in my possession.

There is no way- 1 was like one over-

whelmed by passion. I was to be the first

man in twenty centuries to gaze once more

upon the features of the Messiah, Jesus of

Nazareth.

The arrogance, the blasphemy of that

desire, shames me now as I sit here in

America recalling that incredible instant of

understanding. But at that moment the lure

was irresistible, It had to be done in secret,

of course— how could I go to the museum
authorities as an outsider, an American on a

temporary visa, and tell them they had

Jesus Christ in their storage room? They

would quite properly have had me locked

up.for observation. No, I had to do it alone.

A week after receiving Jack's letter,

under the pretense of working late, by mid-

nght. I was the sole inhabitant of the

second-floor gallery. Armed with a crowbar

and a heavy scissors, I made my way to the

storage room. My heart was about to burst;

my mind was reeling I
felt it was the

greatest moment of my life.

I
had looked up the catalog number of"

the coffin with the foggy x-ray plates, and

after about twenty minutes I found it. ft was

in a dark corner of the room, covered with

old packing crate materials and a layer of

dust a few centimeters thick. It hadn't been

touched in years. I
soon had the coffin

cleared away and began to pry the lid off

with the crowbar. It was sealed solid with

the ages, but my wild excitement gave me
the strength of ten men. I had the lid off!

Before me lay a mummy, wrapped in the

usual bandages, apparently no different

from any of the dozens of other mummies
scattered about the museum. I picked up

the scissors. But then I looked more closely.

In the dim light of the dusty corner, I had at

first failed to notice that the bandages were

charred, almost burned. And they had a

dull-gray glint to them, as if they had been

sprayed with metallic paint. As I
gazed in

wonderment at the strange sight, the scis-

sors slipped unnoticed from my hand.

In awe. I stood frozen, unable to move. I

felt I
was in the presence of something that

should be left untouched. But then I spot-

ted an object lying free in the coffin. As I

gazed at what I
retrieved, a deep feeling of

intrusion swept over me again even more

intensely.

At the foot of the ancient sarcophagus,

nearly out of sight, I found something that

Joseph had failed to mention in his letter.

Pontius Pilate, as a mocking thrust at the

chief priests who had condemned Jesus.



had had a placard bearing the charge
against him nailed to the Cross. Joseph
had removed the notice from the Cross,
along with Jesus, and placed it in the coffin

to bear witness to the identity of the man it

accompanied into eternity.

Since it is written threefold, in Greek, Lat-
in, and Hebrew, there is little doubt in my
mind whose blood it was that still lies splat-

tered across the ancient sign:

Jesus the Nazarene
King of the Jews

I slowly replaced the lid, nearly over-

come with emotion. Had I gone too far,

.pushed scientific curiosity beyond reason
into a region where it had no business in-

truding? I returned to my office, carrying
the bloody sign, wrapped in my agonized
thoughts.

Bui still, I couldn't let it be. I recall I stared
at [he sign for hours, there in the gloomy
quiet of my office. I had to learn its secrets.

The blood! It is all that is left, the.only
physical remains of Christ's body that I

had— except for the mummy, which I didn't

have the courage to pry from its wrappings.
Once again I wrote to America, this time to

ask a friend in the pathology laboratory of

the medical school at my university, an ex-
pert in forensic medicine, to run a total

blood analysis on a fragment of wood I

happened to have. Of course,
I told him

nothing of its origin!

I don't know what
I expected to learn, but

I couldn't help myself. I was so close to

understanding the mystery that had
haunted me so long (or so I thought] that I

couldn't just leave it alone. And the blood
was all I had.

I soon had my friend's report. Halfway
through it

I had to put it down in shock. It

couldn't be! But if it is so, then what could
God have intended by allowing His Son to

be so cursed?
The lab analysis stated the presence of a

large number of distinctly malformed lym-
phocytic cells, absolute, positive diagnosis
of lymphosarcoma. Today we'd treat it with

Amethopterin and 6-mercaptopurine, with

the usual result being total remission, pos-
sibly lasting as long as five to seven years.
Two thousand years ago, however, it was a
virtual death sentence, with a survival time
of no more than eight weeksl If Christ had
not died on the Cross, He'd have been
dead within two months anyway. Or so I

thought when I read the analysis.

Such a death would have destroyed the

perception of Him as the Messiah in the
eyes of His followers. So. in that sense, the
Crucifixion came jus! in time. But why the
acute leukemia? Why a disease of imper-
fect man in the body of the Son of God?

But the last half of the blood analysis had
a second surprise, one presenting a riddle

that in its own way is even profounder than
the first. My friend's delicate chemical tests

also detected the presence of certain toxic

blood reaction- products— products pro-
duced only in the presence of the synthetic

drug treatment for leukemia, 6-mer-
captopurine! As if He'd been on chemo-

therapy and was beginning to suffer a
relapse just before His execution.

.1 sat stunned, numb with disbelief. It was
all so incredible. I" pulled open my bottom
desk drawer, the one I always kept locked
since hiding the sign away in it. As I held the
old wood in my hands, I began to doubt.
Was the sign really old, or was it all just a
fantastic hoax? Was Professor el-Zam
merely making me the butt of an-elaborate,

cunning, terrible prank?
I knew what

I had to do, what I must do, if

I was to know another moment free from
confusion.

I had to open the mummy!
The very next night found me again in the

storage room. I was now almost in a fever
and had the coffin lid off in a minute or two. I

attacked the strangely glinty, burned ban-
dages with my scissors. But what!— the
ancient cloth fell apart at the thrust of the

blades. What revealed itself to me was so
astounding

I dropped the scissors and
staggered backwards.
When I had begun to cut, the cloth had

been in the form of a heavily wrapped fig-

ure. But as it separated under the force of

the blades, it fell in on itself, as if it con-
tained nothing but space, And indeed
there were no bones, nothing to mark the

resting place of a man. But there was some-
thing there.

A congealed, roughly spherical ball of

lead! It had to be the lead sheets, the soft

lead foil mentioned in Joseph's letter.
I

stood paralyzed by both wonderment and

surprise. There was no doubl now, this was
the coffin of Jesus. But— where was He?

Slowly the connection between the

charred bandages and the melted lead
sheets became clear in my bewildered
mind. Something had caused the tempera-
ture of the covered body to reach at leas!

the temperature of molten lead— three
hundred twenty-eight degrees Centigrade.
If the heating had occurred in just the right

way, the surface tension of the liquid metal
would have pulled it into a sphere. And a
lead mist would have impregnated the
bandages, fogging the x-ray plates, I

thought to myself, It would have taken en-
ergy, wouldn't it— a lot of energy— lor Him
to return to His Father!

The mystery that had bedeviled me for

so long was finally resolved. The bloody
sign, with its incredible tale, and the an-
cient coffin had shown me the way.

While dying on the Cross. Jesus had
cried out in agony, "My God, my God. why
hast thou forsaken me'" If only He could
have known then, in His moment of extreme
anguish, that His Father had no! aban-
doned Him, but had given Him the gift of life

beyond His natural time on Earth.

As my thoughts dwell on my discoveries,

and as I think ofthecompassfon of the Lord

God Almighty for His Son, I feel comfort
and warmth

.
I feel at real peace with myself

for the first time in my life. I didn't do wrong
in pursuing the riddle.

I have found Christ. DO
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By DickTeresi

He was a bright spot in an otherwise dull

affair. And he wasn't even sure why he was

there. "It's strange that of all the scientists

in New York one would ask to speak at

such a panel," said Arno Penzia,s, "one

would pick one who isn't a nuclear scientist.

Penzias, Bell Labs' Nobel Prize-winning

radio astronomer, was the teatured

speaker at a press luncheon thrown by

the Citizens for Safe Nuclear Energy, an

organization thai, despite its euphemistic

name, is definitely for expansion of

nuclear power and totally convinced of its

present safety, While Penzias may have

been contused about why he was there, it

seemed obvious that the press confer-

ence needed a touch of class, as the

Citizens for Safe Nuclear Energy isn't

exactly chock-full of Nobel laureates. Its

main spokesperson is Cleo PaturiS, whose

previous position was that of editor of

American Girl magazine. Its charter

members have similar scientific

credentials and include, among others,

playwright Edward Albee, ex-Senator

Eugene McCarthy, and ex-home run

slugger Ralph Kiner,

Arno Penzias Lessons i'cm J ,\'i !

y coyote.
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But Penzias was good. He admitted that

the Three Mile Island accident had shaken

him, but he said it made no sense to

transfer a blind faith in nuclear energy

to a blind faith in solar energy. "You can'l

switch your faiths," he said, "from one form

of energy to another like you switch

brands of toothpaste." He implied that

much ot America's fear of radiation is

based simply on the fact that "it's easy to

measure." We have good devices for

telling us how much radiation we're

getting, he said, while it's difficult to

measure dangerous particulates, such as

PCBs. "Our perception ot the world is

shaped by our instruments," said Penzias,

who compared the public's attitude toward

the dangers of nuclear power to a Road

Runner cartoon,

"The coyote is always running off the

edges oi cliffs." Penzias said. "But he

never tails until he looks down."

Other speakers at the affair were less

convincing. E. Linn Draper, Jr., a nuclear

engineer for the Gulf States Utilities

Company, treated nuclear waste.as if it

were a big joke. Draper is probably best

known tor being snubbed by Jane Fonda.

He was one of the leaders of the "Truth

Squad," a group that followed Fonda's and

Tom Hayden's every move on their 50-city

antinuclear tour last fall. Draper and the

Truth Squad kept daring Fonda and

Hayden to debate them. Jane and Tom

declined, saying Draper was too small a

fish to bother with.

Draper treated the nuclear-waste issue

as if it were a problem of volume, rather

than one of toxicity. He said you can fit a

full year's waste from a nuclear plan! into a

cube four feet on a side— as if anyone was
worried about a shortage of warehouse

space. Then he ridiculed the idea of

rocketing nuclear waste into deep outer

space, an idea promoted by Ben Bova in

a July 1979 editorial in Omni. Draper

called the plan "bizarre." Ironically, the day

before Draper's talk, NASA and the

Department of Energy had awarded a

£296,000 grant to the Boeing Company to

study this exact same disposal scheme.

But Draper did comS up with one

Q:cj Gnenm- Ha'diy any sensations.

good line. He repeated a colleague's plan

for eliminating nuclear waste: "Put it in little

sji-casos and check it with Eastern

Airlines. We'll never see it again."

Since the thawing of Ihe Cold War in the

late 1960s, an extensive web of scientific

cooperation has grown between the

United States and the Soviet Union. But

when the Afghanistan crisis began, the

State Department closed the doors on all

cooperative programs. This has affected

many agencies, including NASA, which

had been talking to the Soviets about joint

space-shuttle missions.

To find out what's been happening

behind the closed door of the Russian

space program, we sent journalists Donna

and Nick Engler to Moscow to meet with

Ihe USSR's top space scientists.

The Englers arrived in Moscow shortly

after the Soviets had launched their fourth

manned mission aboard Salyut 6, the

orbiting space station. Head academician

Oleg Gazenko, the foremost expert in

space biology and medicine in the Soviet

Union, took time out from monitoring the



early phases of the mission to talk to

Omni. He came to the interview having just

spoken with cosmonaut Valery Ryumin in

space. Ryumin, Dr. Gazenko said, had
"'experienced many strong sensations
while making the transfer between Earth
and space environment" during his first

short flight several years ago. "On his

second trip— the one-hundred-and-
seventy-five-day sojourn aboard Salyui—
this process was smoother, guicker."

And now space travel for Ryumin has
become almost routine. "This morning
when I talked to him," said Gazenko, "he
said he hardly noticed any sensation at

all." It was Gazenko's work in space
medicine that made it possible for -two

cosmonauts— Ryumin and Vladimir
Lyakhov— to survive for nearly half a year
aboard Salyut 6. "We do not see any
serious constraints on the time a man can
spend in the space environment," said
Gazenko. But he warned that, once
adapted to space, humans quickly

become disadapted to life on Earth. "Our
Earth man should not become completely
a space man." Gazenko emphasized.

Ivan Korochentsev: No tan of Volksrockets.

At the Soviet Institute ot Space Research,
Omni met with Leonid Ksanfomaliti, chief

of planetary explorations, who unrolled the

most recent Venera photographs and
described a Venusian landscape more
eerie than any SF writer has yet dreamed
of: 25 flashes of lightning per second,
illuminating everything in a blue glow,

accompanied by continuous peals ot

thunder The Venera probes, Ksanfomaliti

admitted, have raised more questions than
they have answered. Why should two
planets such as Earth and Venus, so alike

in size and orbit, be so dissimilar? When
Omni asked Ksanfomaliti for his theory, he
smiled and said, "Only God knows."

In Kaluga, home ot Soviet space pioneer
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, the Englers sat

down to a traditional meal of zakuski,

proposing toasts and hoisting vodka with

chief Soviet space historian Ivan

Korochentsev. "Somewhere around the

middle of the bottle I told him about Bob
Truax's Vol ks rocket," said Nick Engler,

referring to the California entrepreneur
who's building his own private manned
spaceship. Korochentsev listened politely

but was skeptical of the Volksrocket's
historical significance. "I must answer you
as an Englishman." said Korochentsev
good-naturedly as he poured another
toast. "So what?"

Perhaps the most revealing parts of the

journey were the evidences of scientific

cooperation between the Soviet Union and
this country despite a strained political

situation. Ksanfomaliti proudly displayed
the articles about Venus he had published
in American journals. Korochentsev
regularly exchanges favors with the

Smithsonian. "The scope of U.S. -Soviet

participation is ever increasing, not .

decreasing," said head academician
Gazenko. "It is my view that the conquest
of space cannot succeed as a national

project. It must be a world project."

Back here in the U.S.A., we were a little

surprised to find out what Marvin Minsky,
the founder of MIT's artificial intelligence
laboratory, is really like. His reputation is

Marvin Minsky Wants to get rid of

that of a reclusive scientist who despises
the press. But he spent a day in our offices

recently, and it turns out that he loves
media of all sorts. He even likes Carl

Sagan, whom many scientists scorn
because of his high public visibility. "We
need more like him," said Minsky. "When I

was a kid, we had one man who was able
to represent all scientists. His name was
Albert Einstein." There's no such giant
today, and Minsky feels more scien-

tists should become media stars.

Minsky also has visions of what he calls

"the magazine of the future," and he
doesn't mean Omni. He thinks that one
day people will summon up a long list of

articles on their home computers, from
which they will custom-edit their own
magazine by selecting which stories they
want, then have them printed out. "I get
stacks of journals every month," Minsky
said, "and there's only one or two articles

in each that I read. The rest is waste."
Minsky says his computerized magazine
would save a lot of paper and effort. And
he noted to a stunned Omni staff that you
wouldn't need so many editors.DO
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whom he made the non category classics

Paths of Glory (1957) and Spartacus

(1960). Though the acior complains of the

director's rampaging ego ("Kubrick's full of

shit"), he adds that Kubrick does have an

astounding faculty for detail, as exem-

plified in 2001: A Space Odyssey, and is

overall "a genius, a-brilliant director. I don't

think he can direct a picture badly."

if hardware cows him— and science

to divorce himself from experts as much as

possible, feeling, as far as science fiction is

concerned, "Anybody's guess is as good

as anybody else's."

The third, and possibly strongest, expla-

nation for his ani'.scientific attitude is that he ... ..........
isintim dated b , hardware and by scienliiic fiction has never captivated him

(
Yeah, he

theory. "When they made the trip to the says of Star Wars "'
>

.---..

...oon, I had to have my twelve-year-old

son, Peter, explain to me how the hell they

did that. Otherwise, I don't even know how

the phone works." He adds that just trying

to understand anything remotely technical

gives him "a headache."

Id not be

'it was interesting, with

igfits and things flying all over")— he ulti-

mately reveals" himself to be a closet

technocrat. Despite the oil he has cast

upon the waters of science fiction, Douglas

is amazed by scientific progress.

"Christ, it's fascinating," he says. "When

to expect actors to you think of Jules Verne writing about a

have more than a peripheral understanding submarine way before there ever were such

of the milieu presented in any spec.fic film, things, it's exciting Then there^ the play

Unhappily, no one seems so opposed to R.U.R. [Rossum'sUmversal Robots, written
' F ' . . -., -. !..._ .!_„ ;„ IfiOl .-,-.. l/=r=.l :"

,

:,-,.'-U ..'.: -I II^n ft IPITIIC
n conversational familiarity with the

language of science fiction as Douglas is.

He does little research outside his own

imagination, and he feels that he can ap-

proach a science-fiction character the

same way he would an ancient Roman or

an American cowboy.

Apropos of Saturn 3, he considers it all

but irrelevant that he was playing ascientist

who lives on another world. "Acting is act-

ing," he maintains. "Human behavior

doesn't change, and just as you can pro-

ject yourself backward to play a part in a

time period of a thousand years ago, in the

same way you project yourself into the fu-

ture."

People associated with Saturn 3 ac-

knowledge that Douglas worked with spirit

and diligence, and it shows in his lively

performance. But misdirected enthusiasm

can be as damaging as outright ignorance.

With no deeper purpose than to showcase

the terror ot the robot, Douglas turns in a

shallow, though animated, portrayal, and

n 1921 by Karel Capek], which is terrific

even though a little out of date. You go way

the hell back, and— Jesus, when I think

how long ago they sensed modern pro-

gressions, I'm dumbfounded!"

In the same mighty breath Douglas

chides his own industry for not sharing in

this farsightedness. "I have seen my vocal

cords in brilliant living color on the screen. It

was a little tiny camera that went right into

my throat, and there it was on the big

screen. I can't get over it. If they can do that,

they can do anything. But technological

progress in the movies is probably the

slowest moving force there is. It's ridicu-.

lous, for instance, how long we've had

gigantic cameras and lights so big that you

could get killed if one of them fell down."

The blame, he proposes, must be laid in

part on the unions. "They say, 'Jesus, you

mean if you make the camera smaller, you

won't need four guys lifting it?' You tell

them, 'No. one guy can just take it and

it over' / feel that whatever progress

ha qnnte thai hla orimary challenge was there is. other pbs will be created. But I

y
.. , ,,_ _ _ _i- .u- ,,!,,.-" " H.-.hVt thl,".' I
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competing against the sets themselves.

None of which does the cause of quality

science fiction a bit of good.

Yet Douglas has made some fine

science-fiction films, including Twenty

Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1954)

and the cautionary Seven Days in May

(1964), With characteristic humility, the

actor attributes the rounded success of

these films to !he men who made Ihem,

particularly Twenty Thousand Leagues

Under the Sea. He singles out this film as

one in which everyone concentrated on

what he or she did best. Douglas portrayed

don't think unions feel this way."

Surprisingly, Douglas's advocacy of

progress is not the final paradox. There is

another irony attached to the actor and his

recent SF films, one that dramatizes the

need for an improved relationship between

science, science fiction, and the cinema.

And while audiences may emerge after

seeing Saturn 3 and The Final Countdown

caring less about technology than before.

Kirk Douglas did not. Asked to describe

those filmmaking experiences that loom

fondly in his memory, one ot the first he cites

'Living on a carrier for ten weeks while

the freewheeling Ned Land, while WaltDis- we were making 7ne Final Countdown^

ney's attention was riveted on the hardware. Jesus, you see those PlwMteWRQon-

'He had vision, maybe even

Douglas suggests, -'but he was very easy.

He was mostly interested in the construc-

tion of the Nautilus and took any sugges-

tion I made about the character." Douglas

says that he has encountered very few

filmmakers who have been as devoted to

the trappings of science fiction— with the

I
notable exception of Stanley Kubrick, for

His voice fades as he savors that image of

technology at its fleetest and most majes-

tic. With a satisfied grin he concludes, "I

guess that's part of the fun that makes

movies an exciting way to make a living."

So it is. Perhaps one day Hollywood will

learn to portray technology in a fashion that

will permit viewers to share in the breathtak-

ing fun. DO



NOBLE

EXPLDRMTOniS
By Kathleen McAuliffe

I ^\ |ind, high speeds, maneuver-

| | I | 'ng by natural means of*» »» propulsion over rough and
forbidding terrain— these are challenges
thai elate thirty-four-year-old French Baron
Arnaud de Rosnay. A sportsman and
innovator of new forms of recreation, de
Rosnay has set several world records but
is best known for his 1978 crossing of the
Sahara at the helm of le speed sail— a sort
of giant skateboard with a sail attached to
fhe center. Riding the crests of dunes,
leaping up to two meters in the air, de
Rosnay blazed a burning-hot trail across
13,000 kilometers of desert, only to arrive
at his destination, Dakar. Senegal, two
hours ahead of lime.

The speed sail requires expertise at
balancing one's body weight against wind
pressure. Its closest seaworthy counter-
part, the wind surfboard, was thus a
logical choice for de Rosnay's latest con-
quest—the crossing of the Bering
Strait. Although only 96 kilometers as the
crow flies, traversing that strip of water
between Alaska and Siberia proved to be
the most physically demanding challenge

of his career As de Rosnay recalls on the
first anniversary of his crossing, 'Two-
meter waves, a temperature of four
degrees centigrade, and gales blowing
force six combined to trigger my doubt as
I plunged my hand into the waler for the
first time."

Since the Bering had defied any other
attempts to traverse it by natural means, it

became irresistible to de Rosnay who
delights in winning bets when the odds
are stacked against him. He laughs,
however, at being called a daredevil. "This
was no youthful caprice, valiantly risking
my life while battling the elements," he
says. "Rather, it was a rigorous study of
how to use all my resources to maintain
maximum safety."

In May of last year de Rosnay sat down
to draft the Bering master plan. The strait
is navigable for only three and a half

months of the year; the rest of the time it is

locked in ice. In August the sun sets nine
minutes earlier each ensuing day. For
safety reasons he would have to fix his
deadline somewhere between August 20
and 30. If he waited any longer, he would

De Rosnay, beside his wind surfboard, tunes weather broadcast on the eve or his crossing.

run the additional risk of big September
storms coming ahead of their cycle. This
would give him barely four months to
formulate a plan. Myriad preparations
would be necessary— amassing wind
charts, polar sea synoptic tables, and
regional maps; choosing and building
sails and boards; physical and technical
training; designing safety systems and
methods to protect himself against the
cold. Not the least of his worries was
obtaining authorization from the American
and Soviet governments.

At first the U.S. government was
cooperative, agreeing to send an Army
helicopter to accompany him the half of
the journey that would be in American
waters. Bui when no formal written

authorization was forthcoming from the
Russians, the U.S. State Department and
the Pentagon refused all assistance,
judging the operation illegal. "Actually, the
letter from the Soviet government was very
warm," de Rosnay recalls, "but they could
not offer me the requested assistance,
because they said I hadn't given them'
enough notice and, furthermore, the
region was especially remote." Not one
to be perturbed by minor setbacks, de
Rosnay simply interpreted the letter to
mean that he would be allowed to cross at
his own risk. 'After all," he says with a
gleam in his eye, "they did not give me a
flat no."

Even so, this news would make his
journey far more hazardous than he had
originally anticipated. In the event of an
emergency, de Rosnay could not depend
on help from either nation. Moreover, he
had intended to cross from the USSR to

Alaska in order to take advantage of
eastward-blowing winds. Now he would
have to travel in the opposite direction,
battling the winds and sea currents. This
could increase journey time by as much
as three hours (almost 40 percent), a
frightening prospect in icy waters.

While training in Hawaii, however, de
Rosnay learned a new technique of wind
surfing completely unknown to Euro-
peans. Hawaiian wind surfers won't touch
their boards when the wind force is under
four. They find the triangular Olympic



course amusing, but their chief objective is

speed in deep seas. Consequently, they

have technically modified ihe board so that

one no longer changes direction by balanc-

ing the mast toward the fronf or back but by

a play of the teet that de Rosnay likens to

waterskiing. The result: Speed doubles

while physical effort halves.

With less than a month to go before the

planned departure dale, de Rosnay de-

cided it was time to confront the Bering.

After the emerald waters of Hawaii, the re-

mote village of Wales, Alaska, was a sen-

sory shock. It was pouring rain upon his

arrival, and he could barely make out the

coastline: adirty-gray beach dominated by

500-meter cliffs.

As de Rosnay soon discovered, the

mountains that towered all around the strait

formed a natural wind tunnel: The gales

doubled Iheir intensity as the channel nar-

rowed, On more lhan one occasion his 24-

kilogram board would be flipped up like a

wisp of straw as he launched from the

'beach. This was wonderful entertainment

tor the local Eskimos, who had never seen a

sail before and were clearly amused by the

baron.

On his third day of trials, when he was

two kilometers offshore, an imposing black

mass with a medium-sized tail fin suddenly

jutted up out of the water 30 meters in front

of him. It was an Orca whale. "I've never

turned around so fast in my life," said de

Rosnay. Two Eskimos with binoculars wit-

nessed the scene from the shore. That eve-

ning the whole village knew about it.

To accustom his hands to the cold, de

Rosnay began training without his water-

proof gloves— a wise precaution, as fate

would have it. Over the next ten days he

iested and perfected his equipment. Both

physically and technically he was ready for

the big day. Now it was only a question of

the right weather conditions.

Thursday morning, Augusl 30. 1979. De
Rosnay broadcasts in Russian a message

over U.S. radio station NOME, warning

troops in Siberia of his impending visit to

one of their most heavily guarded military

installations. "It was one thing to go unin-

vited, but quite another to go unan-

nounced," he chuckles. "Can you imagine

whal would have happened if I was mis-

taken tor an American reconnaissance

craft? I can see Ihe headlines now: 'Solitary

Frenchman Triggers World War Three,
1 "

At 10:15 am, accompanied by the Es-

kimos' rendition of "For He's a Jolly Good
Fellow," de Rosnay bade his adieus and set

sail on the high seas. In a waterproof sack

he carried his passport, the Russian re-

sponse to his letter, $500 in cash, distress

flares, and chocolate.

The first part of the journey was smooth

going. The ocean was calm, with northwest

winds blowing at six to eight knots. Even so,

the coastline receded very quickly. By noon

he was about 15 kilometers from the larger

Diomede—one of two islands that jut 600

meters above sea level along the Interna-

tional Date Line. To avoid the rough cur-

rents and eddies that form around the cliffs,

he headed up as far as possible. As the sea

became rougher, he had a hard time main-

taining his balance. His hands grew heavy

from the cold, but when he groped for the

gloves tucked up in his belt . .
.
nothing:

They had fallen into the water.

This was considerable cause for alarm,

enough so that de Rosnay contemplated

terminating his journey at Big Diomede,

which was at least on the Soviet side of the

strait. In the end he decided to continue on

course past the two Diomedes.

No sooner was he in Soviet waters than a

warship's superstructure loomed large on

the horizon. De Rosnay welcomed this si-

lent sentinel with great relief as he neared

the edge of the channel. The wind picked

up. sending him flying from crest to crest.

For two hours the ship maintained a parallel

course, the crew on board gazing with as-

tonishment at de Rosnay elegantly slalom-

ing the great, unfurling crests.

The approaching mountains on the Sibe-

rian coast were a reassuring sight, but de

Rosnay also knew that it would mean more

turbulence ahead. To gain maximum
speed, he began sailing downwind, his

hands riveted to the wishbone harness and

his eyes blinded by the spray. A big wave

caught him off guard, and he took his sec-

ond plunge of the day. This time, however,

the water seeped into his wet suit, paralyz-

ing him momentarily. Crouched in a fetal

position to keep warm, he looked around •

for the guardian ship, but it was nowhere in

sight. The cold had slowed down his

reflexes, and he couldn't afford to miss re-

hoisting the sail more than twice. The

second attempt was successful, and he

soon made his way toward calmer waters.

Only a few kilometers off the Siberian

coast, the warship reappeared, following

him at speed until he touched ground on a

small pebbly beach. Moments later a

launch was lowered into the sea to meet

him. The crew on the deck began snapping

photos, and de Rosnay jumped to his feet,

snapping back with his own camera. "To

show them that I was okay," he says, "I

performed some acrobatics on the beach."

But the eight-hour crossing had exhausted

him, and he quickly, gave up the idea of

entertaining the crew members, who he

could only hope would be friendly hosts.

His fears were quickly dispelled. Two

hours later de Rosnay was dining royally on

salmon caviar and fresh fruit and shouting

vodka toasts to Anatoly, the ship's captain,

who spoke impeccable English.

Battling the Bering Strait on a wind

surfboard would seem to be enough of an

adventure for any individual's lifetime. But

not for de Rosnay, who has set his eyes on

more distant goals: Would you believe a

4,500-kilometer journey from the Mar-

quesas Islands, near Tahiti, to Hawaii this

month? "With prevailing winds," he says

cavalierly, "it shouldn't take more than

about two and a half weeks. "OO
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OMNEMONICS: How to remember everything.
Save this page, just in case

CDn/lPETITOnj
By Scot Morris

^^k ^^ ~s""^onic devices are memory

I 1 J l aic,s
'
n Marcn we announced

I «^ I our twelfth Competition

,

OMNEMONICS, and ashed lor crutches to

hetp in memorizing the glut of information

tha" crowds our forebrains.

Many readers tried the series we
suggested: metric prefixes, horse gaits,

poker hands, military ranks. While these
submissions were often ingenious, we
favored original ideas and looked for

readability and aptness of the mnemonic.
In the case of duplicated ideas, the first

postmark won out.

We grewtiredofthe.se mnemonic
mno-mnos: adverbs added gratuitously,

strings of uninspired, awkward, spurious
adjectives, and the too-frequent use of
arbitrary proper names (an irresistible

exception; Joan Campbell's entry, beiow).

Mention should be made of original

groupings that were tried but didn't quite
make the finals: the Olympic decathlon
events, the Boy Scout creed, stages of ihe
Krebs cycle, the ingredients in a zombie
cocktail, the steps for treating a stroke
victim, the Chinese imperial dynasties, the
karate belt ranks, the birthstdnes, and,
from an aircraft technician, the procedure
for jacking up and servicing a 60-ton
aircraft.

Thanks to all for one of the best
Competitions yet. Remind us to do this

again sometime.

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: $100

Good pupils require speedy learning; so
use fine library helpers. Book classi-

fications in the Dewey Decimal System:
General (000s), Philosophy (100s),
Religion (200s), Social Science (300s),
Language (400s), Science (500s), Useful
Arts, Technology (600s), Fine Arts (700s).
Literature (800s), History (900s).

- Mark Pellegrino, Rocky Point, NX

RUNIMERS-UP: $25

Celsius equals foolish nonsense because
Fahrenheit makes temperature the best.
Formula for converting Fahrenheit to
Celsius: Celsius equals five ninths bracket

Fahrenheit minus thirty-two bracket.

—Harley McMillen, Holts Summit, Mo.

All chaperons must previously have had
sex. Bioiccjca. c.assiJicaiionof man:
Animalia, Chordata, Mammalia. Primate,
Hominidae, Homo Sapiens.

—Greg Freeman. Newnan, Ga.

QUIK EVIL GAINS. OPEC member
nations; Qatar, United Arab Emirates,
Indonesia, Kuwait, Ecuador. Venezuela,
Iran, Libya, Gabon, Algeria, Iraq, Nigeria,

Saudi Arabia.

— Brian E. School, Brookfield, ill.

Nice northern place nestled quietly over
many states, always befriending
neighboring Yankees. The ten Canadian
provinces and two ;er r

>tories: Newfound-
land, Nova Scolia, Prince Edward Island,

New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario,

Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta, British

Columbia, Northwest Territories, Yukon.
— Craig Dupler. Seattle, Wash.

Wilma's apple jelly makes men adore jam.
Vera's hot tamales peel the frying pan.
Bertha's lasagne just give her gas. And
Carmen's homemade chili makes Roy's
teacher whip his class. Help Roy's teacher.
Eleven kooks justify nailing four cooks.
The presidents of Ihe United States,
Washington to Carter.

—Joan Campbell, Los Osos. Calif.

Damn clever mnemonic makes no prefix
forgettable. Metric prefixes of decreasing
quantity: deci-, centi-, milli-, micro-, nano-,
pico-, femto-.

— Larry Johnson, Boston, Mass.

God is very sad; He killed a small world
coldly. The Ten Commandments: no other
gods, no graven /mages, no ran use of

Ihe name, holy Sabbath, honor parents,
do not Kill, no adultery, don't steal, no false
witness, don't covet,

—Joseph O. Alford, Portage, Ind.

Be silent, Brother Rehnquist; Woodward
might still be present. The nine Supreme
Court justices: Burger, Stewart, Brennan,

Rehnquist, While, Marshall, Stevens.
Blackmun, Powell.

—John L. French. Baltimore, Md.

Only the truly forgetful fellow should
summon each number thusly. The first ten
integers: One, two, three, etc.

—Daniel Gilbert. Denver, Colo.

HONORABLE MENTION
~~

(1) Privates can't salute without learning

correct military command grades; (2)
Potassium chloride = salt, water *= liquid,

carbon monoxide = car gas. Military

ranks: private, corporal, sergeant, warrant
officer, lieutenant, captain, major, colonel,
general.

- (I) David Romanovsky, Vancouver,
B.C.. Canada. (2) Dermis Carbon:.

South Meriden, Conn.

(1) We get tired carrying Park Rangers: (2)
Who's got trains? Canadian Pacific

Railway. Horse gaits: walk, gallop, trot,

canter, pace, run.

- (1) Carolyn Heimbuck, Rapid City, S.D,
(2) Dennis Sansome, Winnipeg, Man..

Canada

Decadent Hector killed Meg's gigantic
terrier. Metric prefixes of increasing
quantity: deka-. hecto-, kilo-, mega-,
giga-, tera-.

—Anthony Armstrong, Levack.

Ont.. Canada

On two of three streets, flushing a full

house can be done four ways: flushing

straight or flushing royally. Poker hands:
one pair, two pairs, three of a kind.

straight, flush, full house, four of a kind,
straight fi'ush, royal flush.

— Caroline Levine, WinlerPark, Fla.

Errol loves two tame midtown merchants;
much merriment. Alas, 'twill always mean
triangles. Shakespeare's comedies, in the
order of their composition: Comedy of
Errors; Love's Labour's Lost; Two
Gentlemen of Verona

; Taming of the
Shrew; Midsummer Night's Dream:
Merchant of Venice; Much Ado About



No!hmg: Merry Wives of Windsor As You

Like It; Twelfth Night; All's Well That Ends

Well; Measure tor Measure; Troilusand

Cressida.
—PatGreiner, Casper, Wyo.

When Jack Lemmon handed Joel Grey

five movie contracts, many critics whined.

The portraits on paper money, past and

present: Washing I on (S'!. Jefferson ($2),

Lincoln ($5), Hamilton ($10), Jackson

($20], Grant ($50), Franklin ($100),

McKinley ($6001 Cfeve^rd (51,000),

Madison ($5,000), Chase ($10,000),

Wilson ($100,000).
- Anthony Osinski, Canonsburg, Pa.

MR. (&) MRS. LAMB. The common-law

felonies: murder, rape, manslaughter,

robbery, sodomy, larceny, arson, mayhem,

burglary.

— William A. Freedman, San Gabriel, Calif.

IVAN CAPP. The eight parls of speech:

interjection, verb, adjective, noun,

conjunction, adverb, preposition.

pronoun,
-Martin Weinberg, Vineland, N.J.

Every time an Omni invades newsstands,

sophisticated human readers discover

literary Utopia. The frequency distribution

of letters in modern English usage:

etaoinshrdlu

.

—Sumner L. Shapiro, M.D., Encino, Calif.

Father Charles goes down and ends

battle, Order of major scale sharps: F, C,

G, D, A. E, B. Say the sentence backwards

for flats: Battle ends and down goes

Charles's Father.

—Dennis Snyder, Regina,

->..
.

Sask., Canada

REQUISITES for freedom. The Bill of

Rights: 1. Religious and other freedoms

(ASPl.assembly, speech, press); 2.

Eslablishment of militia and guarantee of

the right to bear arms; 3, Quarlering of

soldiers proscribed; 4. Unreasonable

search and seizure oroiec;ed against; 5.

Incrimination of self not to be compelled;

6. Speedy public impartial trials by due

process; 7. Indfclments over £20 have the

right to jury trial; 8. Too much bail, exces-

sive fines, cruel and unusual punishment

prohibited; 9. Enumeration of certain

rights not to deny others; 10, States or the

people reserve all other rights.

—HowardF. Harrell, Rockville, Md.

Some hounds wag their tails nonstop. The

six groups of purebred dogs: sporting,

hound, working, terrier, toy, nonsporting.

— Terry McNamee, Stoney Creek,

Ont., Canada

No kid of mine lacks my kinky habits. The

eight major-Hawaiian islands, west to east:

Niihau, Kauai. Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Maui,

Kahoolawe, Hawaii,

— David Krieger, Springview, Neb.
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Beautiful girl, desiring sanctuary, seeks

dwarfs' house. The seven dwarfs; Bashful,

Grumpy, Doc, Sneezy, Sleepy, Dopey,

Happy.
—Stefanie M. Shuman, Mono Bay, Calif.

Great big earthquakes heave native coffee

plantations. Countries of Central America,

northwest to southeasi: Guatemala,

Belize, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua,

Costa Rica, Panama.
— David Dietrich, Fullerton. Calif.

A true genetic chain. The four nitrogen

bases of DN A, by linkage pairs; adenine,

thymine, guanine, cylosine.

—Don Hagen, Eureka, Calif.

As the great cook likes very little salt, she

compensates adding pepper. The signs of

the zodiac, in order: Aries, Taurus, Gemini,

Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagit-

tarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces.

- David Harden, Kansas City, Kan.

In various Xmas legends, Christ delivers

miracles. Roman numerals in ascending

order; I, VX.L, C, D. M.
— David Furbush, Las Vegas, Nev.

Pacific is an adjective. The four oceans:

Pacific, Indian. Atlantic, Arctic.

— Mike Leon, Fond du Lac, Wis.

PEG'S LAW. The seven deadly sins: pride,

ehvy, gluttony, sloth, lust, avarice, wrath.

—Randi Klinginsmith, Akron, Ohio

History proclaims these creditable monu-

ments sans peer. The seven wonders of

the ancient world: Hanging gardens.

Pyramids, Temple of Diana, Colossus of

Rhodes. Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,

Statue of Zeus, Pharos (Lighthouse) o!

Alexandria.

—Angelo Papa, Trenton, N.J.

This line proved highly valuable in

memorizing ten little acids. The ten

essential amino acids: threonine, lysine,

phenylalanine, histidine, valine,

isoleucine. methionine, tryptophan,

leucine, argenine. Also use: PVT. TIM

HALL.
—Janet Fein, Albany, NX

Men plan many VENUS jumps. The nine

planets, in order of increasing size;

Mercury. Pluto, Mars, Venus, Earth,

Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter.

—Jim Wildermuth, Riverside, Calif.

I have a root of a two whose square is two.

\ 2 =1.4142135623.. .
.The number of

letters in each word equals the corre-

sponding digit.

—Don K. Poulsen, Duncan, Okla.

(1) If repeats: a constant of calculus/a

constant of calculus. (2) To express e

properly is possibly a proposal to consider

logs based naturally. (3) In stories I

inspired, of teachers I inquired, Do
exploding evil gases transform dumptrucks

into ashes? The natural base of

logarithms, e, to 9, 12, and 15 decimal

places: 2.718281828459045 - , .
(Count the

letters).

— (1) Jeffrey D. Strehlow, Milwaukee, Wis.,

(2) Don K. Poulsen, Duncan, Okla.,

(3) Stephen Dudzik. Maplewood, N.J.

Number, constantly in use (in lab).

Avogadro's number; 6.023 x (10
23

).

— Douglas R. Frank, Great Lakes, III.

Several men fought against General Lee to

vaunt arrogant Northern traits. The 1

1

Confederate states, in order of secession:

S.C., Miss., Fia., Ala., Ga., La., Tenn.. Va..

Ark., N.C., and Tex.

— Jon A. Bethel, Houston, Tex.

Many gentlemen ascend skyward. Un-
manned space missions, in order: Mer-

cury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab.

— Kent O. Mcintosh, Darmstadt,

West Germany

This system makes it easy. Layers of the

earth's aimosphere: troposphere,

stratosphere, mesosphere, ionosphere,

exosphere.
—Ann Marie Rerun, Toronto, Ohio

Preppy premeds can't hack college, yet

drink beer. The eight Ivy League colleges:

Princeton, Penn, Cornell. Harvard,

Columbia, Yale, Dartmouth, Brown.

—D.Jaffe, Ithaca, N.Y>

Jade moons encircle that delightful ringed

Titan, heeding its power. Saturn's ten

moons, reading outward from the planet:

Janus. Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione,

Rhea, Titan, Hyperion, lapetus, Phoebe.

—Ernest Sciaroni, St. Louis, Mo.

Dow Jones Industrial Averages Closing

Stock Report. Sections of the intestinal

tract, in order: duodenum, jejunum, ileum

(appendix), colon, sigmoid colon, rectum.

-De//a Shaw and Scott Smith.

San Antonio, Tex.

I'M NO WIMP. The states bordering on the

Great Lakes: Indiana, Michigan, New
York, Ohio, Wisconsin. Illinois, Minnesota,

Pennsylvania.
— Mary Ann Cooper, Colorado Springs,

Colo.

We Democrats can't miss. A mnemonic
containing a lis! of all the states and

districts whose electoral votes went to

George McGovern in 1972: Washington,

DC, and Massachusetts.

—Daniel Gilbert, Denver, Colo.

Mnemonics neatly eliminate man's only

nemesis: insufficient cerebral storage. A
mnemonic for remembering how to spell

mnemonics

.

- William D. Harvey, Costa Mesa, Calif.OQ



TAR'S END

STARS
By Mark R. Chartrand III

5 tars live a lot longer than astron-

omers do; seldom have we been
able to observe changes in stars.

save for a few such violent events as
supernovas. Thus the discovery of a very
hoi. rapidly evolving star comes as a
welcome opportunity to peer into the

secrets of stellar senescence.
High atop Mount Hopkins, near Tucson,

Arizona, sits the newest weapon in the
astrophysicist's armory- the Multiple

Mirror Telescope. This seven-mirror
telescope has the light-gathering ability of

a reflector 4.5 meters in diameter, making
it the third most powerfu I instrument in the
world. Dedicated in May 1979. it revealed
for its firsl birthday [hat a faint star- known
only as PG1 159-035— may be rapidly
heading toward the end of its life.

A star begins as a swirling cloud of gas
and dust in space— primordial material
mixed with the heavier elements "cooked"
in stellar interiors and spewed out into

space in the cataclysmic explosions we
call supernovas. Pulling the cloud together
is the feeble but persistent force of gravity.

The pressure of starlight streaming

through Ihe void may provide another
slighi compressive force.

Internal turbulence and the galaxy's
uneven rotation tend to tear the would-be
star cloud apart. This interstellar

tug-and-shove takes place over millions of

years, sometimes rending the cloud.

Occasionally it allows the formation of a
glob of material dense enough to begin
shrinking in on itself. As it shrinks, it heats
up. glowing dully in the infrared wave-
lengths. At some point the cloud is so
dense that it becomes opaque, trapping
still more of the heat inside. Finally, after

millions or even billions of years, the
central part of the cloud contracts to

become a visible protostar, and its central
region reaches the critical temperature of

a few million degrees.

Now the thermonuclear furnace ignites,

producing helium and energy from
hydrogen. Self-sustaining, it is now an
adult star. The pressure of starlighl and
stellar winds blows away the gas, perhaps
leaving a few planets behind.

The star has reached what astronomers
call the main sequence— the phase of

The Multiple Mirror Telescope will probably be the model for

hydrogen "burning." Not much happens
for more millions or billions of years.

Then, after a period that varies inversely,

depending on the star's mass— shorter for

more mass— the star swells, its outer
layers cool, and it becomes a red giant.

But not for long, at least compared to its

stay on the main sequence. Eventually it

runs out of energy and heads for the stellar

ash pile of white dwarfs, fuel exhausted,
dw no ,; ng out over trillions of years.
The transition periods between stages

of stellar life are brief; so the chances of

observing a star in transition are small, We
have seen a few stars change near the
beginning of their lives, but PG1 159-035 is

near its end. Hence, our interest in it.

This star was first detected by a
graduate student (now Ph.D.) Richard
Greer while he was wiring hrs thesis at

the California Institute of Technology Its

blue color led him to think it might be a
quasar. Further analysis showed that
it was instead a star within our own
galaxy— but with unusual properties.
University of Arizona astronomers John T
McGraw, Sumner G. Starrfield (what a
marvelous name for an astronomer!), and
James Liebert thought that it might
actually be a very close pair similar to

others they had studied. Not so.

Instead PG1 159-035 is a thing unto
itself. It seems to be a pulsating star— but
not a pulsar, which is something else
again- vibrating in a complex way. Most
interesting is its surface temperature:
more than 50,000°K (room temperature is

about 295°K).

This makes it hotter than most stars,

including the massive blue stars and the
white dwarfs. Since it is so hot, it should
be cooling faster than most stars, if it has
indeed run out of energy sources. It is

heacng for ihe ash heap at a rate that

should enable astronomers to detect
significant changes in only a few years, a
mere finger snap in stellar time scales.

It may be years before more observa-
(ions reveal just what PG1 159-035 is and
what it is doing. It will be worth Ihe wait,

however If this star is indeed evolving
toward the white dwarf stage of its life, we
would like to know more of the details.DO
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hunting machine, naturally selected
k havoc in the "otherworfdliness"

of subocean habitats. With jaws that open
to a ninety-degree angle, viperfish strike
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little is known about marine mammals thai

whoever gets to an animal first may record

a biological scoop. And if the animal is

alive, the sooner they get there, the better

their chances of keeping it alive.

But the stranded seals of Cape Cod were

not alive. So many carcasses filled a refrig-

erated truck that it took a skilled team of

clinicians five 12-hour days to complete

postmortem examinations.

Ninety-live percent of the 30.0 seals had

died from the same infectious disease.

. When a pathologist cracked open a seal's

rib cage, the damage was apparent. The

lungs and tissue around the heart showed

signs of emphysema. The lungs were so full

of fluid that there was no space left for a

breath to be drawn.

From each specimen, samples of the

lungs, lymph nodes, adrenal glands, and

brain were taken for histology studies and

viral screenings. Liver, kidney, and blubber

samples were set aside for later analysis of

environmental contaminants such as

heavy metals and pesticides, including

PCBs. Parasites were co!'ec:ed. and stom-

achs were checked to learn the seals' diet.

Teeth from each animal were extracted for

determining age. Reproductive systems

were also examined for what might be

learned about the onset of seal maturity.

.One scientist from Yale University col-

lected flippers for radiographic studies of

bone growth, with the condition that some

of the flippers be returned to the American

Museum of Natural History, the Smithso-

nian Institution, and the universities ot

Massachusetts and Connecticut. These

schools and museums expect to exhibit

skeletons at various stages of the harbor

seal's life history, A Harvard scientist from

the Peabody Museum ot Archaeology and

Ethnology also wanted flippers to further

his work on Indian midden sites.

What caused the epizootic is still a mys-

tery, however. Dr. Geraci describes two

" possible scenarios.

"The virus— If it is a virus— can come

from any number of sources, residing in the

animal and remaining relatively dormant.

Then one or more sealsare unduly stressed

because of numbers, food pollution, what-

ever. The seal becomes debilitated, and

the virus becomes active and kills the seal.

"A second scenario has the organism

coming in cold turkey trom the environ-

ment. It affects all seals equally and goes

through the herd indiscriminately."

The first theory at the moment has gar-

nered more support, but none of the scien-

tists are sure it is the definitive answer.

It is, perhaps, one of the quirks of biology

that we scrutinize Ihe dead ior a clearer

understanding of the living. It turned a win-

ter of death into a spring ot discovery. In the

abstract way that the Pilgrims suffered for

their religious freedom, the harbor- seals

died for our science. DO

factor— which Siller names authoritarian

virtuousness— may appear on the surface

to reflect positive values, it actually masks a

fearful, stern, and moralistic attitude.

The unimpaired individual's concern

about his own vulnerability is pinpointed by

a third factor, distressed identification. Wor-

rying deeply about becoming blind while in

a blind person's presence represents anxi-

ety beyond ordinary musing about life's for-

tunes. Handicapped persons generate in-

tense concern aboul physical loss in the

rest of the population. Rather than suffer

this discomfort, normal people-avoid the

Handicapped.

The result of the numerous negative fac-

tors identified by Siller is a life for capable

handicapped people that is little but a shell

of normal existence.

Frances's home, for example, has the

warn, attractive look of a socially active

domain. But that appearance, like Frances

G.'s career, is a disappointing illusion. She

seldom entertains and has extreme diffi-

culty making friends.

"People are usually polite toward me, but

rather tense. They don't seem very inter-

ested in getting lo know me as a person, On

the other hand, some people are overly

friendly and fall all over themselves trying

to do things for me I can do myself. Its

awkward when that happens."

As prosthetic technology and sense-

organ replacement grow so advanced that

bionic spare parts will be better than the

original equipment, attitudes toward peo-

ple like Frances will doubtlessly change.

But it is neither realistic nor reason-

able to wait for technology to solve Ihe

problems of handicapped people in soci-

ety. Social conditions are changing faster

than technology is advancing. The popular

avanab.iii.y o
; bionics is still sometime off.

but the social assimilation of the handi-

capped is already well under way.

Ironically, problems of interaction will

become more acute as scientific and legal

advances continue to reduce the limita-

tions imposed by handicaps. The furor for

and against wheelchair entranls in Ihe past

two New York Cr.y marathons furnishes an

example of this. Architectural improve-

ments are making things easier for the dis-

abled, Gradually the disabled will play an

ever more prominent public role in years

ahead. Disabled and nondisabled people

have to work at breaking down Ihe barriers

that separate them.

The trailblazing work of the NYU team

should serve as a frame of reference for

developing methods to deal with emotional

barriers, Coping with these problems is a

matter of considerable human concern.

Nondisabled people must face the fact that

they gaze right past the disabled in uncon-

scious horror, or else people like Frances

G: will continue to lead unfulfilled and

lonely lives. DO

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ?.?

solution by using an electrical field. II it

could be made practical, it would be ex-

tremely useful in preparing hard-to-purify

medications.

Under Earth's gravity, continuous-flow

electrophoresis is difficult to maintain. The

electrical field heats the cells and Iheir cul-

ture medium, and convection in the fluid

remixes Ihe compounds one is trying to

separate, Convection is an eifect ol gravity.

In weightlessness there is no convection to

defeat the separation.

The importance attached -O space

pharmaceutical research is made clear by

NASA's response to a report p'epa'ed oy

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corpora-

tion for the George C. Marshall Space Flight

Center. We cannot quote from the report.

The Freedom ol Information Act notwith-

standing, it is considered proprietary in-

formation, and it is possible to get a copy

only by signing an agreement not to use the

information in any way (NASA has been

getting a liberal education in how to deal

with private enterprise.)

But last January 25, NASA answered the

report with a new Joinl Endeavor agree-

ment. "Under the agreement," the agency

stated, "McDonnell Douglas and a major

pharmaceutical firm will conduct a re-

search-and-development program to de-

termine the feasibility of separating biolog-

ical materials in space, using a process

known as continuous-flow electrophoresis.

This process Ijas a. high probability of pro-

ducing substances useful in the diagnosis,

treatment, or prevention of human or animal

diseases. These substances are currently

not being produced in sufficient quantities

or puri:y in ground-based facilities."

Months earlier a NASA researcher's en-

thusiasm for this sort ot biotechnology

conducted in orbit was somewhat more

sanguine than the approved NASA re-

lease; "We're probably going lo be able to

find a cure for the common cold!" he

exclaimed.

They will, of course, accomplish far more

than that, If researchers can foresee impor-

tant pharmaceutical products from space

wilhout ever having been in orbit to experi-

ment with biological processes, there will

be an explosion of knowledge and tech-

nique once people can routinely travel to

orbit and live in space for months at a time.

There is cause for rational enthusiasm

here, We are experiencing the dawn ol a

new era in biotechnology.

When— not if— the space shuttle begins

its flights into Earth orbit, please don't view

ll as an expensive toy that permits some

scientists to engage in their favorite hob-

bies and gives a few ex-fighter jocks the

chance to fly something even hotter. Look

on it with the foreknowledge that what is

learned in its cargo bay and what it carries

back from orbiting pharmaceutical labora-

tories may save your life. DO
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For summer,

noncompetitive games

By Scot Morris

"When the One Great Scorer comes to

write against your name —
He marks —not that you won or lost

—but how you played the game."
— Grantland Rice

In most games you win by making

someone else lose. Competition can be

thrilling for winners, but in recent years

psychologists have questioned what

effect it has on losers. In the spirit of

cooperation we present two indoor and

four outdoor games emphasizing the thrill

of victory without the agony of defeat.

LINKS. For two persons. The first player

mentions the proper name of any famous

personality— living, dead, or fictional.

Suppose my choice is Martin Gardner. You

must now think of a name that has some
conceptual association with or link to it.

You could choose a link having a name in

common {Gardner Murphy, George R. R.

Martin), a rhyme (Ring Lardner), a

professional link (George Gamow. another

science popularizer), or a pun (Luther

Burbank, a "gardener"). The object is to

pick a name with a link that I
will recognize

with little or no explanation. If you say

Thomas Edison, I may ask for the associ-

ation. If it's uninspired ("a scientist").

I may ask you to pick another name, but if

it's clever enough ("he's a scientific

American"), I'll accept the name and

come up with a new link. It's important to

keep the ball rolling and not spend

unnecessary time explaining or criticizing.

If no brilliant name comes to mind in 10 or

15 seconds, settle for a more obvious one.

Keep the chain growing.

Here's a sample: 'saac Asimov, Isaac

Newton ,
Johnny Appleseed

,
Onan.A.

Conan Doyle. Sherlock Holmes. James
Watson. Francis Crick, Gregor Mendel

,

Swee'pea, Edgar Rice Burroughs. Tarzan,

Jane Fonda. Dick Nixon, Chubby
Checker. Caryl Chessman. Bobby
Fischer, Theodore Sturgeon—

After you've played for a while, try to

follow the steps back from the current

name to the original one. It's surprisingly

easy to retrace even 20 or 30 names.

Links is noncompetitive. There's no way

to keep score, though the game can be
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played well or poorly. On a good day you'll

hit several strings that reflect your pure

genius: Lemuel Gulliver, Robinson

Crusoe, Jack Webb, Spider Robinson . .

.

Leonard Nimoy, Dr. Spock, Julia Child,

Cardinal Cooke, Florence Nightingale,

Robin Williams—
NAME DROP. Solitaire. Write the alphabet

vertically on the right side of a piece of

paper. On the left write vertically the first

26 letters of any famous saying. Then, in

three minutes, fill in as many famous
names as you can by using the initials in

the two columns. See how close you can

come to a perfect score of 26. You can

limit the choices by allowing only names

from fiction, scientists, movie stars, etc.
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LIMITS FRISBEE. When your Frisbee-

proficiency reaches the point where you

easily get most throws to your partner, and

vice-versa, a game of catch becomes less

challenging. It's time to play Limits.

Imagine your partner surrounded by a

hemisphere— above him, front and back.

left and right— that represents the

absolute limits of his catching ability. A
throw outside this hemisphere is beyond

the range of even his best efforts. A bad

throw. A throw that travels into the

hemisphere is "too easy.'
1

Another bad

throw. The object is to throw tangentially to

the surface of his hemisphere. If your

opponent has to run, jump, stretch, and

just barely grasp the disc on the tips of his

fingers, that's a perfect Limits throw. Score

one for you. The idea is to force both

players to make the kind of impossible

catches that would make Howard Cosell

call for an instant replay

Handicapping is easy: A less experi-

enced player has a smaller hemisphere,

and all hemispheres get smaller as players

tire. If you're not exhausted after ten

minutes, you're not playing it right.

FRISBEE SOLITAIRE. In recent years

Frisbee has become a graceful,

individualized ballet Instead of merely

catching a disc, as in olden days, a player

now keeps the Frisbee spinning on one
fingernail while performing a variety ot

tips, twirls, airbrushes, and somersaults,

all without ever actually catching the disc.

A thrower may have to wail several

minutes to get his Frisbee back.

The technique that led to this new
narcissism is called the nail delay. A player

keeps the disc spinning on a nail, delaying

the final catch. Some serious players

apply hardening polish or fake ceramic

nails to their index fingernails and a

silicone spray to the underside of the disc,

all to minimize the finger-Friz friction.

John Kirkland, winner of five World

Frisbee championships, says that the first

step in learning the nail delay is not to spin

the disc butlo spin your finger. Holding the

Frisbee stationary, with its underside

toward you, place your index fingernail in

the center and twirl it in small clockwise

circles (all instructions should be reversed

for left-handers). After practicing this

John Kirk/and a -Ijobie nail delay.



stage, hold the Frisbee horizontally in both
hands and spin il in a clockwise direction

as seen from underneath. Catch it on your
fingernail, twirling it in the same direction

as the disc. When the disc tilts, twirl your
finger in larger circles to restore balance.
In practicing this move, you'll learn at a
muscular level what is meant by gyro-

scopic precession. Press up at one point

and the disc tilts up not where you touch
but about 90°spinward. The disc's

reaction is always displaced in the

direction of its spin.

Unfortunately while it is easiest for a
right-hander to nail-delay in a clockwise
direction, you won't often receive throws
spinning this way. The garden variety

backhand throw from a right-hander

arrives spinning the opposite way
(counterclockwise from below). The only

solutions to this are: £1) play with left-

handers, (2) play with partners who have
mastered exotic clockwise throws such as
the sidearm and the overhand wrist flip, or

(3) practice delaying the Frisbee in both
directions.

KADIMA. Many back-and-forth ball

games can be played cooperatively, in

volleyball, tennis, or Ping-Pong, for

example, it is often more challenging (and
fun) to see how long you can keep the ball

in motion instead of trying lo "beat" your
opponent by taking advantage of his

weaknesses. Playing these games
cooperatively requires the decision and
mutual agreementto do so, however. In the
Israeli game of Kadima, in which players

bat a small rubber ball back and forth

between two oversized wooden paddles,
cooperation is essential. Driving a shot
past your opponent only disrupts the play

and the mood while he chases it.

The Kadima paddle isthree-ply

plywood. The.middle, sandwiched ply is

hollow, with a large circle cut out, giving a
bouncy "sweet spot" to the outer surfaces.

Play is usually head to head, with the

ball never touching the ground, but a fast,

wide-ranging game can be played on a
parking lot or a beach at low tide. Permit-
ting one or more bounces between players
allows some spectacular recovery shots.
The game is easy to pick up. After your

first few minutes on the beach, someone
may come up and ask where you learned
to play so well. After a few rounds, stretch

your skills with Limits Kadima, played on
the principles of Limits Frisbee, above.

LAP SIT. Eight or more persons (preferably
many more) stand in a circle, shoulder to

shoulder. Now turn to the right. Then, very
gently, each person sits down on the lap

(or knees) of the person behind him. When
this move is done successfully, it is spec-
tacular and eerie: Suddenly everyone is

sitting comfortably, fully supported. A
living paradox, Escher in flesh, a very
unvicious circle Take a moment to con-

COMPETITION #15: LINKS

Neil Armstrong
,
Arnold Schwarzenegger,

Paul Anderson
, Paul Anderson , Frederik

Pohl, George Gallup, Secretariat,

Rosemary Woods, Forrest Tucker, John
Glenn, Penelope Tree, Joyce Kilmer,

Joyce Brothers, the Marx Brothers, the
Lennon Sisters, John Lennon. Ringo Starr.

Brenda Starr, Moon Multins, Neil

Armstrong.

Above, a name chain based on Links,

the noncompetitive game described at

left. Here it becomes competitive.

template the enormity of what you have
just done. Your arms are free, and you can
give the person in front of you a back rub.

Now try this: At a signal, everyone take a
step forward— left foot first, then, right, left,

right. You're doin' the caterpillar walk!

This diversion was originally called

Empress Eugenie's Circle, after the
Austrian empress's account of how her
soldiers kept dry while resting on a wet
field, The New Games Foundation, in San
Francisco, has brought it up to date,
popularizing megalap sits. The world
record was set in Cranbraok, British

Columbia, Canada, on May 14, 1978. The
tally recognized by the Guinness people
was 3,394 sitters for 60 seconds. There
are reports that this lap sit ended when the
tickling rule was violated.

persons. No tickling, please.

Compose a list of 20 linked names,
starting and ending the list with the same
name. The basis for linking must, after a
little reflection, be self-evident.

The stream-of-unconsciousness game
we have called Links is patterned after

wordplay in Chewsday, by Dan Greenburg
(Stein and Day, 1968). Acknowledgment
for this competition idea to Mary Ann
Madden, contributing editor of New York

magazine.

Number your names 1 to 20 and send
postmarked by September 15, 1980.
Postcards are preferred. The first-prize

winner will receive $100: runners-up

(2-10) will each receive S25. All entries

become the property of Omni and will not

be returned. Send to: Competition #15;
909 Third Avenue, New York. NY 10022.OO
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